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ABSTRACT 
 
The core of research explored the relationship of two strands representing the urban climate 
and built environment dimensions of urban sustainability to urban form. There were also 
three specific objectives that examined ways of adapting the city, whether sustainable 
developments lead to the city’s comprehensive sustainability plan and planning process in 
urban climate resilience. Thus, transferring scientific research into tools applicable for urban 
planning ought to be a great challenge for this study. Communication of results, a key factor 
for success, is a possible area in which urban climatologists have not succeeded. Moreover, 
urban climate and liveability can be important factors in designing cities. Urban thermal 
environment and hot days are problematic issues. As the densely researches and vividly 
argues that the poor and the weak are most in need of our attention when designing compact-
density cities. The environmental dimensions of hot-humid cities, especially in tropical 
climatic zone, are important to get right. 
 
This study presents a tool named “Climate-based Landforms Classification System” that has 
proven a capability of helping compact cities to incorporate climate effects in spatial planning 
process in a systematic way. The system is developed and presented in a Geographical 
Information System (GIS) platform in which the lessons and experience gained from 
interdisciplinary studies. The study presented in this research has three aims; 1) To 
scientifically quantify the surface configuration and composition of urban morphological 
features affecting on local climate modifications; 2) To develop procedures to integrate a 
climate-based classification of urban and rural sites that applies universally, relatively, and 
easily to local climate studies from the urban climate observational and numerical modeling 
approaches; and 3) To quantify and measure the implementation suite of thermal environment 
improvement and mitigation measured by different climatic zone classes, which are 
investigated on the cooling benefit derived from solving problematic urban climate features 
in reducing local temperature. 
 
The study attempts to bring scholars together, experts and practitioners of a hot-humid 
summer city designed to review literature researches and knowledge on the subject (Chapters 
1 and 2). One must, however, see this offering as only representing a start. One is only 
getting there, and there is a long way to go. The analysis presented is applied on Bangkok 
Metropolitan Area (BMA), Thailand and the climatic considerations of hot-humid summer 
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living are the main thesis of BMA’s chapters (Chapters 3 and 4). By explicitly describing the 
quantitative relationships of urban climate indicators with the surface composition and 
configuration features are; (i) Two surface configurations are including the floor area ratio 
(FAR) and the open space ratio (OSR), while (ii) Three surface compositions are including; 
building coverage ratio (BCR), green coverage ratio (GCR) and water coverage ratio (WCR). 
The results hypothesized that approximately 97.7% of the variation in the average summer 
daytime (during 06:00-18:00 hrs) near-surface air temperature at the screen-height 
temperature sensors was explained jointly by the FAR, BCR and GCR of surface morphology 
variables. These results are important theories and management implications.  
 
In Chapter 5, research contributing to a climate-based landforms classification system is an 
important consideration. This research chapter, the Thermal Climate Zone (TCZ) was 
produced and could advance these issues because it offers a basic package of urban climate 
principles for architects, planners, ecologists, and engineers. The system conveys these 
principles through spatial scales (micro, local and city settlement level) and design elements 
that are relevant to many cognate disciplines of urban climatology. The BMA’s TCZ system 
comprises 7 zone types at the local scale through an experimental study in a tropical city. 
Here, a map depicting BMA’s homogeneous climatic-response units or "an Urban-Rural 
Thermal Environment Map” or “URTEMap” was prepared and a series of climatic guidelines 
for planning was put forth for the different units. Not only the zone definitions provide a 
standard framework for reporting and comparing field sites and their temperature 
observations, but also it can provide input data for numerical climate models that incorporate 
urban canopy parameters into their formulations to forecast climatic conditions especially 
temperature.  
 
A research Chapter 6 on spatial planning and greening integration highlight important aspects 
of hot-humid summer planning and designs. The scope of this chapter is to present an 
application of system to evaluate the environmental benefits for scaling-down policies which 
are derived from solving and improving urban thermal problems in different climate zones of 
BMA. It is necessary to increase evaporation in order to promote cooling benefits of greening 
strategies. Based on the parametric studies of urban canopy in a numerical climate model 
(e.g. ENVI-met model) understanding; First, greening is beneficial in cooling the urban 
environment and creating better urban local climatic conditions for human activities at the 
vi 
 
ground level, especially during the hot and humid summer months in BMA. Second, different 
cooling potential demands from tree planting are depended on urban landforms of BMA.  
 
A holistic view based on integrated urban thermal environment assessment methods for 
multi-scale spatial planning is further offered in Chapter 7. This research chapter focuses on 
the presents an ideal tools or integrated suite of a climate-based landforms classification 
system is uses the term “Climate-based Urban Development Pattern Approach (CUDPA)” to 
evaluate the relative local climate modification benefits of alternative development 
approaches in a city ranging from the project to the local (or neighborhood) to city settlement 
level. It summarizes the relationship between landforms and local thermal modification, 
particularly in the mitigation arena and to presents a framework that illustrate how integrated 
tools are already being proposed in the urban planning and development process of BMA. An 
ideal tool or integrated suite of a climate-based urban forms classification system in spatial 
planning and development process should have the following characteristics; comprehensive, 
three-dimensional, multi-scalar, policy-relevant, iterative, additive and affordable. Perhaps 
the most critical gap we have identified is the inability of tools to move up and down the 
various scales to support effective planning and regulatory decisions, to set, and to adjust 
policy.  
 
In Chapter 8, ongoing work to improve the approach includes; the goal is to generate an 
“Urban Thermal Comfort Map (UTCMap)” where temperature, wind, and solar radiation 
exposure layers are analyzed together inside the GIS platform. Then, planners can analyze 
expected comfort levels and make changes in the layout design at the locations where they 
are uncomfortable. Meanwhile, the 3D cumulative building facades solar insulation layer will 
be integrated with the earlier simulated temperature, simulated wind, inhabitant data, and 
land use data to develop an “Urban Cooling Potential Map (UCPMap)”. Finally, the 
UTCMap and the UCPMap will be created to an “Urban Liveability Index Map (ULIMap)”. 
 
The integration of urban planning tools with urban climate assessment tools is a complex 
endeavour but one with a promising future. This integration will integrate into urban climatic 
assessment as a part of the urban planning and design process. To produce such a tool or suite 
of tools many appear daunting, but the need is great. We are poised to make a plan and policy 
decisions at the city settlement and local level that will have potentially enormous 
consequences.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
   
1.1. BACKGROUND 
 
In the past decades, urban climate and environmental studies in the city and its corresponding 
issues including the mitigation methods have become the main research topics in the area of 
urban climatology. Prediction models such as impact mitigation strategies, urban air 
temperature predictions, improved weather forecasting and air quality forecasting have been 
developed as a result. With the current issue of sustainable urban development in the cities, 
urban planners are beginning to look into different aspects of urban climatic parameters and 
incorporate them as the planning parameters. However, it is rather difficult for the planners to 
attempt to plan without engaging the urban climate scientists. Engaging urban climate 
scientists to conduct assessments and providing feedback have helped inform urban planning 
efforts, but to date the planning process has been largely decoupled from the impact 
assessment and analysis process. Urban climate scientists need to improve communication 
with the urban planners, architects, and engineers [Yow D., 2007], they proposed a 
conceptual method that puts urban climatology knowledge at the center of planning decision 
process with different scales [Mills G., 2006]. 
 
Urban Climatology Urban Planning
Science/Theoretical
Climatologist 
Multi-scale phenomena 
Observational approaches
Field measurement 
Thermal remote sensing 
Small-scale modeling at 
the canopy level 
Applied
Engineer/Designer/Planner
Different spatial scales of 
decisions
Outdoor environment
Urban forms & functions
Comfort & health
Landscape planning
The goal of creating more 
sustainable settlements
Focus on achieving
predictive power
Lack of 
communication
(bridge gap)
 
 
Figures 1.1 Lack of Communication System between Urban Climate Experts and Urban 
Planners [Source: Author]. 
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Furthermore, urban populations have grown significantly over the past two centuries, from 
3% in 1800 to 14% in 1900 and 47% in 2000. Based on a United Nations estimate, 61% of 
world’s population (up to 5 billion people) will live in urban areas by year 2030 [Oke T.R., 
1987; Wong N.H. et al., 2011; Moonen P. et al., 2012]. Over the past decades, urbanization 
mainly took place in Europe and the US, while nowadays, the centre of urbanization moved 
to Asia as consequence of their rapid economic growth (see Figure 1.2a). In a line with 
population growth, rapid urbanization is expected to take place in most developing countries. 
Given this trend, the urban thermal environment has become a global phenomenon as cities 
attempt to accommodate increasing demand for housing, commercial development, recreation 
space, and other uses which in turn increases the energy consumption of buildings, alters 
urban climatology, modifies urban wind patterns, and increases the concentration of air 
pollutants.  
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Figures 1.2 (a) Percentage of Population Residing in Urban Areas by Continent 1950-2050 
[Based on data from UN, 2010] and (b) Variation in Yearly Mean Temperature in Large 
Asian Cities Using Observational Temperature Data [Source: Kataoka K. et al., 2009]. 
 
Particularly, several large Asian cities are all rapidly developing and show various 
development stages temperature increased by approximately 2.5°C during the 20th century 
(Figure 1.2b) [Kataoka K. et al., 2009]. These hot cities phenomenon has far-reaching 
environmental sustainability and human livability implications ranging from the aggravation 
of health problems such as hyperthermia, increasing the intensity of urban air pollution, and 
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contributing to extreme heat waves. As a result, an occurrence of urban environmental 
problems is inevitable. In this respect, the urban thermal environment is one of the major 
urban environmental issues, which has led to extensive research into this topic. 
 
In recent years, various countermeasures for improving the urban thermal effect, e.g. urban 
tree planting, highalbedo building surfaces, and the introduction of ventilation path into urban 
areas, have been proposed and examined as well as implemented [Lun I. et al., 2009]. It 
should be noted that the urban climate of each region is influenced by regional characteristics 
such as urban scale, geographical features, land use, ventilation path, and anthropogenic heat 
releases, etc. Thus, effective countermeasures vary from region to region according to the 
regional climatic characteristics. Inhabitants become more sensitive to their environmental 
conditions as a result of urbanization. Thus, the use of climate knowledge in urban planning, 
have attracted much attention from urban climatologists. 
 
Furthermore, the scale of intervention required to reduce and adapt the effects of urban 
thermal environment will require action at all levels of government and society. Some city 
governments are beginning to require local governments to meet “liveable cities” challenges 
and opportunities for policymaker targets in relatively short periods of time. However, it is at 
the local level that most decisions about urban form are made-by public officials, 
practitioners, citizens in cities, metropolitan organizations, and special service districts. Yet 
urban planners and local decision makers generally lack the tools and means needed to make 
informed choices about the urban climate implications of local growth and redevelopment 
decisions, or to measure their effects. While a wide spectrum of tools currently exists, few 
have the capacity to work simultaneously at either the regional (or a city settlement) and local 
scale, or to capture the multiple consequences of regulatory decisions. They generally lack 
the capacity to model the land use (landforms and functions)-local climate relationship in a 
way that easily and in real time informs the policy process. 
 
The core of research explored the relationship of two strands representing the urban climate 
and built environment dimensions of urban sustainability to urban form. There were also 
three specific objectives that examined ways of adapting the city, whether sustainable 
developments lead to the city’s comprehensive sustainability plan and planning process in 
urban climate resilience. Thus, transferring scientific research into tools applicable for urban 
planning ought to be a great challenge for this study. Moreover, urban climate and liveability 
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can be important factors in designing cities. Urban thermal environment and hot days are 
problematic issues. As the densely researches and vividly argues that the poor and the weak 
are most in need of our attention when designing compact-density cities. The environmental 
dimensions of hot-humid cities, especially in tropical climatic zone, are important to get right. 
 
1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
Most researchers agree on the fact that, in spite of the available knowledge about the climate 
and some good examples of climatic design, the impact of climate in the urban planning 
process in practice is usually low [Oke T.R., 1984; Lindqvist S. et al., 1989; Pressman 
N.E.P., 1996]. If this is so and consequently why this is so are two interesting questions, 
especially as the integration of climatic considerations into the planning process has been 
considered importance for such a long time. Transferring scientific research into tools 
applicable for urban planning ought to be a great challenge for urban climatologists. 
Currently, urban climate study methods are categorized as multi-scale phenomena and 
include observational approaches such as field measurement, thermal remote sensing, and 
small-scale modeling at the canopy level; that there are many examples of climatologists who 
have tried to develop their scientific results into user-friendly tools. Communication of 
results, a key factor for success, is a possible area in which urban climatologists have not 
succeeded. Do urban climatologists really know what the planners need in order to 
incorporate climatic factors in the urban planning process? Should urban climatologists 
concentrate on developing methods such as “Climatope Maps” [Scherer D. et al., 1999] and 
“Urban Climatic Maps (or UCMap)” [Ren C. et al., 2011], should they perform massive 
information campaigns or should they concentrate on real-world measurements? 
 
This study, the climate-based landforms classification system was produced and could 
advance these issues because it offers a basic package of urban climate principles for 
architects, planners, ecologists, and engineers. The system conveys these principles through 
spatial scales (micro, local) and design elements (e.g., building height, “green” plot ratio) that 
are relevant to many cognate disciplines of urban climatology. The system could also support 
well-established planning projects such as urban climatic maps. More appropriate use for 
urban climate zone is to build spatial databases of urban morphology and the associated 
effects on thermal climate for a city-wide (or a city settlement level), which provides a 
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research framework for urban thermal environment studies and standardizes the city-wide 
exchange of urban temperature observations. Thus, the aim to develop the climate-based 
classification of urban and rural sites that applies universally and relatively easily to local 
thermal environment studies using numerical modeling. The research do not aim to supplant 
the terms urban and rural from heat island discourse, but instead to encourage a more 
constrained use of these terms when describing the local physical conditions of a field site. 
The terms urban and rural alone cannot sufficiently describe a field site or its local 
surroundings.  
 
1.3. OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 
 
This research was initially carried out within the scope of an applied urban climatology, 
where one of the goals was to foresee the changes that would result from the process of 
urbanization and another aim was then set up with the aim of suggesting ways of reducing the 
negative local climatic effects of urbanization. However, tools to assess the urban climate are 
very important to estimate the effects of these measures. The urban climate is composed of 
various spatial scale phenomena in and around the urban area and hence various urban 
climate assessment tools that correspond to different scales are required. This study presents a 
tool named Thermal Climate Zone (TCZ) Classification System that has proven capability to 
help compact cities to incorporate climate effects in spatial planning process in a systematic 
way.  
 
The TCZ classification system is developed and presented in a Geographical Information 
System (GIS) platform in which the lessons and experience gained from interdisciplinary 
studies. This research attempts to use a systematical assessment method to collect available 
climate and planning data and create an information platform for planning use. It relies 
mostly on literature and theoretical understanding that have been well practiced elsewhere. 
The effort here is to synergize the established understanding for a tool at hand and 
demonstrate how useful guidance can still be made for planners and policy makers. 
 
The study presented in this research has several aims:  
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 To scientifically quantify the surface configuration and composition of urban 
morphological features affecting on local climate modifications; 
 
 To develop procedures to integrate a climate-based classification of urban and rural 
sites that applies universally, relatively, and easily to local climate studies from the 
urban climate observational and numerical modeling approaches. An Urban-Rural 
Thermal Environment Map (or URTEMap) is presented parts of urban area that have a 
roughly similar propensity to modify the local climate; and 
 
 To quantify and measure the implementation suite of thermal environment 
improvement and mitigation measured by different climatic zone classes, which are 
investigated on the cooling benefit derived from solving problematic urban climate 
features in reducing local temperature. 
 
1.4. SCOPE OF STUDY 
 
Urbanization is progressing rapidly in many Asian cities. The Bangkok metropolitan area 
(BMA) is one of the regions experiencing rapid urbanization that has resulted in the urban 
thermal environment problems, which will be sure to influence the regional climate, 
environment, and socio-economic development. Thus, Bangkok’s case study is presented. 
The summer period or hot and humid season, is from March to June. At this time, the thermal 
environment has the highest solar intensity and longer days. Moreover, monocentric urban 
context is one of the dominant factors which affect the local urban climatic condition and 
outdoor living quality on people who utilize outdoor spaces. Quantitative data to characterize 
the TCZ classes by their surface properties were retrieved from GIS, which is a platform 
commonly used in various geographical related research and applications including those 
relating to urban climate research, as it can be used to analyze different urban climatic 
parameters. This study will be described an idea to overcome this challenge by means of 
developing a user friendly urban design platform that takes after GIS. This research will also 
discuss the plan for advancement of the urban climate assessment tools from the current 
situation to the future. 
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In this study, the classification identified different local climate zones based from theoretical 
divisions of urban morphological based on its ability to modify the local air temperature. The 
zones are divided into properties that influence screen-height temperature, namely surface 
structure (height and spacing of buildings) and surface cover (pervious or impervious and 
greenery). Surface structure affects local climate through its modification of airflow, 
atmospheric heat transport, and shortwave and longwave radiation balances, while surface 
cover modifies the albedo, moisture availability, and heating/cooling potential of the ground. 
Hereafter, all classes to emerge from logical division of the morphology and environment in 
the local universe are called “Thermal Climate Zones (TCZs)”. The name is appropriate 
because the classes are local in scale, climatic in thermal environment, and zonal in 
representation. The research formally define thermal climate zones as regions of uniform 
surface cover and structure that span in horizontal scale. Each TCZ has a characteristic 
screen-height temperature regime that is the most apparent over dry surfaces, on calm, clear 
summer diurnal range, and in areas of simple relief. These temperature regimes persist and 
are associated with the homogeneous environments or ecosystems of a city. 
 
Currently, urban climate study methods are categorized as multi-scale phenomena and 
include observational approaches such as field measurement, thermal remote sensing, and 
small-scale modeling; and computer simulations where energy balance modeling and 
computer fluid dynamics (CFD) are commonly used. As a result, a lot of urban land surface 
prediction models have been developed with different approaches. These models vary from 
simple representation of urban thermal and environment to a 3D geometry of buildings with 
varying heights and material characteristics. In order to make use of these prediction models, 
users have to key in different parameters, which usually confine the urban climate knowledge 
domain, for example, development of proposed greening scenarios. 
 
Current priorities placed on sustainable urban development have encouraged urban planners 
to examine the various parameters of urban climate modeling and incorporate them into 
planning and design efforts. Rather, while they may understand the importance of interactions 
between urban morphology and urban microclimate condition, they lack basic knowledge of 
urban climatology. Engaging urban climate scientists to conduct assessments and provide 
feedback has helped inform design and planning efforts, but to date the design process has 
been largely decoupled from the impact assessment and analysis process. Urban climate 
scientists need to improve communication with the urban planners, architects, and engineers, 
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this research proposed a conceptual method that puts urban climatology knowledge at the 
center of design process with different scales; buildings, building groups and settlement. 
 
GIS provides a common platform for various geographically related research and applications 
issues, including those relating to urban climate research. As such, GIS can be used to 
analyze different urban climatic parameters, for example, urban climatic mapping technique. 
However, GIS is still lacking in its capability as a user-friendly urban design and planning 
tool. This research is introduced to a means to overcome this challenge through development 
of a user friendly urban design tool for urban climate assessment built on a GIS platform. The 
Climate-based Urban Development Pattern Approach (CUDPA) will be one of the examples 
used for the discussion. This research is also discussed the plan for advancement of the urban 
planning tool from the current situation to the future, in parallel with more mature 
microclimate simulation tools at the building level, such as the ENVI-met model, is a three-
dimensional microclimate model designed to simulate the surface-plant-air interactions in 
urban environment. Typical areas of application are Urban Climatology, Architecture, 
Building Design or Environmental Planning. 
 
1.5. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 
 
An integration of urban planning and design tools with urban microclimate assessment tools 
is a complex endeavour but one with a promising future. This integration will integrate urban 
climatic assessment as part of the spatial planning decision process. Urban planners will be 
able to assess the impact of their city development, i.e., the change of urban morphology, to 
the urban climatic condition simultaneously without separately engaging scientists. The 
results were translated into a series of guidelines for spatial planning, which was compiled in 
a multi-scale climatic information and presented in cartographic form, not only for the city as 
a whole (meso scale), but also for a particular city district (local scale). 
 
In this respect, a climate-based landforms classification system appears to be two suitable 
complementary approaches to analyze the fine-grained urban spatial pattern and its 
relationship with the urban atmospheric process. This will allow urban planning to identify 
areas in need of protection or restoration of ecosystem processes, development of spatially 
explicit strategies for urban environmental planning, and assessment of alternative strategies. 
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Following a contribution that sets the application of urban climate knowledge in the widest 
context such as; 
 
 What are the dominant conditions for surface structure and surface cover (or urban 
morphology) that affect local thermal environment in a city? 
 Which countermeasures for local climate mitigation offer the efficiency to improve the 
urban thermal environment when the configurations of thermal climate zones (TCZs) 
are different 
 Taking into consideration available land area and other physical constraints, which 
mitigation strategies provide potential for reducing urban thermal city-wide scale and in 
the case study areas in city? 
 Which mitigation strategies provide greater benefits in terms of reducing outdoor air 
temperature that is comfortable for human in a city? 
 
Moreover, it is hoped that this research will provide a compilation of information that will be 
useful to ecologists, planners, designers, and landscape architects. Moreover, it is hoped that 
the research will be a resource for urban planners in general and not just for urban 
climatologists. Because although urban thermal environment differs in appearance from other 
urban climate zones, all urban climate experience interrelationships between urban form and 
urban atmospheric processes, and all urban ecosystems, are affected by the ultimate goal of 
creating a sustainable city. 
 
1.6. DISSERTATION OUTLINES 
 
This dissertation consists of eight chapters as shown in Figure 1.3. It begins with the Chapter 
1. This chapter’s aim is to explain the background of the study together with problematic 
statement of research. Moreover, the objective and the scope of study are also explained in 
this chapter. Following by Chapter 2, the reviews of literatures related to this dissertation are 
illustrated, and the point that lacks of consideration from other studies is given details. as 
Also, it describes the framework of analysis, the role of the method to the quantification 
public opinion, and method to integrate the analysis. The integrations are fulfilled by the 
study of Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. 
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Chapter 3’s aim is to explain the study process of research and the framework of integrated 
urban thermal environment assessment methods. The steps of study are described into two 
assessment scales, including regional (or the city settlement level) and local climate 
assessments. The framework of integrated urban thermal environment assessment methods to 
mitigate and adapt spatial planning is introduced in this chapter. The last part of this chapter 
is devoted for the results of experimental study. Some findings are useful to be discussed for 
the other chapters. 
 
In Chapter 4, it mainly focuses on quantifying the effects of urban development and spatial 
characteristics on urban thermal environment. The purpose of this chapter is to scientifically 
investigate the surface configuration and composition of urban morphological variables 
affecting on local climatic modifications according to the geographical approach. Moreover, 
the results can provide a reference for urban planners to understand which urban 
morphological variables could modify the local temperature and thermal responsiveness.  
 
The constructing a Climate-based Landforms Classification System is performed in Chapter 
5. As planners need spatialized guidelines, the mapping of city’s physical features was 
carried out using a GIS. Based on the surface composition and configuration of urban 
morphology an Urban-Rural Thermal Environment Map (or URTEMap) to depicting a city-
wide’s homogeneous climatic-response units was produced that applies universally and 
relatively and easily to local thermal environment studies. The aim in this classification is 
twofold; 1) to facilitate consistent documentation of site metadata and thereby improve the 
basis of intersite comparisons, and 2) to provide an objective protocol for measuring the 
magnitude of the urban thermal effecting in the city. Finally, a series of climatic guidelines 
for planning was put forth for the different units providing the useful spatial climate 
information in strategic planning of impact mitigation measures. 
 
Chapter 6 emphasizes on the planning with urban climate in different climate zones that had 
been evaluated in the previous chapters. The TCZ characteristics are also determined their 
influences on the sites climatic modifications by urban morphological character. This helps to 
understand that which criteria can influence on local thermal impacts and how different TCZ 
conditions created different impact severities. Moreover, this chapter focuses on the 
importance of greening as potential means of passive cooling and is useful in improving an 
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ambient thermal environment especially at a pedestrian level. In this stage, two approaches 
are presented including an on-site measurement and a numerical simulation model, which 
were investigated on the cooling potential of greening modification in reducing local 
temperature. Based on the result of this stage lets the local (or neighborhood-level) decision 
maker and planner to identify more precise optimum greening policies necessary for better 
living environment. 
 
Chapter 7 focuses on the integration of multi-scale climate information planning and 
management that had been evaluated in the previous chapters. This integration will integrate 
urban climatic assessment as a part of the urban planning and design process. This chapter is 
about an idea to overcome this challenge by means of developing a user friendly spatial 
methodology platform that takes after differential scale climatic assessments. The BMA’s 
Climate-based Urban Development Pattern Approach (BMA’s CUDPA) for regional and 
local decision making will be one of the examples used for the discussion. The system 
conveys urban climate principles through different spatial scales of decisions and design 
elements (e.g. green infrastructure planning map (GIPMap), urban neighborhood green index 
(UNGI), optimum arrangement of greening for design of pleasant outdoor environment) that 
are relevant to many cognate disciplines of urban climatology. Moreover, this chapter is 
aimed to the plan for advancement of the urban thermal environment assessment tool from 
the current to the future.   
 
Finally, the conclusion of dissertation is drawn into Chapter 8, as the last chapter. 
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Figure 1.3 The Chapter Structure of the Dissertation 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEWS 
  
 
This chapter intends to review previous studies related with this research. Some efforts of 
spatial planning and design tools integrate with climatic assessment methods were reviewed 
in the approach of analytic and planning ways. Together with the experiences of urban 
climatic assessment studies in developing countries, some limitations were explained. As the 
impact of assessment approach is recommended to be an alternative to solve the problem of 
integrating multi-scale climate assessment methods, so some concepts of these assessments 
are reviewed, especially for integrated urban thermal environment assessments as a 
sustainable urban development and urban design tool. Based on the literatures of urban 
climatic assessment frameworks, the existing limitations of knowledge are discussed to point 
out the importance of this study. These details of reviews are described into the following 
sections. 
 
2.1. CLIMATIC CHANGES INDUCED BY SETTLEMENTS 
 
Climate conditions play a particular role in this context not just because climate change poses 
new challenges for urban areas but also because urban areas can play a lead role in 
humanity’s quest for a relationship with the natural environment that allows societies to 
prosper and flourish for a long time to come. Urban climate, as a topic of multidisciplinary 
research and focus for decision-making, subsumes many of these challenges [Ruth M. et al., 
2012]. We are living in the era of urbanization. However, the fact that now more than half of 
the people on this planet live in cities not only means a high concentration of people and 
economic activity in select places but also implies a fundamental restructuring of the relations 
between cities and their hinterlands as well as among cities regionally and globally. While 
such restructuring between centers of economic activity and the economic, social, physical, 
and biological environments which they operate dates back to the time of early human 
settlements, the magnitude and pace at which it occurs is unprecedented. Movement of people 
and other species, flows of materials and energy, exchanges of capital goods, financial 
resources and ideas all accompany such restructuring. 
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At the same time as the relation between urban and non-urban areas changes, the built, 
socioeconomic, and natural conditions of cities themselves continue to change. Some of these 
changes are driven by the needs and desires of urban populations, such as the proliferation of 
infrastructures to facilitate the transport of people, shipments of goods or the expansion of 
power and water supply systems to support human activities [Paccione M., 2003]. Others 
may come from outside, such as the advent of new communication and information 
technologies or changes in national and international financial flows. Many of the changes 
are deliberate, planned and coordinated, but many are not, especially where changes in 
population and environmental conditions are too fast for planning processes and governance 
systems to catch up and keep up. 
 
As urbanization has become a dominant phenomenon in both the industrialized and 
developing world, recognition of the fragility of urban living conditions is rising. Changes in 
land use and land cover, expansion of infrastructure, choice of building materials, and more 
decisions implemented at the local scale, influence natural conditions – from urban 
temperature profiles to regional precipitation patterns, and to global atmospheric 
concentration of greenhouse gases. Ever more people and assets are placed at risk due to 
flooding and suffer consequences of droughts and heat waves. The tight coupling of cities 
with their peripheries and with other cities around the world means that impacts on one will 
have a ripple effect on others. The conditions for the functioning of urban systems are created 
through a myriad of decisions at local to global scales.  
 
Urban areas change their environment, and the environment changes them. Changes in 
climate conditions take on particular urgency not only because they pose new and growing 
challenges for any large agglomeration of people, infrastructures, institutions and ecosystems, 
but also because the collective wisdom and actions of the many people living in cities can 
serve as a test bed for novel solutions and as a platform from which to develop sustainable 
development approaches in a world characterized by continued population growth, habitat 
fragmentation, resource depletion and pollution loading of the environment especially urban 
thermal environment [Oke T.R., 1987]. How such areas will develop and will continue to 
function depends in part on the relationships that exit and progress across the urban 
landscapes, and in part on the relationship between urban areas and the larger geographic, 
socioeconomic, technological and political conditions within which they coexist. Adaptation 
to global change will need to be based, among others, on a sound understanding of the urban 
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drivers of climate change; urban vulnerability to climate hazards and climate change; and the 
ability of urban infrastructures and ecosystems to reliably provide services, to the provision 
of mitigating urban thermal environment, and beyond. Consequently, a study of urban 
thermal environment, as a topic of research and focus for spatial decision-making could 
contribute to the understanding of their effects, its causes and assessment approaches, and 
mitigating where it violates conditions for sustainability, are some of the goals behind this 
research. 
 
2.1.1. URBAN CLIMATE AND SPATIAL PLANNING RESPONSES 
 
The rhetoric of sustainability has been rapidly incorporated into urban planning and design 
guidelines across the world. The model for sustainable planning places a concern for 
environmental issues on an equal footing with its traditional economic and social objectives 
[Campbell S., 1996]. The former seeks an economically efficient unit while the latter hopes to 
create liveable places and ensures the equitable distribution of the costs and benefits of urban 
living. An important aspect of this newer city management is the inclusion of environmental 
indicators related to its evaluation of settlement performance. Thus, while making settlements 
sustainable may not be possible, making them more efficient is a key part in achieving global 
sustainability [Rees W. et al., 1996]. 
 
Spatial planning is an important role in responding to the urgent need to address both the 
causes of climate change and the impacts of unavoidable climate change especially in urban 
planning process. Spatial planning is a central role in meeting the need to respond to changing 
climates as it is holistic, concerned with the interface between governance and implementation 
and looks forward to relatively distant futures. The spatial planning system also engages with 
the public and other stakeholders in order to find consensual approaches to change. Moreover, 
many of the mitigating and adaptative actions that will need to be investigated and 
implemented require the involvement of the spatial planning system (for example the siting of 
new facilities or designs for the regeneration of cities), so there is a significant opportunity 
both to promote the reduction of emissions and to enable climate change adaptation to take 
place [Wilson E. et al., 2010].  
 
Furthermore, densely populated cities with compact urban fabrics can be found all over the 
world. For the planners and politicians concerned, meeting all the demands and designing a 
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sustainable, healthy, comfortable living environment that its inhabitants can enjoy is not an 
easy job. To achieve success, the planners must include in their processes many factors 
designed to enhance the development of a safe and comfortable urban area. Climate conditions 
are a factor worthy of inclusion in these planning processes, particularly with regard to the 
climate changes to be anticipated. According to scientific perspective, climate conditions must 
be analyzed systematically and introduced strategically into the planning process [Cleugh H. 
et al., 2009]. The current global issue of climate change promotes increasing interest between 
the effects of climate change and spatial planning in terms of adaptation. 
 
Thus, urban climate planning requires the integration of complex, rapid changing, and at times 
highly uncertain technical, and scientific data. Generally, the science of urban climatic study 
and microclimates are particularly complex, involving in theories and modeling from the 
fields of physics, meteorology, medicine, mathematics, and others. Accordingly, a successful 
climate change and urban climate adaptation plan must allow for frequent and productive 
interaction between scientists and technical experts, social workers, public health officials, and 
urban planners (Figure 2.1). A major challenge in this regard will be the accommodation of 
public participation and stakeholder engagement within a science and technology dependent 
policy framework. 
 
However, until now, most studies on climate application have been constructed from scientific 
disciplines such as meteorology, climatology, and physics. None of these studies uses an 
urban planning perspective. Its absence can be considered an illustration of the huge gap 
between urban climate research and urban planning [Oke T.R., 1984; Eliasson I., 2000; Mills 
G., 2006]. On the one hand, planners, developers, and policy-makers do not possess enough 
knowledge of the effects of climate and climate change [Bitan, 1988]. Climatic data and 
scientific research results are not easy for them to understand and integrate into planning 
processes. On the other hand, climatologists are not familiar with spatial planning procedures 
and mechanisms, so they cannot provide the appropriate climatic evaluation and information 
to meet the planners’ real needs. Thus, appropriate assistance is needed on both sides to bridge 
the gap [Ren C. et al., 2012]. Moreover, there is a clear role for an applied urban climatology 
in the planning of sustainable settlements. 
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Figure 2.1 A Schematic Representation of the Many Functions and Disciplines Essential for 
Effective Urban Climate Adaptation [Source: Modified from Chee F.C. et al., 2007] 
 
 
2.1.2. THE USE OF CLIMATE KNOWLEDGE IN SPATIAL PLANNING 
 
It is a well-established fact that the urban landscape creates a climate which influences, for 
example, human comfort, air quality, and energy consumption. However, in spite of this 
knowledge, it has been recognized that climate issues often have low impact on the urban 
planning process in practice. The reason for this lack of influence is an important question for 
which answers must be sought among urban climatologists, planners and the planning process. 
According to Eliasson (2000) conduced a research to investigate if, how, and when knowledge 
about the climate is used in the urban planning process. The research strategy was developed 
in an interdisciplinary research group involving climatologists and planners. Case studies 
involving different interview techniques and historical data were carried out by different 
actors involved in urban planning at the municipality level in three cities. The study showed 
that urban planners were interested in climatic aspects, but the use of climatic information was 
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unsystematic. Moreover, the results confirmed that climatology has a low impact on the 
planning process. The low impact is a result of several constraints which could be related to 
five explanatory variables i.e. concept and knowledge base, technique, policy, organization 
and the market (shown in Fig.2.2). The research presents some key conclusions which address 
these constraints. It is important that urban climatologists meet the planners’ demand-driven 
needs by providing them with good arguments, suitable methods, and tools. Urban 
climatologists are also encouraged to improve the awareness of the importance of urban 
climate not only among planners but also among decision-makers and the public. However, as 
planning is a political activity which not always is based on or even related to scientific 
knowledge, some of the identified constraints could only be counteracted through improved 
institutional capacity in the social context of planning. Therefore, urban climate scientists need 
to improve communication with the urban planners, architects, and engineers [Yow D., 2007], 
they need to develop a method that puts urban knowledge at the center of planning decision 
process with different scales. 
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Figure 2.2 Theoretical Framework of the Use of Climate Knowledge in Urban Planning 
[Source: Modified after Eliasson I., 2000]. 
 
Better communication both within the field of urban climate and between urban climate and 
cognate fields is necessary to both bind the subject internally and to more effectively move it 
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into interdisciplinary interaction. A brief statement of the wide diversity of the field and its 
several modes of study and application leads to the view that it would be beneficial to consider 
adopting aids to increase dialogue. This includes standardization of symbols, terminology and 
indices, classification of phenomena, a protocol to generalize site description, adoption of 
principles of experimental design, the use of dimensional analysis, and normalization to aid 
the transferability of results [Oke T.R., 2006]. The focus of next section is how to facilitate 
scientific interaction between participants within the field of urban climate, including both 
those who study its mechanisms and effects and those who apply such knowledge to the 
improvement of human settlements. As a by-product, it may also assist communication 
between urban climatologists and workers in cognate fields as well as those we wish to entrain 
in the fields of policy development and environmental management. 
 
2.1.3. TOWARDS BETTER SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION IN 
URBAN CLIMATE 
 
Current priorities placed on sustainable urban development have encouraged urban planners 
to examine the various parameters of urban climate modelling and incorporate them into 
planning and designing efforts. Yet, while they may understand the importance of interactions 
between urban morphology and urban microclimate condition, they lack basic knowledge of 
urban climatology. Engaging urban climate scientists to conduct assessments and provide 
feedback has helped inform design and planning efforts, but to date the design process has 
been largely decoupled from the impact assessment and analysis process. Moreover, urban 
design decisions will create microclimates that either accentuate or moderate the properties of 
the background climate. Thus, there is a clear role for an applied urban climatology in the 
planning of sustainable settlements. In this section, I will summarize sustainability in relation 
to urban design and climate and assess the current state potential role, applied urban 
climatology in this arena. 
 
A Role for Urban Climatology in Settlement Planning 
 
Mills (2006) proposed a conceptual method that puts urban climatology knowledge at the 
center of designing process with different scales; buildings, building groups and settlement. A 
useful distinction can be made between the varying scales at which urban decisions are 
implemented (Table 2.1) and the achievable climatic objectives at each scale. The sustainable 
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settlement will be required a coherent strategy that applies planning/designing tools at the 
appropriate scale [Rosenfeld A.H. et al., 1995] and ensures that actions at one scale are not 
counteracted at another scale. Thus, while the achievement of settlement scale objectives is 
dependent on actions at lower scales, these actions themselves are limited by decisions 
implemented at higher scales. This scale hierarchy does not necessarily correspond with that 
of decision-making. In fact, many of the critical decisions on transportation, housing, and 
energy may not fall within the remit of settlement-scale administration. 
 
Table 2.1 A summary of the tools (gray diagonal) employed at the building, building group 
and settlement scales to achieve climatic objectives at those scales. The application of tools at 
each scale has a climate impact, shown below the diagonal cells, and places limits on 
decisions made at other scales, shown above the diagonal cells [Source: Mills G., 2006]. 
 
Objective Impacts Limits     
    Buildings Building groups Settlement 
Indoor comfort Buildings Location 
Materials 
Design (e.g. shape, 
orientation, etc.) 
Access to sunlight 
and wind 
Air quality 
Building 
codes 
Outdoor 
comfort 
and health 
Building 
Groups 
Local climate 
change 
Emissions 
Materials/surfaces 
Building 
dimensions-flow 
interference & 
shadow areas 
Building placement 
Outdoor 
landscaping, 
materials and 
surfaces 
Street dimensions & 
orientation 
Guidelines on: 
Densities; 
Heights; 
Land uses; and 
Green-spaces 
Energy use 
Air quality 
Protection 
from extremes 
Settlement Energy efficiency 
Air quality 
Urban climate 
effect 
Mode and intensity 
of 
traffic flows 
Energy efficiency 
Air quality 
Urban climate effect 
Zoning 
Overall extent 
and shape 
Transport Policy 
 
From the perspective of the individual building, the desired outcome is clear that creating an 
interior climate is suitable for its purpose. The unsustainable building seeks to replace the 
outdoor climate with one that can be tightly managed, often with considerable energy input. 
The internal climate is specified with few variables, exhibits minimal variation and is 
occupied by passive subjects. An alternative view employs a variety of techniques to control 
indoor climate by focusing on design and materials and managed exchanges with the 
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environment. Within this view are approaches that rely on modern technology and materials to 
actively gather and conserve energy and those that employ passive techniques that rely on 
design and non-manufactured, local materials. The distinction between the latter two is 
essentially one of evaluating the balance between embodied energy (that used in the 
manufacture, transport and assembly of materials) and that used to operate the building 
[Thormark C., 2002]. In either case, the occupant is an active part of the environmental 
system, adapting to varying environmental conditions. At this scale, there is a substantial body 
of architectural exemplars to draw upon [Cook J., 1996]. 
 
At the settlement scale, the measures of sustainability are focused on the efficiency of the 
urban system of which a key aspect is the movement of materials and people. The proposed 
sustainable city is ‘compact’, a high density and mixed-use developments are encouraged. 
Other aspects of the sustainable settlement stress a ‘design-with-nature’ approach where 
important natural services are protected. While there are no real-world examples of 
sustainable cities, individual settlement actions are highlighted as representing ‘best practices’ 
that may be copied by other cities; especially on the cities in developing country that has 
followed sustainability principles in its managing its growth. 
 
At the scale of building groups, the broad settlement objectives intersect with specific building 
requirements. Guidelines on dwelling density, outdoor landscaping, street properties, etc. are 
given physical expression at this scale. The climatic objectives include ensuring that the needs 
of individual buildings are not compromised while outdoor stresses are moderated. In many 
respects, decisions at this scale are critical to the achievement of objectives at higher and 
lower scales, yet our knowledge and information of climate-design links at this scale are 
weakest. The higher population and building densities advocated by sustainable planning 
guidelines requires that greater consideration be given to urban design so that the interactions 
between buildings are mutually beneficial. Higher population densities can be achieved 
through different physical designs, each of which will have a distinctive impact on both 
building climates and the outdoor micro-scale climate. For example, considering access to 
daylight and significant sunshine for buildings in the in the U.K., Steemers (2003) estimates 
that densities of 200 dwellings per hectare (that is, eight times the current average) can be 
achieved by allowing obstructions of up to 30 for south-facing building facades. These types 
of guidelines need to be broadened to include the outdoor effects. Moreover, similar types of 
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design guidelines are required for other climates where the requirements for solar access (or 
shade) and wind shelter (or ventilation), for example, are different [Emmanuel R., 1995]. 
 
Although there is now considerable impetus to sustainable design and planning there exists 
considerable difficulties in its achievement. Among these is ensuring guidelines with regard to 
one property (such as greening management) is compatible with those for another (such as 
high-density area), and that decisions are consistent across all scales. Inevitably, the best 
overall urban design will have to consider the often contradictory effects of implementing a 
set of best practices to achieve a given set of outcomes [Zrudlo L.R., 1988]. For example, 
guidelines on greening in height-density area and cooling benefits established at the settlement 
scale will limit the freedom to design the building-group. In addition it is worth stating the 
obvious; that most settlements are already in place and the most important of all design 
decisions (site choice) is no longer available. Thus, all future decisions will be made within an 
existing urban context.  
 
Scales and Layers Relevant to Urban Climate 
 
The study of urban climates is relatively young [for a short history see; Kratzer A., 1937; 
Yoshino M.M., 1975; Landsberg H., 1981; Arnfield A.J., 2003]. The first study was 
undertaken less than two hundred years ago and it has been a recognized subfield for probably 
less than eighty years. The field is concerned with interactions between the atmosphere and 
human settlements. It includes the impact of the atmosphere upon the people, infrastructure 
and actvities in villages, towns and cities as well as the effects of those places upon the 
atmosphere. Here, for convenience, the term urban climate is used as an omnibus term to 
include the study of meteorological processes, atmospheric phenomena and the longer term 
amalgam expression of these as climates in areas that have undergone urban development. It is 
simply a convenient contraction of the phrase urban meteorology and climatology. The range 
of disciplines that different urban climatologists call their ‘home’ is remarkably large [Oke 
T.R., 2006]. It includes meteorology, climatology, physics, geophysics, geography, biology, 
ecology, environmental science, hydrology, engineering (civil, mechanical and chemical), 
building and landscape architecture, building science, town planning, social science and 
medicine. Hence the community spans most of the natural, social and applied sciences. 
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The urban climate field also deals with a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. Time 
scales extend from parts of a second as in small scale turbulent fluctuations, to centuries, as in 
the long-term climatic changes over a city’s life history. Space scales range from millimetres 
in fine turbulent eddies, to thousands of kilometres in the extent of the pollutant plume from a 
megalopolitan region. It cannot be over-stressed that understanding urban climates (and 
observing them) is critically tied to notions of scale and boundary layer development, as 
illustrated in Figures 2.3. At the smallest scale, that of individual elements, each building, tree, 
road, etc. creates its own microclimate. Because the city usually possesses repetitive 
structures, such as building lots and streets, these elements are recombined into larger 
microscale climate units such as street canyons which generate their own features, e.g. cross-
canyon vortex flow (Figure 2.3c). These features exist beneath roof-level, so in analogy with 
plant stands this layer is called the urban canopy layer (UCL). A larger neighbourhood 
comprising several street canyons plus their intervening buildings, gardens and courtyards 
creates a local scale climate which extends horizontally, but is restricted to the UCL (Figure 
2.3b). The influences of each element also extend above roof-level as a jumbled set of plumes 
and wakes in the roughness sublayer. Due to the mixing of turbulence these eventually merge 
to form a more horizontally homogeneous surface layer in which micrometeorological theory 
for extensive homogeneous surfaces applies (Figure 2.3b,c). If there are distinct urban terrain 
zones (i.e. areas of different physical character, such as the type and density of buildings) in 
the city, new internal boundary layers will form at each zone border. These are mixed together 
to form the urban boundary layer (UBL) of the whole city. This is a mesoscale phenomenon 
within which the air shows the integrated presence of the city. 
 
The structure illustrated by Figure 2.3 looks complicated, but it reveals three essential scales 
of importance to the most climate observations at urban sites, including; 
 
(a) Microscale – every surface and object have their own microclimate on it and in their 
immediate vicinity. Surface and air temperatures may vary by several degrees in very 
short distances, even millimetres and airflow can be greatly perturbed by even small 
objects. Typical scales of urban microclimates relate to the dimensions of individual 
buildings, trees, roads, streets, courtyards, and gardens, etc. Typical scales extend 
from less than one metre to hundreds of metres. 
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(b) Local scale – this is the scale that standard climate stations are designed to monitor. It 
includes landscape features such as topography but excludes microscale effects. In 
urban areas this translates to mean the climate of neighbourhoods with similar types 
of urban development (surface cover, size and spacing of buildings, activity). The 
signal is the integration of a characteristic mix of microclimatic effects arising from 
the source area in the vicinity of the site. The source area is the portion of the surface 
upstream that contributes the main properties of the flux or meteorological 
concentration being measured. Typical scales are from one to several kilometres. 
 
(c) Mesoscale – a city influences weather and climate at the scale of the whole city, 
typically tens of kilometres in extent. A single station is not able to represent this 
scale. 
 
 
 
Figures 2.3 Schematic of Climatic Scales and Vertical Layers Found in Urban Areas, 
Including (a) a Whole City (Mesoscale), (b) a Single Urban Terrain Zone (Local Scale), and 
(c) a Single Street Canyon (Microscale). [Where: PBL-Planetary Boundary Layer, UBL- 
Urban Boundary Layer, UCL-Urban Canopy Layer] [Modified after Oke T.R., 1997] 
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Some example urban climate phenomena are sketched on a standard Time/Space grid in 
Figure 2.4. The main focus of work is on micro-, local and meso scales encompassing 
interactions among weather and climate and buildings up to whole city regions, but larger 
influences, such as the synoptic and macroscale, are also involved. Further, every city is 
unique with respect to its geographical location and setting, cultural history, and architectural 
expression. This diversity, that makes travel so interesting, makes urban climate comparison 
especially challenging (see Figure 2.5). 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Time and Space Scales Involved in Urban Climate Phenomena. Examples of Some 
Motion Phenomena: 1 – Mechanical Eddies Shed by Obstacles; 2 – Cross-Canyon Vortex; 3 – 
Individual Building Wake; 4 – Chimney Stack Plume; 5 – Urban Park Breeze Circulation; 6 – 
Urban-Rural Breeze System; 7 – Uplift in City ‘Plume’. Similar Sets of Envelopes can be 
Constructed to Describe Thermal, Humidity and Other Atmospheric Phenomena. Long-term 
Urban Climate Effects Identifiable in Historical Records Extend into Macro Time Scales. It is 
not Clear Whether These ‘Phenomena’ have Lifetimes in the Same Sense as Those Included 
Here [Source: Oke T.R., 2006]. 
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Figure 2.5 Factors Controlling Urban Climate [Modified after Voogt J.A., et al., 1997]. 
 
Recognition of scale differences in cities is a central key to the design of meaningful field, 
laboratory or computer studies and also creating valid conceptualizations, models or 
interpretations of data. Table 2.2 and Figure 2.4 provide a basis for discussion of the scales 
and layers involved. It would also be helpful if there is an agreed set of definitions of the 
‘surface’ that is being referred to in observational or modelling work [see Voogt J.A. et al., 
1997]. If an observational study makes it clear from the outset that the focus is upon say, the 
canopy layer and the measurement scheme are designed to sample microscale processes, 
phenomena at time, and space scales that are appropriate to that objective (Table 2.2), the 
results can be understood and utilized by others. It is essential that measurements, models and 
interpretations drawn from any of the scales are not jumbled together with others, e.g. 
microscale observations taken in the UCL should not be used to validate a mesoscale model 
designed to simulate UBL properties. 
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Table 2.2 Canopy layer, dimensions and scales in urban climate. 
UCL units Built features Typical horizontal 
length scales 
Climate scale 
1. Building Building 10 m × 10 m Micro 
2. Canyon Street, canyon 30 m × 40 m Micro 
3. Block Block, factory 0.5 km × 0.5 km Micro 
  or LCZ
a
 or neighborhood typically 0.2 - 0.5 km Micro (Local) 
4. Land-use class City centre, residential, 5 km × 5 km Meso (Local) 
  or UTZ or UCZ
b
 or industrial zone    
5. City Urban area 25 km × 25 km Meso 
6. Urban region City plus its environs 100 km × 100 km Meso 
a 
Local Climate Zones [Stewart I.D., 2012] and horizontal scale depending on surface properties that influence 
screen-height temperature, namely “thermal source area” (see Chapter 4 for more details) 
b 
Urban Terrain Zones [Ellefsen R., 1990/91] or Urban Climate Zones [Oke T.R., 2004] (see Section 2.2) 
 
As if these dimensions are not enough diversity, the urban climate field is also intimately 
connected with the application of urban climate knowledge in building and urban design, 
construction and planning, the development of policy and urban environmental management 
geared to the goal of creating more sustainable settlements. These aspects require a 
meaningful interface between the natural and engineering sciences and the social sciences, 
humanities and fine arts, and professions such as law, medicine, forestry, etc. The list goes on. 
 
Another way to view the scope of the subject is to view it in terms of the eight modes of 
investigation or practice employed by those involved in urban climate, including; 1) 
conceptualization, 2) theorization, 3) field observation, 4) modelling (statistical, scale and 
numerical), 5) validation of models, 6) application in urban design and planning, 7) impact 
assessment (post-implementation) and 8) policy development and modification [Oke, 2006]. 
 
Ones initial take on this list suggests that it is organized in a linear fashion, like a chain, even a 
chronology of the urban climate field (Figure 2.6). In general, the first four modes are well 
represented in modern urban climate work [see Grimmond C.S.B., 2006; Masson V., 2006; 
Kanda M., 2006 in this volume]. Although, validation of models of prime importance, is less 
well developed [see Masson V., 2006]. Without it, models are dubious merit and cannot be 
used with confidence to simulate the outcome of development scenarios. Many lament the 
relatively slight use of urban climate knowledge and tools (like models) by the design and 
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planning professions, i.e. application. However, just as more validation of models is needed, 
there is need to assess carefully the outcome of applied urban climate measures in design and 
planning [Mills G., 2006] and forecasting [Best M.J., 2006]. It is difficult to find examples to 
illustrate the positive or negative impact (in climate, economy or other terms) of designs 
inspired or informed by urban climate input. Ideally, such assessments should be formed the 
basis of policy directives and management plans to move towards more sustainable practices 
in the ongoing development and operation of settlements. 
 
Development scenariosDevelopment scenarios
1.Conceptualization
2.Theorization
3. Field observation
5. Validation of models
6.Application in urban design 
and planning
7.Impact assessment (post-implementation)
8.Policy development and modification
4.Modelling 
(statistical, scale 
and numerical)
Development scenarios
Towards more sustainable practices in the ongoing development 
and operation of settlements
Modelling and application groups
Non-specialist groups
Groups involved in urban climate
Work together
The goal of  urban climate investigation:
 
 
Figure 2.6 The Eight Modes of Investigation or Practice Involved in Urban Climate [Adapted 
and modified from Oke T.R., 2006]. 
 
Communication in Urban Climate 
 
A fully healthy urban climate field, however, should not act as a chain but foster interaction 
between as many parts of the field as possible. There has to be, crosstalk between the eight 
investigative modes for the field to function well (see Figure 2.6). For example, modeling and 
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observing groups need to work together to facilitate validation. This is a two-way street: not 
only are measurements gathered and shared but also the experimental design of the field 
operations are geared to the information needed by the models – the two are not always 
compatible. By the same token the modelling and application groups need to ensure that 
models deal with useful scales and variables that input requirements are not too onerous and 
that models can be implemented by non-specialist users. All three groups must interact 
effectively if impact assessment is to be successful and they in turn have to work with socio-
economic teams to construct cost-benefit analyses and make policy recommendations of 
relevance to decision-makers. 
 
If this multi-player system is effective, there must be good communication across disciplinary 
boundaries. Indeed, even within apparently and relatively close fields, there are impediments 
to exchange, ‘solitudes’ tend to develop – groups who share a philosophy, background 
training, technique, literature or jargon and do not talk much with those nearby. With the 
increasing tendency to specialize this means, research groups and their students can find a 
critical mass of like devotees who ‘validate’ their worth largely within that small community. 
Examples might be measurement specialists who use an expensive instrument-based technique 
that makes it rare, or numerical modellers who use very complex codes requiring unusually 
large computer capacity or speed, or theoreticians for whom the only meaningful language is 
highly mathematical. Each may be making significant advances in their self-defined realm but 
the potential of realizing new insight or catalytic enhancement of the work of cognate 
colleagues and the larger subject field is lost. 
 
Twenty years ago, most urban climatologists wrote about the problem of lack of 
communication especially in relation to the lack of applied urban climate [Oke T.R., 1984; 
Lindqvist S. et al., 1989; Pressman N.E.P., 1996]. Oke (1984) argued about the need for the 
scientific part of urban climate to focus on achieving predictive power. That in turn required 
greater methodological rigour, attention to seeking general relations rather than case studies 
and greater emphasis on process studies and numerical modelling. For the applied part of the 
subject, in the absence of predictive power, he suggested that the need to draw up common 
procedures to process data, assess sites, and make reasoned, uncomplicated solutions to the 
design and planning needs of communities in different climate zones.  In particular, he noted 
the ill preparedness of the urban climate field to respond to the fast-growing needs of cities in 
the tropical world.  
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An assessment at the start of the twenty-first century, would attest that the science-oriented 
part has made significant progress in advancing predictive power, and general relations are 
emerging, our knowledge of processes is much better and modelling has grown remarkably 
[Arnfield A.J., 2003]. Progress in the area of applications and advancing the tropical 
imperative is less impressive but still good [Klysik K. et al., 2004; Jauregui E., 2000]. What is 
needed now, while the science continues, is increased attention to the last four modes of 
investigation listed above (validation, application, assessment and policy) (see Figure 2.6). 
 
Given the diversity of urban climate itself, its community and its connections to urban 
environments and their management seem to be a good idea to maintain as common a 
language as possible. This should aid the ease and improve the accuracy of discourse. In broad 
terms what I mean is a reasonably common set of symbols, terms, concepts, and ways of 
designing ‘experiments’, and standardizing the presentation of results so that comparison and 
transferability between members of the community and their user groups is eased, regardless 
of their field or geographical locale. 
 
Aids to improve communication and transferability 
 
The following section outlines some of the ways this might be accomplished. It may well be 
difficult to achieve unanimity on some of these topics, but if the outcome is improved 
communication across the fields, disciplines and cultural breadth of urban climate, it is worth 
considering. The exercise of seeking agreement is likely to yield a better awareness of 
differences that can lead to misunderstanding or lack of appreciation. The examples are only a 
basis for consideration and argument. Therefore, these examples are not forwarded for 
adoption, but to stimulate discussion and better suggestions that can attract wide acceptance. 
 
Oke (1984) outlined a prescription for the employment of climate principles into planning 
practice that consisted of two elements. The first one was the development of a science based 
on agreed concepts and a search for general relationships on the causative basis for urban 
climates. This science would provide a foundation for the development of applied urban 
climatology that could aid in the planning process. One aspect of the latter would be the 
creation of manuals that would encapsulate climate principles and provide real world examples. 
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In the intervening period, the science of urban climatology has advanced greatly. There is now 
a broadly accepted framework (including the division between the urban canopy and boundary 
layers) for conducting research and greatly expanded international co-operation. One of the 
best examples of this is the adoption of the urban canyon as a model of the city street (a key 
design element of cities), which has yielded a great deal of comparative information [Oke T.R., 
1988]. While our understanding of urban climates has greatly improved, this has not yet 
generated an applied climatology where clear links between design decisions and climate 
outcomes. Some of the potential and the limits of our knowledge are best illustrated with an 
example. 
 
A comprehensive applied urban climatology that consists of clear guidelines for prospective 
designs that are supported by real-life examples does not yet exist. While there are some 
guidelines [e.g. de Schiller S. et al., 1998; Wong N.H. et al., 2011], tools [e.g. Knowles R.L., 
2002; Stewart I.D. et al, 2006; Ren C. et al, 2010, 2012] and case-studies [e.g. Lazar R. et al., 
1999; CUHK, 2008] these are largely disconnected. There is no framework into which these 
studies fit, which illustrates the advantages of accounting for urban climate on a routine basis 
in design decisions. Thus, appropriate assistance is needed on both sides to bridge the gap. In 
order to enhance the communication between these two worlds, here I developed a Thermal 
Climate Zones (TCZs) classification system to provide an information and evaluation tool that 
can further the communication among urban climatologists, built-environment professionals 
(planners and designers), practitioners, and policy-makers. 
 
2.2. CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR URBAN CLIMATE AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
 
It is important when appraising the results of a field study in urban climate to be able to fully 
appreciate the setting and site character. Maps and photographs are very helpful but simple 
classification templates honed to the interests and needs of urban climate can be improved to 
convey the nature and constraints of a site. If a common classification is used, workers with 
no experience of the site can gain an appreciation of its properties and, the most important 
thing is that they has an objective basis on which to include or exclude results or data from 
that site in their work. Of course, the spectrum of site characteristics is huge, but if a set of 
classes and descriptors could be agreed upon, it is possible to create a good representation of 
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any site. Aspects of the wonderful diversity of place, urban form of different towns and cities 
that characterize different towns and cities, and interest in urban climate, can be distilled as a 
function of scale. 
 
Urban climate investigators traditionally classify their field sites as dichotomously "urban" 
and "rural". This paradigm for site classification is at the core of the methodological and 
philosophical framework behind urban climatology. The framework is so seductively simple, 
and so fundamental that it aims to separate urban from non-urban effects on local climate 
[e.g., Auer A.H., 1978; Ellefsen R., 1990/91; Lowry W.P., 1977; Stewart I.D. et al., 2006, 
2010, 2012], a distinction that has been instrumental in the overall development and 
understanding of urban climatology. However, results from the research synthesis showed 
that method and communication in urban climate field literature have suffered critically by 
the popular use of "urban-rural" classification. This finding underscores the need for a refined 
approach to site description and metadata exchange. 
 
2.2.1. EXISTING CLIMATE-BASED URBAN AND RURAL LAND 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
 
Recent research shows that through this popular use of urban–rural land classification, the 
methods and communication in urban climate literature have suffered critically. In this study, I 
recognized that all classifications are limited in scope and function, and further that none of 
the systems in this section was designed to classify heat island field sites, and none makes that 
claim. Therefore, what I identified as advantageous, or restrictive, with these systems relates 
only to the aims of the new classification. In a review of many such studies; 
 
Chandler (1965) was perhaps the first heat island investigator to develop a climate-based 
classification of the city. He divided Greater London into four local regions, each 
distinguished by its climate, physiography, and built form (Figure 2.7). Following, Chandler’s 
lead, Auer (1978) proposed an urban-rural classification for the city of St. Louis, Missouri. He 
recognized 12 “meteorologically significant” land uses in St. Louis, based on the city’s 
vegetation and building characteristics (see Figure 2.8).  
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Figure 2.7 Chandler's Classification of Local Climate Regions in the City of London [I = 
Central; II = Inner Suburban; III=Outer Suburban; IV= Northern Heights]  
[Source: Chandler T.J., 1965]. 
 
At the local and microscales, Ellefsen (1987, 1990/91) provided a good approach to the built 
components with his “Urban Terrain Zone (UTZ)” types. He derived a system of 17 
neighborhood-scale UTZs from the geometry, street configuration, and construction materials 
of 10 U.S. cities [Ellefsen R., 1990/91]. He was the first system to represent city structure and 
materials, initially for acid rain studies. A key feature of Ellefsen’s system is the division of 
building types into “attached” and “detached” forms. Application of the scheme needs only 
aerial photography, which is generally available, and he has applied it in several cities around 
the world (see Figure 2.9). Ellefsen’s scheme is a distinct improvement over others that tend 
to emphasize urban function, such as land-use classes that only indirectly relate to properties 
of significance to climate modification. Ellefsen’s scheme focuses on the description of urban 
structure which is relevant to roughness, airflow, radiation access, and screening. It is less 
useful, however, when built features are scarce, and there are large areas of vegetation, bare 
ground and water. 
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Figure 2.8 Auer's an Urban-Rural Classification with Meteorological Anomalies for the City 
of St. Louis, Missouri [I1= Heavy Industrial, I2= Light-moderate Industrial, C1= Commercial, 
R1= Common Residential, R2 = Compact Residential, R3= Compact Residential, R4= Estate 
Residential, A1= Metropolitan Natural, A2= Agricultural Rural, A3= Undeveloped, A4= 
Undeveloped Rural, A5= Water Surface] [Source: Auer A.H., 1978]. 
 
Combining features of both Auer’s and Ellefsen’s schemes [Grimmond C.S.B. et al., 1999] 
(Figure 2.10), Oke (2004, 2008) designed a simple and generic classification of city zones to 
improve siting of meteorological instruments in urban areas. It incorporates groups of 
Ellefsen’s zones, plus a simple measure of the structure, WzH , (aspect ratio-average height 
of the roughness elements (buildings, trees) divided by the average street width) that has been 
shown to be closely related to flow, solar shading and the nocturnal heat island. Also, included 
is a measure of the surface cover ( Built% ) that is related to the degree of surface 
permeability (it could have been the inverse measure, VegetatedandOpen% , it is just that 
the numerical value increases with urban development in the Built%  version). The idea is 
that classes are ranked approximately in order of their ability to modify the wind, thermal and 
moisture climate. The scheme is largely untested and undoubtedly will be required 
modification when applied to a wide spectrum of real towns and cities, especially in the less 
developed world. His scheme divides city terrain into seven homogenous regions called 
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“urban climate zones (UCZs)”, which range from semi-rural to intensely developed sites 
(Figure 2.11). The zones are distinguished by their urban structure (building/street 
dimensions), cover (permeability), fabric (materials), metabolism (human activity), and 
potential to modify the natural, or “preurban,” surface climate. The importance of UCZ, is not 
their absolute accuracy to describe the site but their ability to classify areas of a settlement into 
districts with similar capacity to modify the local climate, and to identify potential transitions 
to different urban climate zones. Such classification is crucial when setting up an urban station 
to ensure that spatial homogeneity criteria are met for a station in the urban canopy layer 
(UCL) or above the roughness sublayer (RSL) (see Figure 2.3). The number and description of 
classes may need adaptation to accommodate the special nature of some cities. 
 
(a.)
(b.)
 
 
Figure 2.9 Ellefsen's Urban Terrain Zones (UTZs) for (a) "Zone A1: The Core Area" and (b) 
“Zone Dc2: Apartments, Close-set” in the City of Kuala Lumpur [Source: Ellefsen R., 1987]. 
 
Even a reference site for ‘rural’ conditions needs careful thought. Such a concept has small 
meaning in an absolute sense, given the diversity of ‘rural’ conditions, but it may be relevant 
to a relative basis for comparison for a given city. Even that requires consideration as to 
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whether the aim of the rural site is to replicate pre-urban conditions or typical modern day 
conditions. Given the changes wrought on the landscape by agricultural and forest activity any 
notion that the pre-urban natural state can be represented by modern observations is usually 
doomed and in any case the natural variability of the topography, soils and vegetation around 
a city often renders the exercise almost impossible [Oke T.R., 2006]. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Typical Non-dimensional Roughness Properties of Four Homogeneous Zones in 
Urban Areas, Ordered by Urban Morphometry and Flow Regime [Ellefsen's UTZ Classes: (a) 
Do3, (d) Do3, (c) Do4, (d) Dc3, (e) Do2, (f) A5, (g) A2, (h) A1, (i) Dc2, (j) Dc1, (k) Dc1, and 
(l) Dc8] [Source: Grimmond C.S.B. et al., 1999]. 
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Figure 2.11 Oke's Urban Climate Zones (UCZs) Classification Scheme of Distinct Urban 
Forms Arranged in Approximate Decreasing Order of their Ability to Impact Local Climate 
[Source: Oke T.R., 2006]. 
 
Most recent, Stewart (2009, 2011, 2012) developed a climate-based classification of urban and 
rural sites that applies universally, relatively, and easily to local temperature studies using 
screen-level observations, called “local climate zones (LCZs)” for urban temperature studies 
consists of 17 standard patterns (Figure 2.12). His aim in this classification is twofold: 1) to 
facilitate consistent documentation of site metadata and improve the basis of intersite 
comparisons, and 2) to provide an objective protocol for measuring the magnitude of the 
urban thermal effect in any city. His classes are defined by surface structure (height and 
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spacing of buildings and trees) and surface cover (pervious or impervious) of cities. Moreover, 
the classification helps urban climatology modelers to distinguish urban areas that have a 
roughly similar propensity to modify the local climate. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Stewart's Local Climate Zones (LCZs) Classification System for Urban 
Temperature Studies [Source: Stewart I.D. et al., 2012]. 
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2.2.2. OBSTACLES FOR THE CURRENT CLIMATE-BASED URBAN 
LAND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
Recent studies of local climate zones inheriting from Stewart's classification system have 
suffered critically. In a review of many studies, I found that more than three-quarters of the 
observational urban thermal effect literature failed to give quantitative metadata of site 
exposure or land cover. Most investigators simply rely on the so-called urban and rural 
qualifiers to describe the local landscapes of their measurement sites. For example, following 
studies have classified climatic zones: 
 
Christian et al. (2010) presented a classification scheme of urban morphology designed to 
create a land use classification suited for urban modelling applications in Hanburg City, 
Germany, which are derived and adapted from the Stewart's classification system (2009). In 
this case, they found that some of Stewart's schemes were not in respect, reflect structures 
which exist in German cities. The pattern found in German Land use is much more detailed on 
a large scale. Especially the functionality of the structures is much mixed in German cities 
than Stewart's classes. However, regardless of the problems encountered during application, it 
has to be stated that the Stewart's system offers a great classification which helped them 
develop their own scheme. 
 
Amanda et al. (2010) (Oklahoma City, USA) found the main obstacle in classifying sites 
occurred in the transition zones of land cover and land use. This was especially true within the 
transition from suburban to rural whereby increased vegetation is interspersed with structures 
and impermeable surfaces. Additionally, in the transitional zone from suburban to urban, large 
expanses of impermeable surface exist for parking that do not include structures but may 
include vegetation. Such conditions are not easily classified by Stewart's system yet are 
critical to the local microclimate. 
 
Nduka et al. (2011) conducted a study to test the Stewart's climate zoning scheme in Onitsha 
Metropolis of Nigeria. These researchers found that the study area consists of 8 different 
categories of the Stewart’s LCZ characterization scheme. Some of the categories did not easily 
fit into these categories, as some of the conditions set could not easily be met. 
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These previous classifications contain many features that align with the aims of urban climate 
observation. Their limitations, however, must be recognized. 
 
 First, not all classifications use a full set of surface climate properties to define its 
classes. A complete set consists of the physical properties of surface structure, cover, 
fabric, and metabolism [Oke T.R., 2004] and need to develop the climate-based 
classification system easily fit in to a citywide area. 
 
 Second, a system that excludes rural landscapes is not well suited to heat island 
investigation, but is one with class names and definitions that are culture or region 
specific. The classifications of Chandler, Auer, Ellefsen, Oke and Stewart are all 
predisposed to the form and function of modern, developed cities, so their use in more 
diverse economic settings is limited. The system needs further empirical develop in 
other cities, regions, and climates especially should extend to tropical cities, and to 
cities of the developing world. 
 
 Third, although the Stewart's Local Climate Zones (LCZs) classification concept is 
well adapted to most urban settings, its class names and definitions vary widely with 
place, and thus cannot provide classification systems with a means for comparison. 
 
 Moreover, the increased urbanization is especially critical within the transitional zone 
from rural to suburban and will be likely to impact on the Stewart's classification in the 
future. The collection of regular metadata such as in a Geographical Information 
System (GIS) platform is essential to further update the classification of urban 
meteorological sites as a need for the new classification system and suit for urban 
climatic modeling applications. 
 
2.2.3. APPLICATION OF URBAN CLIMATE ZONES 
 
There are research avenues involving the urban climatic classification system. In this thesis, 
the scope of this research is to present a system to classify urban climate of the city 
corresponding to the level of the canopy layer, which also provides a set of numerical 
properties for each class. The classification system holds promise as an educational and 
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planning tool. Through urban terrain and climate mapping, cities and regions can be classified 
into local-scale zones to produce standardized "urban climatic maps". Then maps can be 
manipulated into derivative forms such as spatial plots of heat stress, energy demand, or 
anticipated heat island magnitude, and all for various configurations (existing or planned) of 
built form. Combining urban climatic maps with the urban thermal typology, city planners 
and environmental scientists should be able to generate valuable spatial databases for their 
city or region. If studies of urban thermal and other climate variables are communicated 
through such simple, standardized portrayals of surface form, like those of the urban climate 
classification system, urban climatologists are more likely to gain the interest and imagination 
of educators, planners, and researchers. 
 
Further the proposed classification can be used for [Stewart I.D. et al., 2012], 
 
 Defining urban heat island (UHI) magnitude: The urban–rural temperature difference, 
or urban heat island intensity (UHII) (or UHI magnitude), is the most widely cited 
measure of city climate modification in the environmental sciences. The UHI is 
typically presented as a temperature difference between the air within the UCL (see 
Figure 2.3) and that measured in a rural area outside the settlement ( ruT  ) [Mills G., 
2004]. Thus, with Stewart's LCZs classification system, UHI magnitude is an LCZ 
temperature difference (e.g., DLCZLCZ TT  1 (see Figure 2.12)), not an “urban–rural” 
difference ( ruT  ). LCZ differences are more conducive to analysis, and less prone to 
confusion, because they highlight the common surface and exposure characteristics of 
the compared field sites, and they invite physically based explanations of UHI 
magnitude. The former is especially true if the temperature measurements of a heat 
island investigation are strategically located to reduce the variable effects of surface 
relief, elevation, and water bodies on UHI magnitude. If such “control” is not 
possible—and thus the dynamical effects of local relief, elevation, and/or water 
bodies are at risk of being confused with the thermal effects of buildings and land 
cover—the sites should be described for more than just their LCZ designations. In this 
way, the LCZ system prompts investigators to recognize and separate urban from 
nonurban influences on temperature. 
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 Climate modeling, weather forecasting, and historical temperature analysis: 
Parameterization of the urban canopy in numerical climate models and weather 
prediction schemes can be improved with LCZs and their surface morphological and 
land cover data. LCZs can provide input data for numerical climate models that 
incorporate urban canopy parameters into their formulations to forecast temperature, 
wind, precipitation, etc. Likewise, statistical regression models can use LCZ input 
data to predict intra-urban temperature patterns and UHI magnitudes. In global 
climate change studies, the classification of weather stations and observatories into 
LCZ classes, rather than “urban” and “rural” classes, could lead to more accurate 
assessments of urban bias in the climate record. 
 
 Architecture, city planning, and landscape ecology: The integration of urban climatic 
knowledge with city planning has not been especially useful or successful because 
urban climatology has advanced slowly around issues of scale and communication 
[Oke T.R., 1984, 2006; Mills G., 2006]. The LCZ system could advance these issues 
because it offers a basic package of urban climate principles for architects, planners, 
ecologists, and engineers. The system conveys these principles through spatial scales 
(micro, local) and design elements (e.g., building height, “green” cover ratio) that are 
relevant to the cognate disciplines of urban climatology. The LCZ system could also 
support well-established planning projects such as “climatope maps” [Scherer D. et al., 
1999], “thermal environment map (TEMap)” [TMG, 2005] (see Figure 2.13) and 
“urban climatic maps (UC-AnMap)” [Ren C. et al., 2011] (see Figure 2.14). To help 
quantify the thermal and morphological layers of an urban climatic map (or UCMap), 
standardized metadata for urban structure, cover, fabric, and metabolism can be 
extracted from the geospatial database and adapted to a specific area. LCZs, however, 
should not be used for climatic mapping alone because, unlike climatopes, they are 
developed from generalized knowledge of built forms and land cover types that are 
universally recognized, not from specialized knowledge of local topography and 
climatology in individual cities. A more appropriate use for LCZs is to build spatial 
databases of urban form and cover, and the associated effects on thermal climate for 
cities worldwide. 
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Figure 2.13 Thermal Environmental Map (TEMap) for Tokyo and Four Designated Areas for 
the Implementation Measures [Source: Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG), 2005]. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.14 Urban Climate Map (UC-AnMap) System for Dutch Spatial Planning [Modified 
from Ren C. et al., 2011]. 
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2.3. PLANNING WITH URBAN CLIMATE IN DIFFERENT CLIMATIC 
ZONES 
 
The main climate changes induced by settlements are discussed, in order to introduce the 
main objectives of this thesis: to show the importance of urban climate information for 
planning and to emphasize that adequate measures "to plan and to build with climate" vary 
according to the climate classification of the urban area (see Section 2.2.1). Studies of the last 
decades that were considered the economic and health benefits of using climate information 
are also reviewed. Urban climates should be a routine consideration of land use planning 
processes in order to attain a better "climate quality" in settlements. Alcoforado (2010) 
suggested measures that can reduce the negative effects of taking advantage of the positive 
consequences of urbanization on climate in different climate zones especially in cities with 
hot-humid climates. Thus, Urban planning's role is of paramount importance to inform, 
coordinate and implement measures to ameliorate climate quality in town in face of urban 
and global climate change issues [Alcoforado M.J. et al., 2009].  
 
In order to provide the best conditions of well-being and health for the inhabitants of urban 
areas, all aspects of atmosphere must be taken into account. Thermal, ventilation and air 
quality factors are the main atmospheric components modified in a city, although other 
factors like noise and odours should also be considered. However, it is widely accepted that 
the question "which urban forms make the best use of land?" cannot be answered. There are 
too many parameters to consider, each of which will have its own effect. Moreover, when a 
large number of environmental variables are taken into account, it is likely that conflicts 
amongst them will emerge, and terms such as "best" and "optimum" best decisions ultimately 
made [Ratti C. et al., 2003]. 
 
The literature is also included carefully considered suggestions for “ideal” city climate plans 
such as the “Metutopia” of Landsberg (1973) (see Figure 2.15). These are not to be classed 
with the interesting but overly futuristic views of planned city systems which include totally 
enclosed cities, subterranean and sub-oceanic cities and extraterrestrial space communities. 
Also, there are examples where climate forms a fundamental planning criterion in the design 
of housing developments, industrial parks, commercial core renewal and growth, major new 
institutions, sports facilities, transportation corridors, and airports, etc. When considered in 
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more detail, it often emerges that the reason climate was included in planning such 
developments. Planners are subject to legislated planning requirements, and they are fields 
with proven applied science methodologies. The planning requirements include state or 
municipal laws such as building and planning codes, health and safety regulations, solar and 
wind rights, and local city ordinances, etc. Therefore, the planner has been forced to respond 
to climatic impacts and has successfully managed to do so. Such regulation has arisen in 
response to clearly demonstrable hazards or benefits [Oke T.R., 1984]. 
 
All the climatological and environmental information which was gathered, processed and 
analyzed in the previous stages serves as the basis for the next stage of the research and the 
climatic consultancy. This stage, in which the climatological and environmental elements are 
integrated into planning, is the most important one of the whole methodological framework, 
for which all the former stages were undertaken. At this stage, cooperation is necessary 
among the applied climatologist, the planner and the architect. Cooperation among them will 
have a result in maximum utilization of the climatic and environmental elements in the 
various planning systems. 
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Figure 2.15 The Methodology of Applied Climatology in Urban Planning by Different 
Stages [Adapted and modified from Alcoforado M.J., 2006]. 
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It can be seen from this part of the flowchart that the integration of the climatological 
elements in planning can be done at least three levels: (a) integration of climatic factors in 
regional planning; (b) integration of climatic factors in the planning of settlements; (c) 
integration of climatic factors in the planning of individual buildings. For each of these 
planning levels, there are details of the possible impact of climatology on different planning 
and building considerations, or the appropriate use of different planning parameters for 
improving or meso-, local or micro- climatological conditions. Figure 2.16 shows part of 
these details for the different planning levels. 
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Figure 2.16 Impacts of Climatological Elements on Regional and Settlement Planning and 
Building Design [Modified from Bitan A., 1998]. 
 
2.3.1. PROBLEMATIC URBAN CLIMATE ASPECTS IN HOT-HUMID 
CLIMATE REGIONS 
 
In cities with hot climates, the urban thermal effect is one of the most negative factors, not 
only on human comfort and heat stress, but also on human health [Oke T.R., 1994; Koppe C. 
et al., 2004; Gill S., 2004; Gosling S.N. et al., 2009]. Moreover, it has negative effects on 
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energy use (more demand for air-conditioning), water use, air pollution meteorology 
(increased re-circulation / fumigation effects), air pollution chemistry (secondary 
transformation) and possibly on precipitation [Oke T.R., 1994; Jauregui A. et al., 1997]. 
Therefore, it is advantageous for human health and economy to mitigate its effects.  
 
In these areas, the main strategies to minimize heat stress are:  
 
a) To provide or maximize ventilation in and around buildings. Buildings should be as 
loosely dispersed as possible. In settlements near the shore, any obstructions that 
affect the penetration of sea breeze should be avoided. In such settings, urban canyons 
should be aligned with the dominant sea-breeze direction [Golany G.S., 1996; 
Emmanuel R. et al., 2006; Edward Ng.,  2009];  
 
b) To reduce solar radiation. Shading of urban spaces is indispensable, either by 
purpose-built shade structures, the appropriate combination of height and orientation 
of buildings, or strategically positioned and selected vegetation. Canopies covered 
greening recesses and walkways, colonnades, and so on are useful [Edward Ng. et al., 
2012];  
 
c) To reduce the localized thermal load with greening. Trees and their canopies, shrubs, 
ﬂower beds and grass areas are effective. The evapotranspiration of plants reduces 
sensible temperature. For a small and green urban park of a size of say 100m×100m, 
it can have the localized thermal load of around 2–3°C lower than nearby streets. An 
oasis like this in the urban area can greatly enhance the probability of pedestrian 
thermal comfort when traversing the city [Edward Ng. et al., 2012]. 
 
There seems to be good evidence that planting trees and increasing green areas will 
contribute to decrease the near surface air temperature [Alcoforado M.J., 1996; Spronken-
Smith R. et al., 1998; Akbari H. et al., 2001; Matzarakis A., 2001; Shaashua-Bar L. et al., 
2003; Dimoudi K. et al., 2003; Andrade H. et al., 2007; Edward Ng. et al., 2012]. Meanwhile, 
the sustainability of a healthy life was pursued through environmentally and friendly choices. 
This increasing interest in improving urban thermal environments has resulted in the adoption 
of greening strategies at a local scale. However, the cooling effect of greening parameters has 
not been accurately quantified regarding the outdoor thermal environment, thus more specific 
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research is needed [Jeong S.Y. et al., 2012]. Furthermore, urban planner and local decision 
makers generally lack the tools and means that are needed to make informed decisions 
regarding the impacts climate change on local growth and redevelopment, or to measure their 
effects. Policy makers and regulators at all urban scales, their political constituents and 
stakeholders need decision supporting tools that illustrates the impacts of greening in urban 
areas to make sound and locally relevant land use decisions. Thus, this thesis focuses on the 
present simulation tool to evaluate the benefits of alternative development approaches on 
local climate change in different urban climatic zones (see Chapter 6). 
 
2.3.2. GREENING BENEFITS DERIVED FROM SOLVING URBAN 
THERMAL PROBLEMS IN TROPICAL AREA 
 
Current research on sustainability of cities has favoured the implementation and conservation 
of greenery in the urban context (Figure 2.17). One of the key components in the planning of 
sustainable cities is plants and planted spaces. Much current work is centred on natural 
habitats in the city: the conservation of existing greenery, the establishment of new parklands 
and other forms of planted landscapes. The benefits of plants are not just environmental but 
recreational, aesthetic and emotional. The full benefits of plants and the role they played in 
the ecology of cities remain to be mapped out, but the general significance of plants appears 
to be uncontested.  
 
In urban areas, green vegetation is a useful approach for improving the thermal environment 
in the summer. However, green areas in urban regions are gradually decreasing due to 
increasing urbanization and abrupt changes in the outdoor environment. The highest outdoor 
thermal stress is observed during clear sunny days with calm wind in the summer season. 
However, in subtropical and tropical climate zones, the greatest thermal stress may occur 
during the yearly hot dry season at noon due to the greater solar radiation exposure 
throughout the year [Shahidan M.F. et al., 2012; Tran H. et al., 2006]. This phenomenon has 
become serious in zones where inadequate shading and green spaces are unable to intercept 
and balance the heat from direct solar gains. In addition, the typical use of dark materials in 
buildings and pavement collect and trap more of the sun’s energy. This use of dark materials 
has led to increasing ambient air temperatures, which influences building energy 
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consumption, reduces human comfort, and produces many problems for urban inhabitants 
[Edward Ng. et al., 2012]. 
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Figure 2.17 A Sustainable Urban Greening Management Framework Inclusive of Climate 
Considerations [Adapted and modified from Ordóñez C. et al., 2010] 
 
Urban greenery can have beneficial microclimatic effects, such as reducing air temperatures, 
which helps cool the urban environment through shading and evapotranspiration [Dimoudi K. 
et al., 2003]. Leaves and branches reduce the amount of solar radiation that reaches the area 
under the tree canopy or plant. The amount of sunlight that is transmitted through the canopy 
varies based on plant species. In the summertime, between 10 and 30% of the sun’s energy 
generally reaches the area below a tree. The remainder of the energy is absorbed by the leaves, 
used for photosynthesis, or is reflected back into the atmosphere (EPA, 2009). In addition, 
evapotranspiration alone (or in combination with shading), can help reduce peak summer air 
temperatures. For example, the following studies have measured temperature reductions: 
 
Saito (1990/91) measured the cooling effect of a green area on the summer thermal 
environment of Kumamoto City, Japan. In this case, the maximum temperature difference 
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between the inside and outside the green area was 3ºC, which resulted from the shade effects 
and evapotranspiration of trees during the day.  
 
Hamada and Ohta (2010) conducted studies for one year in Heiwa Park of Nagoya City in 
central Japan, which is surrounded by two and three-story residential and commercial 
buildings. These authors determined the range of the ‘‘cool island’’ effect and the 
relationship between vegetation cover and air temperature throughout the year. The 
temperature difference between the urban and green areas was larger in the summer by 
approximately 1.9ºC. At night, this cooling effect spanned 200-300 m into the urban area. 
During the day in the summer, this cooling effect (August to October) exceeded 300 m. 
Additionally, the effect of the green cover ratio on air temperature was most pronounced in 
the summer months. 
 
Oliveira et al. (2011) observed that a small green space (0.24 ha) was cooler than the 
surrounding areas. The greatest observed temperature difference was 6.9ºC, which occurred 
between a shaded site in the garden and a sunny during the hottest month of the year in 
Lisbon, Portugal. 
 
During the summer in Fukuoka City, Japan, Katayama et al. [Katayama T. et al., 1993] found 
that the increasing ratio of natural covering (not only trees but also cultivated fields, 
grasslands and water surfaces) from 0 to 100% resulted in an air temperature decreasing to 
2.7ºC. Conversely, as the green cover ratio increased from 0 to 100%, the temperature 
decreased approximately 2°C within a radius of between 10 and 50 m. In addition, the 
decrease in air temperature became larger with increasing radius. 
 
These studies, which considered the cooling effect of greening areas for improving urban 
environments, are useful for incorporating green spaces into urban planning. Specifically, 
these studies identified precise greening principles and the amount of greening that are 
necessary for creating a better urban living environment. However, additional case studies are 
needed because little data exists regarding quantification of the different greening scheme 
effects in different urban climatic zones to contribute to thermal improvement inside the 
urban canopy layer (UCL), especially in the tropical cities, which lack field measurements 
and modeling approaches. 
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2.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS FROM THE REVIEW 
 
Cities contribute to global climate change because of the agglomeration of population and 
urban activities. The expected changes of air temperature to the end 21st century are in the 
range of the present measured and detected changes of urban climate and environment. 
Therefore, nowadays, we are already experiencing the expected climate changes in our cities 
and action is urgently needed [Alcoforado M.J. et al, 2010].  
 
The preceding review has four general conclusions. 
 
(1) Urban climate knowledge: There is still a need for more researches on the topics 
discussed above. Nevertheless, the large number of recent publications shows that 
scientists are aware of the importance of developing research on the climate of cities 
and communicating their results in a way that can be used by planner, architects, and 
decision makers. Furthermore, it is important to be able to quantify the cost of some 
urban climate features, as well as the benefits of using climate knowledge in the 
planning processes.  
 
(2) Methodological developments: whilst aspects of city climatography are well 
developed, other elements of the science have progressed slowly, if at all. The field 
has not developed clear methodologies (e.g. to estimate urban effects on climate) or 
techniques (e.g. to transfer results from climatologists to planners). However, there 
still exist limitations and different points of view between urban climatologists and 
urban planners concerning urban planning issues. It has to be made clear that urban 
climate processes and effects are located between meso-, local, and micro- scale, but 
planners usually think in different sharp scales. Thus, it is urgent to acquire a shared 
language and dialogue between both communities, as well as to further the debate on 
the advantages of including climatic guidelines in Master Plans of urban 
municipalities in a systematic way, especially in respect of tropical cities. 
 
(3) Urban meteorological process knowledge: In the past decades, there has been any 
emphasis upon study of the physical mechanisms underlying urban climate effects 
and cause-and-effect linkages. This has hampered attempts to build urban climate 
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models and in providing data against which to validate them. Also, it has delayed the 
development of physically-, rather than empirically based relationships. The former 
are likely to be a greater general value because they are not often bound to site- or 
climate-specific conditions. 
 
(4) Application to urban planning: evidence of climate information being used in the 
planning of urban areas on scales greater than a few buildings is relatively scarce, and 
where attempts have been made the outcome has not always been successful. The 
most positive examples display a common set of ingredients. These include early 
recognition and demonstration of a potential benefit or disbenefit to a project due to 
climatic characteristics. Often, only a single element is the focus of concern, with 
wind, solar energy, precipitation, or pollution being the most common. These 
elements have clearly demonstrable impacts and well-developed techniques for 
illustrating and implementing solutions. 
 
In this thesis presents the thermal climate zones (TCZs) as a comprehensive climate-based 
classification of urban and rural sites for temperature studies in a hot-humid tropical city of 
Bangkok, as the area of study. The cultural and geographic appealing to the classification has 
been demonstrated, as has the potential to improve consistency and accuracy in urban climate 
reporting. The system functions easily and inexpensively in any city or region. The study, 
therefore, is anticipated that it can meet a basic requirement in urban climate studies through 
standardized description of surface structure and cover; meaningful definition and intercity 
comparison of urban thermal magnitude; guided exploration of urban heat causes and 
controls; clear communication of site metadata; and interdisciplinary transfer of urban 
climate knowledge. This primary motive behind the system, however, is to enhance the 
description of surface conditions in urban and rural areas, and thereby ease the process of site 
selection and metadata reporting. Moreover, this research is presented a means to overcome 
this challenge through development of a user friendly urban planning and designing tool for 
urban climate assessment built on a GIS platform. This research proposes a conceptual 
method that puts urban climatology knowledge at the center of design process with different 
scales; buildings, building groups, and settlement. Here, called a “Climate-based Urban 
Development Pattern Approach (CUDPA)”, as the assessment methods for better urban forms 
in multi-scale spatial planning; will be one of the examples used for the discussion.
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CHAPTER 3 
FRAMEWORK OF INTEGRATED URBAN THERMAL 
ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT METHODS 
 
This thesis presents a tool named the “Thermal Climate Zone” (TCZ) Classification System 
that has proven a capability of helping compact cities to incorporate climate effects in spatial 
planning process in a systematic way. The scope of this classification system is to present a 
scheme to classify urban morphology, which also provides a set of numerical properties for 
each class. Further, the proposed classification can be used for urban climate modeling. The 
TCZ classification system is developed and presented in a GIS platform in which the lessons 
and experience gained from interdisciplinary studies. GIS provides a common platform for 
various geographically related researches and application issues, including those relating to 
urban climate research. As such, GIS can be used to analyze different urban climatic 
parameters, for example, urban climatic mapping technique. However, GIS is still lacking in 
its capability as a user-friendly urban design and planning tool. The research shows a means 
to overcome this challenge through development of a user friendly urban design tool for 
urban climate assessment built on a GIS platform. Moreover, this study is also discussed the 
plan for advancement of the urban thermal environment assessment tool from the current 
situation to the future, in parallel with more mature urban climate tools at the local level. 
 
3.1. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
The study presents a proposal of a methodology to introduce climate guidelines in urban 
planning was put forward for the neighborhood area (or building groups, or local 
climatological scale), but it can be adapted to the city as a whole (or settlement) (see Chapter 
2, Section 2.1.3 for more details). As planners need spatialized guidelines, a map depicting 
urban’s "homogeneous climatic-response units" or "urban climatic maps" was prepared and a 
series of climatic guidelines for planning was put forth for the different units. Later, an 
analysis was carried out at the local scale in a city-wide, with the purpose of defining climatic 
orientations for this neighborhood. It is recommended to provide local climatic diversity to 
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provide green infrastructures in some areas (by using trees to improve the outdoor thermal 
environment in summer) that are relevant to cognate disciplines of urban planning field. 
 
The different stages of research concept on high climatic quality city are presented in this 
study (see Figure 3.1): acquisition of appropriate urban climate information, analysis of 
different urban climate features and selection of planning strategies (accordingly with the 
climate zone). Then, with the aid of GIS, systematic guidelines for planning can be given. As 
a result, different types of benefits for city dwellers are to be expected (environmental, social 
and economic). Bangkok is presented as a case study. It showed how the “translation” of 
knowledge of Bangkok’s urban climate into simple guidelines for urban planning in order to 
mitigate the urban thermal environment, reduce the localized thermal load with greening, was 
carried out. To this end, maps of the physical features of the city of Bangkok were drawn and 
synthesized into an “urban homogeneous units” map, here called an “Urban-Rural Thermal 
Environment Map” or “URTEMap” of Bangkok. 
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Figure 3.1 The Conceptual Framework of Integrated the Multi-Scale Urban Climatic 
Assessment Approaches [Source: Author]. 
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3.2. STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY 
 
Based on this research concept, this study proposed a framework to improve the 
communication and transferability in urban climate. This framework was developed based on 
the concept towards a meteorologically optimized sustainable urban development. Urban 
climate is an aspect of the urban physical urban environment that can be improved, although 
the “metutopia” is a meteorogically optimized urban planning and design, defined by 
Landsberg (1973) over 40 years ago, may never be attained. Thus, there are some sound 
metrological principles that must begin to penetrate the planning process.  This study 
proposed a system that consequences of planning decisions carried out to solve different 
scales (Settlement, building groups and individual buildings). Furthermore, in some cases 
conflicts arise between the solutions carried out at the three different scales, and the planner 
must be aware of this in different levels of planning which towards to a goal of creating a 
metutopia city based on the following diagram (Figure 3.2). The framework of integrated 
urban thermal environment assessment methods to mitigate and adapt spatial planning can be 
summarized and shown as in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.2 Flowchart Showing the Different Stages of Research Framework Towards a 
Meteorologically Optimized Sustainable Urban Development [Source: Author]. 
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IN ORDER TO MORE OBJECTIVE GUIDING THE PLANNING DECISION PROCESS
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Figure 3.3 The Framework of Integrated Urban Thermal Environment Assessment Methods 
to Mitigate and Adapt Spatial Planning. 
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3.3. PROCEDURES FOR INTEGRATED URBAN THERMAL 
ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT METHODS 
 
3.3.1. THE USE OF CLIMATIC INFORMATION 
 
The first step to improve urban climates is to study them using climate information (see 
Figure 3.2). Meteorological stations (either traditional or automatic), complying with the 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) rules, provide useful data to understand climate 
at the canopy climatic layer. However, these data are appropriate for urban studies, due to the 
spatial scale of study and to the particular atmospheric processes that occur in the urban 
atmosphere. In order to prepare the way for study, a data-base of current stations being 
provided regarding site exact location (latitude and longitude in degrees and minutes is 
insufficient), characteristics and site changes of meteorological stations; these are serious 
obstacles to the production of accurate work. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Conceptual Representations of “source areas” Contributing to Sensors for 
Radiation and Turbulent Fluxes or Concentrations. These are Dynamic in the Sense that they 
are Oriented into the Wind and Hence Move with Wind Direction and Stability. 
 
An essential difference between the climate of urban areas and that of rural locations is that in 
cities, the vertical exchanges of momentum, heat, and moisture do not occur at a (nearly) 
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plane surface, but in a layer of significant thickness called the urban canopy layer (UCL) 
which air temperatures are usually measured at about 1.5-2.0 meters above the ground for the 
standard weather observation (it’s also called a screen-height air temperature sensor 
measurement) (see Figures 3.5). Furthermore, we collect appropriate weather station’s site 
metadata to quantify the surface properties of “the source area for a temperature sensor 
(sometimes called its “footprint” or “circle of influence)” (see Figure 3.4).  
 
 
Figure 3.5 Generalized Mean (Spatial and Temporal) Wind Velocity (U ) Profile in a 
Densely Developed Urban Area Including the Location of Sub-layers of the Surface Layer. 
The Measures on the Height Scale are the Mean Height of the Roughness Elements ( HZ ), the 
Roughness Sub-layer ( rZ , or the Blending Height), the Roughness Length ( 0Z ) and Zero-
Plane Displacement Length ( dZ ). Dashed Line - Profile Extrapolated from the Inertial Sub-
Layer; Solid Line - Actual Profile [Source: Oke T.R., 2006]. 
 
It is important to quantify the local-micro scale character of their sites: surface cover, size 
and spacing of buildings and activity must not distract an assessment of the broader 
surroundings. The distance influencing screen-level sensors may be a few tens of meters in 
neutral conditions [Tanner C.B., 1963; Mizuno M. et al., 1991; Runnalls K.E. et al., 2006], 
less when it is unstable and perhaps more than a hundred meters when it is stable. At a height 
of three meters, the equivalent distances probably extend up to about three hundred meters in 
the stable case. The circle of influence on a screen-level temperature or humidity sensor is 
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thought to have a radius of about 0.5 km typically [Oke T.R., 2006], but this is likely to 
depend upon the building density. Estimating the source area for a screen-height thermometer 
in an urban area is a challenging task that has hardly been scientifically investigated. It can be 
anticipated that screen-height temperature measurements in a canopy layer with compact 
buildings have smaller and more poorly defined source areas than those of open urban and 
rural zones. The sources will include upwind buildings, the walls and floor of an upwind 
street, and perhaps a branching network of more distant street canyons that channel surface 
air toward the measurement site. 
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thermal remote 
sensor
Building 
configuration & 
impervious surface
Pervious surface
Above and below 
green cover
Water cover
Classifying urban canopy parameters
(ii) Quantifying surface properties for a source area 
(i) Define the “thermal source area” or “circle of influence”
b
c Examples of urban field site in Bangna station (TMD2)
TMD’s meteorological station 
PCD and BMA’s air quality 
monitoring  stations
a Bangkok meteorological stations (either traditional or automatic)
(i) Standard UCL stations (ii) RSL station
 
 
Figure 3.6 Bangkok’s Urban Field Site Weather Stations to Monitor the Local Scale Climate 
Near the Surface: (a) Variety of Urban Climatic Data Sources, (b) and (c) Example of Collect 
Site Metadata Inside the Thermal Source Area for a Temperature Measurement (see Chapter 
3 for more details) [Source: Author]. 
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It follows from the preceding discussion that if the objective of an instrumented urban site is 
to monitor the local scale climate near the surface, there are two viable approaches using for 
this study (see Figures 3.6 and Figure 3.9): 
 
(a) Locate the site in the urban canopy layer (UCL) at a location surrounded by average 
or ‘typical’ conditions for the urban terrain, and place the sensors at heights similar 
to those used at non-urban sites. This assumes that the mixing induced by flow 
around obstacles is sufficient to blend properties to form a UCL average at the local 
scale. For this study, a total of 22 standard weather stations and variety of sources 
can be used to take these measurements that are operated by: Thai Meteorological 
Department (TMD), Pollution Control Department (PCD) and Environment 
Department in the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (ED).These stations were 
equipped with a temperature sensor and were amounted at a 1.5-2.0 meters height in 
a ventilated shelter. 
 
(b) Mount the sensors on a tall tower above the roughness sub-layer (RSL) and obtain 
blended values that can be extrapolated down into the UCL. An automatic weather 
station (13° 44' 27.5994" N Lat., 100° 32' 52.7634" E Long.) that is operated by the 
Nakhon Thai Network (NTN) was used to acquire RSL climate conditions. 
 
Approach (a) works best for air temperature and humidity, and approach (b) for wind speed 
and direction, and precipitation. For radiation, the only significant requirement is for an 
unobstructed horizon. Urban stations, therefore, are often consisted of instruments deployed 
both below and above roof-level, and this requires site assessment and description including 
the scales relevant to both contexts. 
 
3.3.2. STARTING POINT TO AN UNDERSTANDING OF URBAN 
CLIMATE 
 
Temperature, wind and air pollution, which are strongly dependent on cities morphology and 
anthropogenic activities, seem to be the main characteristics of urban climate. Anthropogenic 
activities to some extent can be controlled through meticulous and informed planning. With 
regard to urban thermal environment, the frequently used term urban heat island (UHI) refers 
to areas within the cities, where the canopy and the boundary air layer temperature of the 
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surface temperature are higher than those of rural surroundings. The UHI can be positive in 
winter but threatens human comfort and health in summer. From the economic point of view, 
energy saving in winter is less important than the extra expenses of cooling cities in summer. 
 
To fully understand these and other issues, it has been the preoccupation of researchers for 
many decades to measure the heat island effect through simple comparisons of “urban” and 
“rural” air temperatures. The conventional approach is to gather temperatures at screen height 
for two or more fixed sites and/or from mobile temperature surveys. Sites are classified as 
either urban or rural, and their temperature differences are taken to indicate the heat island 
magnitude. Classifying measurement sites into urban and rural categories has given 
researchers a simple framework to separate the effects of city and country on local climate. 
 
For several decades now, climate data has provided the basis for scientists to get to know the 
characteristics of urban climates at different spatial and temporal scales. Since Kratzer’s first 
manual in 1937, a number of review works on current knowledge of urban climate have been 
published: books by Landberg (1981), Fezer (1995) and Oke (1987), paper by Oke (1988), 
Lowry (1998) and Arnfield (2003), among others. Nowadays, statistics, scale, and numerical 
modeling play a very important role. Nevertheless, climate information will continue to be 
necessary, either to construct some of the models and/or to validate them. For the study in 
this stage, the aim of this research should be established “general relations” and understood 
the processes that cause urban climate rather than to continue mere studies of a part of cities. 
The results can provide a reference for urban planners to understand which urban features 
could modify the local thermal environment and could potentially contribute to urban climate 
change adaptation. 
 
3.3.3. CONSTRUCTING A NEW CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
The city-wide level or settlement scale is conferred by the dimensions of the morphometric 
features that make up an urban landscape. This stages emphasized on the need to adequately 
describe properties of urban areas that affect the atmosphere. The most important basic 
features are the urban structure or surface configuration (dimensions of the buildings and the 
spaces between them, the street widths and street spacing), the urban cover or surface 
composition (built-up, paved, vegetated, bare soil, and water). Therefore, characterization of 
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the sites of urban climate stations also needs to take account of these descriptors, to use them 
in selecting potential sites, and to incorporate them in metadata that accurately describes the 
setting of the station. 
 
These basic features of city tend to “cluster” together to form characteristic urban classes. For 
example, most central areas of cities have relatively tall buildings that are densely packed 
together so the ground is largely covered with buildings or paved surfaces made of durable 
materials such as stone, concrete, brick and asphalt, and where heat releases from furnaces, 
air conditioners, chimneys and vehicles are large. Near the other end of the spectrum there are 
districts with low density housing of one- or two-storey buildings of relatively light 
construction and considerable garden or vegetated areas with low heat releases but perhaps 
large irrigation inputs. 
 
This study stage is a simple way and so fundamental that it aims to separate urban from non-
urban effects on local climate in the summer, a distinction that has been instrumental in the 
overall development and understanding of urban climatology. If a common classification is 
used, workers with no experience of the site can gain an appreciation of its properties and, the 
most important things is that they have an objective basis on which to include or exclude 
results or data from that site in their work. Here we develop a climate-based classification 
system of urban and rural sites that apply universally, relatively, and easily to local 
temperature studies using screen-level observations. Our aim in this classification is to 
facilitate consistent documentation of site metadata and thereby improve the basis of intersite 
comparisons (see Chapter 5 for more details). 
 
Moreover, the importance of the Thermal Climate Zone (TCZ) is not their absolute accuracy 
to describe the site but their ability to classify areas of a settlement into districts that are 
similar in their capacity to modify the local climate, and to identify potential transitions to 
different urban climate zones. Such a classification is crucial when beginning to set up an 
urban station so that the spatial homogeneity criteria are met approximately for a station in 
the UCL or above the RSL. In what follows it is assumed that the morphometry of the urban 
area, or a portion of it, has been assessed using detailed maps, and/or aerial photographs, 
satellite imagery (visible and /or thermal), geographical database, planning documents or at 
least a visual survey conducted from a vehicle and/or on foot. Land use maps can be helpful 
but it should be appreciated that they depict the function and are not necessary for the 
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physical form of the settlement. The task of urban description should result in a map with 
areas of TCZ delineated. Thus, the prospect of an effective urban climate analysis tool lies on 
how to analyze the interaction between buildings and their surrounding environments as an 
integrated urban planning process. This interaction cannot be separated from the geographical 
context, in which GIS has the strongest capability to urban climate research. Our primary 
motive behind the system, however, is to enhance the description of surface conditions in 
urban and rural areas, and thereby ease the process of site selection and metadata reporting. 
 
3.3.4. SELECTION OF THE NEEDS FOR DIFFERENT CLIMATE 
ZONES 
 
Through the use of climate information and the results of urban climate-based classification 
studies, one is able to identify the climatic needs of city within the studied area. The main 
requirements to mitigate negative impacts of urban climate will be briefly described 
according to the thermal climate zones (TCZs). In hot areas, either humid or arid, thermal 
stress is a negative feature of the urban climate and must be mitigated. In hot-humid climates 
it is necessary to reduce solar radiation gain and UHI, and to increase evaporation in order to 
promote cooling (urban greening strategies), and so on are useful.  
 
This study, parameterization of urban canopy in numerical climate models not only for 
quantify the mitigation suite of local thermal environment improvement and mitigation 
measures, but also can be found suggesting improving various aspects of TCZ classification 
system and their surface morphology and land cover database (see Figure 3.7). TCZs can 
provide input data for numerical climate models that incorporate urban canopy parameters 
into their formulations to forecast temperature, wind, precipitation, etc. Likewise, statistical 
regression models can use LCZ input data to predict intra-urban temperature patterns and 
UHI magnitudes. 
 
Despite the importance of TCZs, the stability of their temperature in summer has seldom been 
investigated. With an understanding of the thermal impacts that planning decisions can have, 
it is essential to know how TCZs can be designed to regulate temperatures in the urban 
environment. Having information about the stability of summer temperatures for different 
TCZs can enable urban planners and managers to rationalize the landscape planning sketches 
for an improvement of the urban thermal environment. 
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Figure 3.7 Example the ENVI-met Model Parameterization Studies that Needs to Know a 
Lot of Additional Information About (a), (b) the Buildings, Surfaces, Plants Database or 
Emission Sources in the 3D Model Settings and Combine with (c) the Verification with Field 
Measurements. The Simulated Results (d) that Accurately Represent the Real Environment 
(see Chapter 6 for more details) [Source: Author]. 
 
3.3.5. CONSEQUENCES OF USING CLIMATE GUIDELINES IN 
URBAN PLANNING 
 
Although there are other positive consequences for the city dweller including climatic 
recommendations in urban planning, only their effect on thermal reduction will be present 
here. Because of the local thermal stability is significantly different among the TCZ types. 
Thus, this study is a one example that illustrates the positive or negative cooling benefits of 
urban greening inspired or informed by urban climate input (e.g. planting trees and increasing 
green area), and try to integrate a common methodology to compute the potentials and 
benefits of urban climate mitigation in different TCZs into this system. Moreover, this result 
can be provided specific targets for urban managers and planners in developing rational 
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strategies to improve their urban thermal environments by planning different TCZs in a 
reasonable configuration. 
 
In addition, the Bangkok's TCZ classification system is inherently generic and cannot capture 
the peculiarities of every urban and rural site. Its view of the landscape universe is highly 
reductionist, and, like all classifications, its descriptive and explanatory powers are limited. 
TCZs represents a simple composition of urban surface properties, each in varying amounts 
and each arranged uniformly into main recognizable patterns. Correspondence between 
meteorological station field sites and TCZ classes will vary with physical and cultural 
changes to the landscape. This is a virtual certainty in any active urban area as land clearance 
and development occur. In this study, the updating TCZ designations are crucial for all sites, 
particularly those used in long-term temperature studies are needed to be given in the initial 
guidance to for using the TCZ classification system (see Chapter 7 for more details). Overall, 
the integration of multi-scale urban canopy climate assessment methods into the urban 
planning process can furthers to improve communication between urban climatologists on the 
urban planning processes. 
 
3.4. BACKGROUND OF STUDY AREA 
 
3.4.1. Area of Study 
 
Every major review of the field of urban climatology has commented upon the lack of a 
proper scientific base of knowledge of tropical urban climates. Whilst some progress is being 
made, tropical work occupies less than 10% of that published in urban climatology [Stewart 
I.D., 2011] (see Figure 3.8a). Perhaps more important, the nature of the work does not hold 
the promise of gaining rapid insight into the system. The necessary descriptive base is largely 
unstructured and highly specific to the city involved. Most of the work is based upon data 
from standard stations which are rarely ideal to monitor the urban system. There is very little 
information concerning the state of the atmosphere above roof level and there is almost no 
work into the underlying atmospheric processes [Oke T.R., 1990/91]. 
 
In this thesis, we will look into areas in a band of latitudes 10 to 15° north and south of the 
equator, also called "hot humid climates" in Southeast Asia especially a rapidly urbanization 
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of the Bangkok Metropolitan Area (BMA), Thailand [UN, 2002; Kraas F., 2007; Srivanit M. 
et al., 2012] (see Figure 3.8b)., where is high temperatures persist all the year round (27°C on 
average), with a small diurnal temperature range and maximum temperatures higher than 
30°C and minimum between 20°C and 24°C. High humidity values and low wind speed are 
other characteristics that contribute to maximize heat stress on human beings, mostly during 
day-time in the summer [Zhang Y. et al., 2010; Makaremi N. et al., 2012]. 
 
N   
N 5 
S   
S 5 
a
b
 
 
Figure 3.8 (a) Geographic Distribution of Urban Climate Studies in the Literature Sample 
( n =177) [Adapted and modified from Stewart I.D., 2011] and (b) Map of Megacities Around 
the World in 2015 [Source: Kraas F., 2007; UN, 2002]. 
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3.4.2. Climatic Conditions 
 
Bangkok has been the capital city of Thailand more than 200 years (the center located at 13º 
33' 44.37"N latitude, 100º 38' 47.76"E longitude) and is among the larger cities in Asia, 
situated on a flat low land in the southern part of the Lower Central Plain of the country. The 
Chao Phraya River flows through the city from the northern highland and discharges into the 
Gulf of Thailand, 25 km south of the city. The metropolis of Bangkok has gradually grown 
up into one of the world's populated cities with a registered population over 5.5 million and 
estimated actual population up to 10 million on the 1,576 sq.km area (the Bureau of 
Registration Department, 2004). BMA has divided the city into three administrative zones, 
inner, middle, and outer zone, in accordance with the population density. BMA is subdivided 
into 50 districts, distributed by zones are 21 (207 sq.km area), 18 (485 sq.km area) and 11 
(884 sq.km area) in the inner, middle, and outer zones respectively (see Figure 3.9).  
 
Figure 3.9 Location of Bangkok Metropolitan Area (BMA) and Meteorological Stations 
Using for this Study [Source: Author]. 
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For the investigating the temporal characteristics of the urban heat island intensity (UHII) in 
BMA, two meteorological stations are selected: (1) Ploenchit Station (NTN1) to represent the 
urban station, it is the fixed station near the urban core, (2) Phasi Charoen station (NTN2) 
located in western part of BMA, to represent suburban conditions or the rural site of 
Bangkok. It is envisaged that comparisons of the readings of these stations during a period of 
1 year (January to December, 2009) can yield reliable indicators of the daily development of 
thermal differences between rural and urban areas. 
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Figure 3.10 (a) Urban Climatic Characteristics in 2009 of BMA (the Reference Station at 
NTN1; see Figure 3.9), (b) Seasonal Variation of Monthly Average the UHII between Urban 
(NTN1) and Rural (NTN2) Stations for Three Periods in 2009, (c) and (d) Typical Temporal 
Variation Under Clear Skies and Weak Airflow on 4
th
-5
th
 January, 2009 [Source: Srivanit M. 
et al, 2012]. 
 
The summer period, or hot and humid season, is from March to June. At this time, 
temperatures in BMA average is around 39˚C, but in April, it has the highest solar intensity 
and longer days and thus can become quite hot (see Figure 3.10a); it could affect a 
community's environment and quality of life. The monthly average heat island intensities are 
illustrated in the Figure 3.10b; the average maximum UHII over the 1-year period is 4.3˚C. 
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However, evaluation of readings of UHII discloses clear cycles. Diurnally, it is strong during 
nighttime (18:00-07:00 hours) than during daytime (07:00-18:00 hours). Seasonally, the 
analysis indicates that urban heat intensity tends to be strong in winter (is from November to 
February); the strongest can be found at nighttime in January and weak in summer. Figure 
3.10c and 3.10d were the typical temporal variations of urban and rural air temperature under 
clear skies and weak airflow on 4
th
-5
th
 January, 2009. The strength of the UHII is referred by 
the maximum difference recorded. The magnitude of   is the greatest at night, under clear 
skies and with weak wind. Under such conditions, surface cooling is associated with radiation 
exchange. While exposed rural sites cool rapidly after sunset, urban sites cool more slowly. 
The difference between urban and rural sites grows with time after sunset and reaches a 
maximum difference after about 4-5 hours.  
 
 
Figure 3.11 The Growth of Bangkok Metropolitan Area [Source: Thaitakoo D. et al., 2009]. 
 
During the winter season, the UHII can reach a maximum of 7.0˚C in nighttime’s January and 
minimum of 2.2˚C in afternoon time’s February (12:00-18:00 hours). Except in August the 
nocturnal range of the UHII seems to be the same as in the afternoon time. During the wet 
months, from July to October, the nocturnal range and day heat island intensity have less 
intense especially in August reaching its minimum around 4.4˚C. The diurnal range of 
seasonal variation of the urban heat island seems to be related to the seasonal variations in the 
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incoming solar radiation. The monthly mean of the solar radiation in BMA will be exceeded 
in April. These large values of the average solar radiation and its seasonal variations directly 
affect the amount and seasonal variations of the heat trapped by urban surfaces. As a result of 
such variation, the surface urban heat island (SUHI) is typically largest in summer. 
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Figure 3.12 The Impacts of Urban Climatic on Electricity Consumption and Urban Mortality 
of BMA; (a) Total Electricity Consumption by Sectors, (b) Electricity Consumption Pattern, 
(c) Average Seasonal Pattern of Daily Mortality (Upper Bold Line), and (d) Quantification of 
Temperature-Mortality Relationships. 
 
As an economic magnet, BMA’s population is continually increasing through in-migration 
from the Thai countryside. This rapid rise in population, capital investment, factories and 
employees in Bangkok city have caused the community numbers to increase leading to the 
development of road networks, real estate developments, land value and advanced 
technologies which had resulted in expansion of the city to the surrounding areas (see Figure 
3.11). This rapid urbanization has led to several environmental problems such as air 
pollution, water pollution, land subsidence as well as the effect of excess urban heat. 
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Furthermore, as cities continue to grow in population and physical size, these urban–rural 
differences in temperature, it also increased as reported by long-term temperature records. 
Boonjawat J. et al. [2000] found an increase of 1.23 ˚C in the lowest air temperature in the 
UHI of Bangkok for the last 50 years and the peak temperature of metropolitan such as 
Bangkok can be higher than the surroundings by 3.5 ˚C and detected during clear and calm 
night in dry season. Increased temperatures due to the UHI effect may increase water 
consumption and energy use in urban areas and lead to alterations to biotic communities 
[White M.A. et al., 2002]. Kiattiporn et al. [2008] found an increase in 1˚C of the temperature 
that will result in an increase of 6.79% of electricity consumption in BMA (see Figure 3.12a 
and b). Excess heat may also affect the comfort of urban dwellers and lead to greater health 
risks [Poumadere M. et al, 2005]. In addition, higher temperatures in urban areas increase the 
production of ground level ozone which has direct consequences to human health [Akbari H. 
et al., 1996; 2001].  
 
Seasonal (intra-annual) variation in BMA's mortality rate, mean daily temperature and 
rainfall are shown in Figure 3.12c, with comparatively hot-humid summer temperatures and 
large temperature fluctuations also had large heat-related fluctuations in mortality, with the 
high rates of death occurring during periods of relative summer [McMichael A.J. et al., 
2008]. Figure 3.12d contains smooth plots of mortality against the mean of temperature. 
Again the patterns vary. These curves show clear evidence of heat-related deaths in BMA. 
Point estimates of the temperature threshold above which heat-related mortality occurred 
upper 29 °C found that the increase in mortality per Celsius (°C) above the heat threshold was 
5.78 percent (%) in BMA. Therefore, it is the analyzing patterns of urban thermal effects in 
BMA, and its relationship with urban surface characteristics are significant to understand in 
order to lessen the ever worsening urban climate problem in the region. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EFFECTS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND SPATIAL 
CHARACTERISTICS ON URBAN THERMAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
In recent years, urbanization has been spreading all over the world, including Bangkok city. 
These urban developments have caused regional climatic changes, i.e. urban climate - 
including urban thermal effect, and the frequently used term urban heat island (UHI) refer to 
areas within the cities. Many of the patterns, processes, and thermal fluxes that differentiate 
the local climate of artificial and natural landscapes are addressed in the decisions that 
planners make. Studies reveal that vegetation can decrease the surface and near-surface air 
temperature by utilizing a relatively large proportion of the absorbed radiation in the 
evapotranspiration process and producing shade as well. The narrow arrangement of 
buildings along the city’s streets forms urban canyons that inhibit the release of the reflected 
radiation to space from most of the three-dimensional urban surfaces. This radiation is 
ultimately absorbed by the building walls owing to their narrow arrangement and low thermal 
capacity, enhancing the UHI effect. For the study in this chapter, the aim of this stage should 
be established general relations and understanding the processes that cause urban climate 
rather than to continue mere studies of a part of BMA. These results are clearly useful and are 
essential pieces of information that can be applied in urban planning to improve climate 
adaptability. 
 
4.1. URBANIZATION IMPACTS ON URBAN ATMOSPHERE 
 
Urban thermal effects may be identified by measuring surface or air temperatures. Surface 
temperature is an important boundary condition for studies of the urban atmosphere [Voogt 
J.A. et al., 1997], which has been shown to be highly correlated with the near-surface air 
temperature [Weng Q., 2009; Nichol J.E. et al., 2008]. Thermal infrared radiometry from 
satellite platforms has often been advocated as a means of providing more spatially 
representative measurements of surface urban heat island (SUHI) over larger areas of cities 
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than is feasible using ground-based thermal studies [Lo C.P. et al., 1997; Buyantuyev A. et 
al., 2010]. It is known that atmospheric heat islands are normally measured by in situ sensors 
of air temperature via weather station networks. The SUHI is typically characterized as land 
surface temperature (LST) through the use of airborne or satellite thermal infrared remote 
sensing, which provides a synoptic and uniform means of studying SUHI effects at the city-
wide scales. Thus, the study of SUHI to understand impacts of the urbanization on local 
climate and assess the diurnal and seasonal variation of the surface urban heat island intensity 
(SUHII) measured from the thermal infrared of LANDSAT TM satellite images in BMA, will 
become progressively more important for researchers and decision makers to understand 
climate effects of urbanization in order to contribute to sustainable urban development in the 
region. 
 
Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing for Urban Climate Studies 
 
The definition of remotely sensed variables is important in order to precisely understand the 
information content of remotely sensed quantities and how they relate to actual surface 
properties. Thermal remote sensing of urban surface temperatures is a special case of 
observing LST which varies in response to the surface energy balance. The resultant surface 
temperature incorporates the effects of surface radiative and thermodynamic properties, 
including surface moisture, thermal admittance and surface emissivity, the radiative input at 
the surface from the sun and atmosphere, and the effects of the near-surface atmosphere and 
its relation to turbulent transfer from the surface (see Figure 4.1). 
 
The first SUHI observations (from satellite-based sensors) reported by Rao (1972) was the 
first to demonstrate that urban areas could be identified from the analyses of thermal infrared 
data acquired by a satellite. Gallo et al. (1995) reviewed and represented a satellite 
perspective on the assessment of SUHI. Studies on the SUHI phenomenon using satellite 
derived LST measurements have been conducted primarily using NOAA AVHRR data 
[Gallo K.P. et al., 1998a, b; Streutker D.R., 2002] for regional-scale urban temperature 
mapping. Recently, Landsat Thermatic Mapper (TM) and Enhanced Thermatic Mapper Plus 
(ETM+) thermal infrared (TIR) data with 120 m and 60 m spatial resolutions, respectively, 
have also been utilized for local-scale studies of UHI [Chen Y. et al., 2002; Weng Q., 2001]. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic Illustrations of Definitions of the Surface Urban Heat Island (SUHI) as 
Observed by a Remote Sensor [Modified after Voogt J.A. et al., 1997]. 
 
Remotely sensed LST records the radiative energy emitted from the ground surface, 
including building roofs, paved surfaces, vegetation, bare ground, and water [Arnfield A.J., 
2003; Voogt J.A. et al., 2003]. Therefore, the pattern of land covered in urban landscapes 
may potentially influence LST [Arnfield A.J., 2003; Forman R.T.T., 1995]. The two 
fundamental aspects of land cover pattern are composition and configuration [Gustafson E.J., 
1998; Turner M.G., 2005]. Composition refers to the abundance and variety of land cover 
features without considering their spatial character or arrangement [Gustafson E.J., 1998; 
Leitao, Miller, Ahern, & McGarigal, 2006]. Configuration, in contrast, refers to the spatial 
arrangement or distribution of land cover features. In addition to influencing LST through 
direct modification of surface characteristics, land cover pattern may also influence LST 
through its affects on the movements and flows of organisms, material, and energy in a 
landscape [Forman R.T.T., 1995; Turner M.G., 2005]. Previous SUHI research has primarily 
focused on the effects of land cover composition, especially vegetation abundance 
(vegetation cover qualitatively and quantitatively), on LST [e.g. Buyantuyev & Wu, 2010; 
Frey, Rigo,&Parlow, 2007; Weng, Lu, & Schubring, 2004; Weng Q., 2009] , such as Ratio 
Vegetation Index (RVI), Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Difference 
Vegetation Index (DVI) and Perpendicular Vegetation Index (PVI). 
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The purpose of this study is to understand impacts of the urbanization on local climate and 
assess the diurnal and seasonal variation of the surface urban heat island intensity (SUHII) 
measured from the thermal infrared of LANDSAT satellite images in BMA using remote 
sensing images of different time periods and then analyzed the surface temperature retrieved 
from the thermal infrared band. In this paper, multi-temporal LANDSAT imagery of 1994, 
2000, and 2009 were used to investigate the impact of such changes on the intensity and 
spatial pattern of the SUHI effect in BMA and to quantitatively study the relationship 
between the intensity of SUHI and land use/ cover pattern (LUCP) and how it has changed 
over time, also used NDVI indices to extract land use/cover information from remote sensing 
images of different time periods. In the last part of the paper, the authors would share our 
viewpoint on research trends in thermal remote sensing of urban areas, and would provide 
updates on current and future TIR remote sensors. 
 
Exploiting Remote Sensing Surface Temperature 
 
LANDSAT data from three different years was obtained. LANDSAT TM images acquired on 
March 5
th
, 1994 (the early summer), February 18
th
, 2000 (the late winter) and April 25
th
, 2009 
(the summer) were geo-referenced to a common UTM coordinate system based on the 
rectified high resolution QuickBird image, aerial photograph and the 1:50,000 scale 
topographic maps. Using the radiometric correction method of Schroeder et al. (2006), the 
original digital numbers of bands 1–5 and 7 images were converted to at-satellite radiance, at 
satellite reflectance, and further converted to surface reflectance. While bands 1 through 5 
and band 7 are at a spatial resolution of 30 m., the thermal infrared band (band 6) comes at an 
original spatial resolution of 120 m. for LANDSAT TM images (see Figure 4.2). 
 
a) Derivation of Land Surface Temperature from LANDSAT Imageries 
 
LST is the radiative skin temperature of the land surface, which plays an important role in the 
physics of the land surface through the process of energy and water exchanges with the 
atmosphere. The derivation of LST from satellite thermal data requires several procedures: 
sensor radiometric calibrations, atmospheric and surface emissivity corrections, 
characterization of spatial variability in land-cover, etc. As the near-surface atmospheric 
water vapour content varies over time due to seasonality and inter-annual variability of the 
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atmospheric conditions, it is inappropriate to directly compare temperature values represented 
by the LST between multiple periods. Therefore, the focus here is on the SUHII and its 
spatial patterns across the study region. SUHII is estimated as the difference between the 
peak surface temperatures of the urban area and the background non-urban temperatures 
[Chen X.L. et al., 2006]. This SUHI effect can be determined for the individual thermal 
images and then compared between two or more periods. However, before we compute SUHI 
effect, we must first derive the LST based on methods for LANDSAT images. 
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b. Band2 (0.525-0.605 µm)
Pixel Res 30 m
Visible Green
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d. Band4 (0.750-0.900 µm)
Pixel Res 30 m
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Figure 4.2 The Collection of LANDSAT TM Multi-Spectral and Multi-Resolution Range of 
Imagery Appropriate for Land Cover Analysis [Source: Author]. 
 
  As described above the LANDSAT TM thermal infrared band (10.4–12.5 m) data was 
used to derive the LST. Yuan and Bauer (2005) proposed a method of deriving LST in three 
steps: Firstly, the digital numbers (DNs) of band 6 are converted to radiation luminance or 
top-of-atmospheric (TOA) radiance ( L , mW/(cm
2
 sr·m) using [Eqn. 4.1] [Chander & 
Markham, 2003]: 
 
minmin
minx
minx )(
)(
LQCALDN
QCALQCAL
LL
L
ma
ma 


         [Eqn.4.1] 
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Where DN is the pixel digital number for band 6, maxQCAL = 255 is Maximum quantized 
calibrated pixel value corresponding to maxL , minQCAL = 0 is Minimum quantized calibrated 
pixel value corresponding to minL , maxL  = 17.04 (mW/cm
2
sr·m) is spectral at-sensor 
radiance that is scaled to maxQCAL and minL = 0 (mW/cm
2
sr·m) is spectral at-sensor radiance 
that is scaled to minQCAL . 
 
Secondly, the radiance was converted to surface temperature using the LANDSAT specific 
estimate of the Planck curve [Eqn. 4.2] [Chander & Markham, 2003]: 
 








1
1
2
L
K
In
K
Tk                            [Eqn.4.2] 
 
Where kT  is the temperature in Kelvin ( K ), 1K  is the prelaunch calibration of constant 1 in 
unit of W/(m
2
 sr·m) and 2K  is the prelaunch calibration constant 2 in Kelvin. For 
LANDSAT TM, 1K  is about 607.76 W/(m
2
 sr·m), and 2K  is about 1260.56 W/(m2 sr·m) 
with atmospheric correction [Barsi et al., 2003].  The final apparent surface temperature on 
Celsius (˚C) can be calculated as the following equation: 
 
15.273 kc TT                           [Eqn.4.3] 
 
Where cT  is the temperature in Celsius (˚C), kT  is the temperature in Kelvin ( K ). 
 
b) Derivation of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 
 
The display color assignment for any band of a multispectral image can be done in an entirely 
arbitrary manner. In this case, the color of a target in the displayed image does not have any 
resemblance to its actual color (or "true color" image) (see Figure 4.3a). The resulting 
product is known as a false color composite image. There are many possible schemes of 
producing false color composite images. However, some schemes may be more suitable for 
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detecting certain objects in the image. This false color composite scheme allows vegetation to 
be detected readily in the image. In this type of false color composite images, vegetation 
appears in different shades of red depending on the types and conditions of the vegetation, 
since it has a high reflectance in the near infrared band (see Figure 4.3b). 
 
(a) (b) 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Example the LANDSAT TM Images of Bangkok (acquired on April 25
th
, 2009); 
(a) a True Color Image Using Bands 3, 2 and 1 is on the Left and (b) a False Color Image 
Using Bands 4, 3 and 2 is on the Left.  [Source: Author]. 
 
Vegetation indices like the Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) may be used as an 
indicator of biomass and greenness [Myneni R.B. et al., 2001; Chen and Brutsaert, 1998]. 
When standardized, it may also be used as a method for comparing vegetation greenness 
among satellite images [Gillies R.R. et al., 1997; Weng and Lo, 2001]. The index value is 
sensitive to the presence of vegetation on the Earth’s land surface, and is also highly 
correlated with climatic variables, such as precipitation [Schmidt and Karnieli, 2000]. In this 
study, NDVI were used to examine the relationship between LST and greenness. NDVI were 
calculated as the ratio between measured reflectance in the red and near infrared (NIR) 
spectral bands of the images using the following formula: 
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redNIR
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NDVI


                    [Eqn.4.4] 
 
Where NIRR  and redR  are spectral reflectance in Landsat TM red (band3) and near-infrared 
(band4) bands. Calculations of NDVI for a given pixel always result in a number that ranges 
from minus one (-1) to plus one (+1); however, no green leaves give a value close to zero. A 
zero means no vegetation and close to +1 (0.8 - 0.9) indicates the highest possible density of 
green leaves. 
 
These indices could be used to classify different land use/land cover (LULC) types (e.g., 
vegetation, water, built-up), Index value ranges for these LULC types are not constant, which 
will have little changes in different regions or in different conditions of atmosphere and 
precipitation. Sometimes, several indices are integrated to differentiate different land 
use/cover types. 
 
4.1.1. Rapid Urbanization Effects Upon The Surface Temperature 
 
In BMA, the expansion of urban land use is characterized by unplanned, sprawl, and 
ineffectively regulated. Such a rapid growth in terms of population and economic activities 
took place in horizontal manner to the provinces surrounding Bangkok, causing degradation 
of agricultural areas. Agricultural land was converted to urban uses as Bangkok expanded 
along three major transport corridors to the southwest, the southeast and the north of the city. 
Three dates of fraction images were classified into three thematic maps. Figure 4.4 show the 
classified maps.  Conversion of other LULC types into urban/built-up land was further 
illustrated in Table 4.1 breaks down LULC changes. In the BMA (1,576.10 sq.km), 
urban/built-up land increased by almost three times from 1994 to 2009, which grew from 
15% in 1994, to 33% in 2000, leveling out in 2009 to 42% of the total area (see Figure 4.5). 
In contrast, a pronounced decrease in the vegetated area was discovered from 1994 (72%), 
2000 (49%) and 2009 (40%), respectively. This decrease was also evident between 1994 and 
2000, when vegetated area was further shrunk by 353.57 sq.km or about 22% of the total 
area, was converted to other land use. Most of the urban expansion resulted from the 
conversion of agricultural land, and most of which involved land under rice cultivation. 
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Figure 4.4 Changes in Land Use/Covers Composition from 1994 to 2009 [Source: Author]. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Land Use/Land Covers Changes in the BMA from 1994 to 2009 [Source: Author]. 
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Table 4.1 Land use/cover statistics (area in sq.km, percentage of the total study area) in BMA 
from 1994, 2000 and 2009 [Source: Author]. 
 
 
The conversion of agricultural land into urban/built-up land has also contributed to the 
increased surface temperature. Moreover, the government policy has relocated many factories 
to industrial zones in the outskirts of the cities in order to make them more competitive. The 
new factories, along with supporting infrastructures, were frequently located in high-quality 
agricultural land while old factories were abandoned and the land remained unused afterward. 
This relocation has reduced the green area and increased surface temperature. In the past, 
agricultural areas could provide a buffer zone between the urban and rural areas to absorb 
excess heat generated by automobiles and factories. Their conversion into urban/built-up uses 
terminated this functionality. The changes in LULC have also widened the temperature 
difference between the urban and the surrounding areas. For example, average air temperature 
difference between urban and rural area was about 4˚C during daytime, but this difference 
jumped to 6˚C during nighttime (see Chapter 3 Figure 3.10b for more details).  
 
The other conditions that affect the urban temperature changes including the ability of heat 
release by long-wave radiation in urban areas are low due to decreased sky view which results 
in heat storage in building structures. While the open spaces and green areas of the urban areas 
enhance radiative cooling because the areas cannot confine air which has been heated during 
the day. In addition, the urban areas release heat at daytime from human activities, traffic, etc. 
which play a significant role in increasing the urban thermal effects at diurnal range. 
 
LULC Types Year   Changes   
 1994 2000 2009 1994-2000 2000-2009 1994-2009 
Built-up area 233.33 
(14.80%) 
519.87 
(32.98%) 
657.29 
(41.70%) 
286.54 
(18.18%) 
137.43 
(8.72%) 
423.96 
(26.90%) 
Vegetated area 1,131.08 
(71.76%) 
777.52 
(49.33%) 
636.01 
(40.35%) 
-353.57      
(-22.43%) 
-141.51      
(-8.98) 
-495.07      
(-31.41%) 
Water bodies 177.69 
(11.27%) 
207.36 
(13.16%) 
167.95 
(10.66%) 
29.67 
(1.88%) 
-39.40        
(-2.50%) 
-9.73          
(-0.62%) 
Other           
(bare land) 
34.00 
(2.16%) 
71.36 
(4.53%) 
114.84 
(7.29%) 
37.36 
(2.37%) 
43.48 
(2.76%) 
80.84 
(5.13%) 
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4.1.2. Spatial and Temporal Changes in Urban Temperature 
 
The digital remote sensing method provides not only a measure of the magnitude of surface 
temperatures of the entire metropolitan area, but also the spatial extent of the SUHI effects. In 
this study, it was found that average surface temperature (Mean S.D.) in the BMA was 
about 26.01 5.89˚C degree in 1994, but this difference jumped to 37.76  2.84˚C in 2000 
and further to 39.79 2.91˚C in 2009, respectively. Figure 4.6 shows the increasing extent of 
SUHI over the study period. In 1994, the areas with higher surface radiant temperature were 
mainly located in the central urban area and the major district such as; Don Mueang airport 
district, Khlong Toei port district, also known as Bangkok Port was Thailand's major port for 
sea transportation of cargo, with a typical strip shaped associated with the traffic road 
systems. Within the urban central area, numerous sub-centers of SUHI with higher surface 
radiant temperature were mainly located in the old and recently developed downtowns at 
middle section of the Chao Phraya River (see Figure 4.7).  
 
The surface urban heat island intensity (SUHII) was defined as the maximum surface 
temperature difference between urban area and suburban area measured from the LANDSAT 
images. The SUHII for three dates was listed in Table 4.2. General patterns of SUHII with a 
maximum SUHII difference of 8.16 ˚C between urban and rural areas in 1994, the difference 
jumped to 10.89 ˚C in 2000 and further to 11.50 ˚C in 2009, and the changes were 2.76 ˚C 
and 0.61 ˚C for 1994–2000 and 2000–2009, respectively. 
 
Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics and the surface urban heat island intensity (SUHII) of study 
area for observed years [Source: Author]. 
Statistics 
Surface urban heat island intensity (SUHII) 
1994 2000 2009 
Intensity of SUHI (˚C) 8.16 10.89 11.5 
Mean (˚C) 26.01 37.76 39.79 
Standard deviation (S.D.)  5.89 2.84 2.91 
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Figure 4.6 The SUHI Patterns Derived from LANDSAT TM (a,b,c) Imagery for Three 
Different Dates [Source: Author]. 
 
The results in Figure 4.7 suggest that the spatial pattern of the SUHI (areas with relatively 
high temperatures) has changed from a scattered pattern (bare land, semi-bare land and urban 
area were warmer than other areas) in 1994 to a more contiguous pattern of urban heat islands 
in 2009, along with the expansion of the regional urban system. The centers of high 
temperature were consistent with built-up areas, which can be seen by comparing land 
use/cover with temperature maps. For example in Figure 4.8a and 4.8b, which represents the 
spatial distribution patterns of the SUHI in Bang Rak District on April 25
th
, 2009; On the 
right side of both images is the Lumphini Parks; this park offers rare open public space, trees 
and playgrounds in the Thai capital and contains an artificial lake where visitors can rent a 
variety of boats. The park is noticeably cooler and demonstrates the impact that vegetated 
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areas such as city parks can have on reducing diurnally thermal radiation, which contribute to 
cooler air temperatures. On the other hand, some hot spots, or SUHI, can be easily identified. 
The most extensive SUHI was distributed in the dense built-up areas, and typically lead to 
warmer air temperatures. 
 
(a.) (b.) (c.)
Mar5,1994 Feb18,2000 Apr25, 2009
 
 
Figure 4.7 Spatial Distribution Patterns of the SUHI in the Rattanakosin Island (Phra Nakhon, 
Dusit, Bang Rak, Bangkok Yai District or Bangkok City-Core Area) from the LANDSAT 
TM Images Acquired on; (a) 1994, (b) 2000, and (c) 2009 [Source: Author]. 
 
The spatial distribution of SUHI, to a large extent, was in line with the pattern of impervious 
area. However, the distribution of SUHI in the urban core of 2009 was not as compact as that 
of 1994 due to the city’s green efforts and the decrease of heavy industries in this part. SUHI 
area was mostly located at the places dominated by high-rise and low-rise residential 
buildings, commercial areas, industrial areas and bare soils, while the non-SUHI area mainly 
occurred in water areas, high- and moderate-vegetation abundant areas, such as forests, crops 
or parks. 
 
Table 4.3 shows the average SUHI for three days by zone area of BMA. Overall the zone 
extent of average surface temperature from 1994 to 2009, the inner zone area (21 districts, 
13.14% area of BMA) has higher mean SUHI in 1994 and 2000, respectively, but in 2009 the 
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mean SUHI is nearly the same as that of the meddle and outer zone areas with the value 
slightly over 39˚C. This means that there is some homogenization and expansion of urban 
development over the study area in 2009 compared to 1994.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 Spatial Distribution Patterns of the SUHI in the Bang Rak District; (a) Google 
Map, and (b) Surface Temperature from the LANDSAT TM Images Acquired on April 25
th
, 
2009 (the Summer) [Source: Author]. 
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The standard deviation (S.D.) of SUHI is much larger in 1994 compared to 2009, although 
this difference in SD of SUHI could also be attributed to seasonal fluctuations of SUHI, as 
mean SUHI and its SD in the late winter (March 1994) would be expected to be less than 
mean SUHI in the summer (April 2009). Explained in different context, the SDs of SUHI are 
generally larger for the outer zone area than the inner zone area, indicating that the outer zone 
landscapes would have experienced variation in SUHI wider than the natural vegetation 
because of mix of LULC types and different building structures and construction materials. 
This explains the thermal heterogeneity that characterizes these areas. The SDs of SUHI is 
relatively small for the inner zone areas because of homogeneity of construction types 
contributing to low SUHI variation in these areas. 
 
Table 4.3 Average SUHI (Mean S.D.) associated with zones of the BMA [Source: Author]. 
Administrative zone 
a
 SUHI1994 SUHI2000 SUHI2009 
Inner zone 36.81 4.99 ˚C 40.82 1.48 ˚C 42.26 1.19 ˚C 
Middle zone 30.54 5.64 ˚C 39.19 1.68 ˚C 41.24 1.43 ˚C 
Outer zone 25.63 4.87 ˚C 37.81 1.59 ˚C 39.68 1.63 ˚C 
a
 Three administrative zones in accordance with the population density (see Figure 3.9). 
 
In addition to urban expansion, there have been significant changes to the old parts of the 
cities. A great amount of land in those parts has been re-developed by the government or 
private companies for the purpose of construction of new residential, shopping, and industrial 
facilities. As a result, traditional wooden houses, rice straw roofs, and tile roofs were crushed 
down and replaced by skyscrapers and high buildings, which were constructed with non-
evaporating, non-transpiring steel frames, and concrete. The conversion of forest and 
agricultural land into urban/built-up land has also contributed to the increased SUHI. The 
government has relocated many factories to industrial zones in the outskirts of the cities in 
order to make them more competitive. The new factories, along with supporting 
infrastructures, were frequently located in high-quality agricultural land or forestland, while 
old factories were abandoned, and the land remained unused afterward. This relocation has 
reduced agricultural area and increased SUHI. In the past, agricultural or forest areas could 
provide a buffer zone between the urban and rural areas to absorb excess heat generated by 
automobiles and factories. 
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4.1.3. Urbanization and Green Spaces Destruction 
 
NDVI has been widely used as an indicator of vegetation abundance to estimate SUHI in 
studies of urban heat islands [Carson T.N. et al., 1994; Gillies and Carlson, 1995; Weng Q. et 
al., 2004]. In this study, NDVI and SHUI were found to be closely correlated in several 
LULC categories, especially in vegetated areas. Quantitatively, Table 4.4 shows the average 
SUHI and NDVI (mean ± S.D.) of each LULC type. Clearly, in two days, the built-up area 
that includes commercial, industrial and residential land exhibited the highest land surface 
temperature, followed by bare land. The vegetated area and water took the third and the 
fourth places, respectively. In comparison to lower SUHI of each land cover type in 1994, 
increasing SUHI of each land cover type in 2000 and 2009 were detected; indicating seasonal 
variation should not be neglected when exploring the spatial and temporal pattern of UHI 
indicated by SUHI. However, differences in land surface temperatures reflected the impacts 
of land use changes on the thermal environment. Given the growing extent and magnitude of 
UHI on three days, dramatic land use and cover changes in urban fringes and the major 
satellite towns exacerbated the regional UHI effect.  
 
Table 4.4 Average SUHI (˚C) and NDVI (mean ± S.D.) for various land uses/cover types 
LULC Types 
1994 
 
2000 
 
2009 
 
SUHI NDVI SUHI NDVI SUHI NDVI 
Built-up area 35.68±5.32 -0.137±0.10 40.04±1.79 -0.283±0.11 41.51±1.64 -0.49±0.18 
Vegetated area 25.04±3.15 0.213±0.23 37.76±1.38 0.149±0.13 39.74±1.40 0.02±0.17 
Water bodies 22.48±2.53 -0.863±0.21 36.74±1.01 -0.556±0.22 38.18±0.94 -0.37±0.21 
Other 26.78±4.81 -0.691±0.19 37.06±1.21 -0.114±0.24 39.03±0.92 0.10±0.08 
 
Generally, urban areas exhibit NDVI values smaller than non-urban areas, with consistent 
decrease in the mean NDVI as the mean SUHI increases. Indeed there is a consistent decline 
in NDVI with increase level of urban development. NDVI maps for the three days are shown 
in Figure 4.9. From 1994 to 2009, it was found that average NDVI (mean S.D.) in the BMA 
was about 0.304 0.353 in 1994 (the early summer), but this difference decreased to 
0.146 0.253 in 2000 (the late winter) and further to 0.016 0.200 in 2009 (the summer), 
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respectively. This explains the fact that there was less vegetation cover interspersed within 
the developed areas in 2009 in comparison to 2000 and 1994, because vegetation landscapes 
in urban areas are interspersed with the variegated developed urban structures (see Figure 
4.10).  
 
 
Figure 4.9 The NDVI Derived from LANDSAT TM Imagery for Three Different Dates; (a) 
1994, (b) 2000, and (c) 2009. 
 
A sample with 6,620 randomly generated points was used to investigate the relationships of 
SUHI to NDVI for various LULC types. This explains the pattern between SUHI and NDVI 
in the scatter plots of Figure 4.11; it appears that there are at least two different areas, which 
are not straightforward: When NDVI <-0.5 for March 1994, <-0.35 for February 2000 and <-
0.2 for Aprils 2009 imagery, respectively (the relationships between the mean SUHI and 
mean NDVI graphed in Figure 4.12), which represents heterogeneous effects from diverse 
non-vegetated areas of urban surfaces, non-vegetated wetland, and bare soil, no stable trend 
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can be identified. In contrast, at higher NDVI values, there is an inverse linear association 
with some variations at the highest NDVI levels on all three graphs and indicates that there is 
a negative correlation between NDVI and SUHI from the late winter to summer. However, 
the relationship tends to break down in the rural surroundings outside of BMA. In 
comparison to the other three period maps of NDVI look very different with no evident 
association between the SUHI and the NDVI, which further implies using NDVI to 
understand SUHI is complicated since NDVI itself suffers strong seasonal changes. 
 
(a.) (b.) (c.)
Mar5,1994 Feb18,2000 Apr25, 2009
 
 
Figure 4.10 Spatial Distribution Patterns of NDVI in the Rattanakosin Island (the Bangkok 
City-Core Area) the TM Images Acquired on (a) 1994, (b) 2000, and (c) 2009. 
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Figure 4.11 Scatterplots of SUHI Versus NDVI for Various LULC Types of Three Different 
Dates (a) 1994, (b) 2000, and (c) 2009. 
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Figure 4.12 Relationship of Mean SUHI Versus Mean NDVI (a) 1994, (b) 2000, and (c) 
2009. 
 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of SUHI in 1994 to 2009, were negatively correlated with 
NDVI for all LULC categories in three years (see Table 4.5). This significant negative 
correlation between SUHI and NDVI implied that the higher biomass a land cover had, the 
lower its SUHI was. This relationship has determined that due to the associated changes in 
NDVI, changes in LULC would have an indirect impact on SUHI. 
 
Table 4.5 Pearson’s correlation coefficients between SUHI and NDVI for various land 
uses/cover types. 
 
LULC Types 1994 2000 2009 
Built-up area -0.414* -0.391* -0.343* 
Vegetated area -0.311* -0.498* -0.556* 
Water bodies -0.012* -0.019* -0.032* 
Other (bare land) -0.054* -0.033* -0.041* 
*Significant at P=0.05 
   
This study has examined LULC changes in BMA, from 1994 to 2009. The results indicate 
that urban/built-up areas expanded dramatically, while agricultural land declined. This 
decrease was also evident between 1994 and 2000, when vegetated area was further shrunk 
about 22% of the total area, was converted to other land use. The observed changes in LULC 
were largely attributed to population pressure on the land, a rapidly growing economy, poor 
land use planning, and the inconsistency in the governmental policies. Changes in LULC 
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were accompanied by changes in SUHI. From 1994 to 2000, the urban or built-up surface 
temperature climbed, and continued to increase in BMA between 2000 and 2009. Moreover, 
temperature differences between the urban/built-up and the surrounding rural areas 
significantly widened. This could lead to an intensified urban heat island effect in the urban 
areas. The abundance of vegetation was an important factor influencing SUHI. This 
demonstrated that the decrease of biomass primarily triggered the impacts of urban expansion 
on surface temperature. The application of remote sensing (RS) and GIS proved to be an 
efficient way to detect LULC and to evaluate its effect on SUHI. This made it possible to 
investigate the impacts of human activities on the environment as done in this study.  
 
4.1.4. Estimation of Near-Surface Air Temperature from Remotely Sensed 
Surface Observations 
 
Near-surface air temperature is an important descriptor of terrestrial environmental conditions 
across the urban. Standard meteorological observations (shelter height 1.5-2 m) generally 
provide reasonable descriptions of temporal variations in air temperature for the site sampled 
but may not describe the spatial heterogeneity typically encountered in this variable over 
larger urban settlement areas. If a reasonable estimate of spatial patterns of near-surface air 
temperature can be derived from satellite remote sensing, this pattern, in combination with 
the temporal precision of ground measurements, should significantly improve our knowledge 
of urban terrestrial environmental conditions. 
 
In this study, we explore a methodology for estimating near-surface air temperature directly 
from remotely sensed observations using the (observed) correlation between a spectral 
vegetation index and surface temperature (temperature-vegetation index). Inference of air 
temperature is based on the hypothesis that the bulk temperature of an infinitely thick 
vegetation canopy is close to ambient air temperature. For this study, surface temperatures at 
the 14 reference meteorological stations were extracted from surface temperature data. In the 
Figure 4.13b shows the relation between the air temperature obtained from weather stations 
and the surface temperature derived from the LANDSAT TM thermal image summer (April 
25
th
, 2009; acquisition time 15:24:56-15:25:21 hours) at the meteorological stations. The 
simple linear regression lines were calculated to represent the relation between the near-
surface air temperature and the surface temperature. It was found that the climate behaviors 
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based on surface temperatures during the day are quite similar to those observed with the 
fixed meteorological stations’ air temperature. Approximately 63.1% of the variation the 
average air temperature that is close to the acquisition time of satellite data was explained by 
the average surface temperature on the summer diurnal range within the “Source area of 
temperature” (also known as the circle of influence see Figure 3.4); is the effective 
radiometric source area for a remote thermal measurement is the instantaneous field of view 
(IFOV) of the sensor projected onto the surface. For this study, all weather stations are 
defined by a circle of influence whose radius extends 500 meters that is recommended by 
Oke (2004) on the Initial Guidance to Obtain Representative Meteorological Observations at 
Urban Sites by World Meteorological Organization (see Table 4.6), and this result could be 
related to the results of some studies [e.g. Ben-Dor & Saaroni, 1997; Nichol, 1994; Nichol 
J.E. et al., 2008; Nichol et al., 2009; Weng Q., 2009], there is more consistent relationships 
between these two.  
 
Table 4.6 Relationships between the average near-surface air temperature and the average 
surface temperature in April 25
th
, 2009 obtained by simple linear regression model. 
 
Variable Entered R R
2
 Adj.R
2
 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
F P-value 
The average surface 
temperature ( sT )  
0.794 0.631 0.6 0.656 20.49 <0.001 
Note: dependent indicator is the average air temperature ( aT ) 
 
Among the different stations, it was found that the highest average surface temperature 
(Mean±S.D.) in the Thonburi Power Substation (PCD7) station was about 43.41±0.82˚C, 
followed by and the Don Muang Airport (TMD3), and the Huaykwang National Housing 
Authority (PCD4) station was 42.90±0.92˚C and 42.78±0.40˚C, respectively (see Figure 
4.13a), all of which are the standard deviation (S.D.) of surface temperature is relatively 
small, thus it is indicated that the homogeneity of construction types contributing to low 
surface temperature variation in these areas. The lowest average surface temperature site 
located in the Phasi Charoen station (NTN2) was 40.49±1.16˚C, which is located in the 
outskirt area of BMA and the S.D. of surface temperature is much larger. Thus, it can indicate 
that the landscapes would have experienced variation in surface temperature wider than the 
natural vegetation because of mix of LULC types, different building structures and 
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construction materials and significant influence on the lowest average air temperatures in this 
area, indicating the contribution that vegetated areas make in reducing surface temperature.  
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Figure 4.13 (a) Surface Temperature of Source Area Around the Meteorological Stations, 
and (b) The Relationship between Near-Surface Air Temperature ( aT ) Obtained from the 
Reference Weather Stations and Average Surface Temperature ( sT ) Derived from the 
Thermal Infrared Image of LANDSAT TM Data on April 25
th
, 2009. 
 
After investigating the relation between air temperature and surface temperature, it was clear 
that the observed variation in air temperature could be explained by the surface temperature. 
A simple linear regression model [Eqn.4.5] was developed using sT  as the independent 
variable and aT  as the dependent variable for all data points in April 25
th
, 2009; 
 
 14,631.0775.120332.1 2  nrTT sa                [Eqn.4.5] 
 
Where  aT  is near-surface air temperature,  sT  is average surface temperature derived from 
the LANDSAT TM thermal infrared image acquired in April 25
th
, 2009, n  is the number of 
data points or the reference meteorological stations, and 2r  is the strength of the regression 
model. In this model, 2r  is 0.631; which means 63.1 percent of the variation of the reference 
weather stations temperature can be explained by the remotely sensed surface observations. 
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Spatial patterns of the near-surface air temperature was investigated with the LANDSAT TM 
thermal image acquired in April 25th, 2009 and the result of the isothermal color ramp at one 
degree of temperature presented in Figure 4.14a. In BMA, most parcels having high aT  
values are associated with high-density built-up land. Parcels having low aT  values are 
located outside the urban area. Most parcels having relatively high sT  values are found in 
urban areas. However, a few high sT  parcels in rural areas. Generally, the magnitudes of aT  
are strongly related to regional sT  characteristics. For the estimating the temporal 
characteristics of the urban heat island intensity (UHII) in BMA (see Figure 4.14b). The UHII 
can reach a maximum of 9 ˚C on the diurnal rage in April 25th, 2009. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 (a) Investigation of Near-Surface Air Temperature ( aT ) Derived from 
LANDSAT TM Thermal Infrared Image on April 25
th
, 2009 and (b) Estimation Result of the 
Urban Heat Island Intensity (UHII) on April 25
th
, 2009. 
 
One or more of the preceding factors could produce errors in near-surface air temperature 
estimation larger than observing here, and the bias between the satellite estimates and the 
ground measurements is well within these error terms. First, they do not fully capture radiant 
emissions from vertical surfaces, such as a building's wall, because the equipment mostly 
observes emissions from horizontal surfaces such as streets, rooftops, and treetops. Second, 
remotely sensed data represent radiation that has traveled through the atmosphere twice, as 
wavelengths travel from the sun to the earth as well as from the earth to the atmosphere. The 
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data must be corrected to accurately estimate surface properties including solar reflectance 
and temperature. Thus it is not possible to determine whether this temperature difference was 
caused by real differences in temperature between urban canopy and atmosphere or by the 
residual effect of factors inherent in the remote sensing approach.  
 
Whereas ground measurements generally provide excellent temporal records, the most 
important information provided by the satellite observations is the spatial heterogeneity of air 
temperature fields across large land areas. The fact that a strong correlation was found at all 
temperatures encountered in this study underscores the potential value of these 
measurements. A combined spatiotemporal record is unlikely to be produced for either 
observation source alone; the satellite measurements are constrained by the number of 
overpasses for a particular site, by interference by clouds, and the ground measurements by 
spatial coverage limitations. However, the combination of' ground and satellite measurements 
should improve both measurement sources because they complement each other. 
 
4.2. SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS EFFECTS ON  NEAR-SURFACE 
AIR TEMPERATURE 
 
Near-surface air temperature is usually the temperature sensor measured at about 1.5-2.0 
meters above the ground (also called “a screen-height temperature sensor”), where standard 
weather observations are taken and provide useful data to understand climate at the canopy 
climatic layer. In this study, a variety of sources can be used to take these measurements (see 
Figure 4.15), including; National Weather Service stations that is operated by Thai 
Meteorological Department (TMD); air pollution monitoring stations that are operated by the 
Pollution Control Department (PCD) under Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment, 
and the Environment Department (ED) of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (see Figure 
3.9 for their location). Furthermore, we collected appropriate the weather stations’ site 
metadata to quantify the “thermal source area” for near-surface temperature measurement; it 
can describe the local- and micro-scale environment of a climate station. 
 
4.2.1. Basic Concepts and Define the Thermal Source Area 
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The thermal source area for a temperature measurement is the total surface area “seen” by the 
sensor (sometimes called its “footprint” or “circle of influence”). In other words, it is the 
surface area from which the temperature signal is derived and subsequently is carried, via 
turbulent transport, to the sensor. The source area of standard contact thermometers extends 
upwind for meters to kilometers depending on instrument height, surface geometry, and 
boundary layer wind and stability conditions [Kljun N. et al., 2002]. 
 
(b) Meteorological stations (a) Air pollution monitoring stations 
※ Height of lower temperature sensor:  2.0 meters above 
the ground surface.  
※ Thermometers found inside the instrument shelter 
are mounted approximate 1.5 meters above the ground 
surface.
Pollution 
Control 
Department 
(PCD)
(14 Stations)
Department of 
Environment 
(ED)
(4 Stations)
Thai Meteorological 
Department (TMD) 
(4 Stations)
 
 
Figure 4.15 Twenty-Two Standard Weather Observations Operated by (a) Pollution Control 
Department (PCD) and the Environment Department (ED), and (b) Thai Meteorological 
Department (TMD), Used in Bangkok’s Near-Surface Air Temperature Study. 
 
The size, shape, and orientation of turbulent source areas evolve with time (see Figure 4.16). 
Over periods of, say, an hour, the area is elliptical and oriented in the upwind direction of the 
sensor [Schmid H.P., 2002]. Because of temporal changes in stability, especially wind 
direction, the ellipses are centered upon, but oscillate around, the measurement site so that, 
over time, they form a misshapen circle. The dimensions of the source area should be 
computed, ideally with a footprint model [e.g., Kljun N. et al., 2002; Schmid H.P., 2002]. The 
approximate size and orientation of the area can otherwise be estimated from (a) the vectors 
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of a wind rose for that location and time period, and (b) an empirically based “rule of thumb” 
that states the source area for a screen-height temperature sensor in a neutrally stable 
atmosphere extends, on average, not more than a few hundred meters away (see Table 4.7) 
[Tanner C.B., 1963; Mizuno M. et al. 1991; Kljun N. et al., 2002; Sakakibara Y. et al., 2005; 
Runnalls K.E. et al., 2006; Steward I.D. et al., 2012]. 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Hypothetical Source Areas and Surface Wind Directions for a Screen-Height 
Temperature Sensor in Prevailing Southeast Winds; (a) Short-Term (<1 hour) Source Area. 
(b) Mean Daily Source Area [Modified from: Steward I.D. et al., 2012]. 
 
For this study, estimating the source area for a screen-height thermometer in an urban area is 
a challenging task that has hardly been scientifically investigated. It can be anticipated that 
screen-height temperature measurements in a canopy layer with compact buildings have 
smaller and defined source areas more poorly than those of open urban and rural zones. The 
sources will include upwind buildings, the walls and floor of an upwind street, and perhaps a 
branching network of more distant street canyons that channel surface air toward the 
measurement site. The optimized size of the thermal source area settings for this study has a 
minimum radius of 320 m and 360 m, depending on temperature sensor types (air pollution 
monitoring station and meteorological station, respectively) (see Figure 4.17). 
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Table 4.7 Review literatures of the thermal source area at a screen-height temperature sensor 
measurement in the canopy layer. 
 
Authors  Year  Source area size 
a
 Limitations  
Tanner C.B.  1963 a few hundred 
meters  
The approximate size on average in 
a neutrally stable atmosphere 
extends.  
Mizuno M. et al. 1990/91  suggesting a radius 
of 100–200 m  
The circle of influence is difficult to 
quantify, but relatively uniform in 
surface cover, geometry, and human 
activity. 
Kljun N. et al.  2002 meters to kilometers  Depending on instrument height, 
surface geometry, and boundary 
layer wind and stability conditions.  
Sakakibara Y. et al. 2005 a radius of 250 
meters  
The circles of influence for the 
Nagano city, Japan for they the 
study of relation between heat island 
intensity and city size indices/urban 
canopy characteristics in 
settlements.  
Runnalls K.E. et al.  2006 a radius of about 0.5 
km typically  
Depending on the building density 
and boundary conditions, but for the 
distance influencing a screen-level 
(~1.5 m) temperature or humidity 
sensor when it is stable conditions.  
Steward I.D. et al.  2012 not more than a few 
hundred meters 
away (a radius of 
200-500 m)  
Estimating the source area for a 
screen-height thermometer in an 
urban area is a challenging task that 
has hardly been scientifically 
investigated. The sources will 
include upwind buildings, the walls 
and floor of an upwind street, and 
perhaps a branching network of 
more distant street canyons that 
channel surface air toward the 
measurement site.  
a
 The approximate size is varies with latitude (geographic location), climate region, topography and season. 
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Figure 4.17 The Optimized Size of the Thermal Source Area Settings that Depending on 
Temperature Sensor Types Using for this Study; (a) Air Pollution Monitoring Stations and (b) 
Meteorological Stations. 
 
4.2.2. Quantifying the Surface Properties for Thermal Source Areas  
 
This study stage, we must collect appropriate meteorological site metadata to quantify the 
surface properties of the optimized thermal source area (as defined previously mentioned) for 
the temperature sensors. This is best done by a visit to the field sites in person to survey and 
assess the local horizon. The landscape classification is divided according to properties that 
influence screen-height temperature, namely surface structure (also called “surface 
configuration”) (height and spacing of buildings and trees) and surface cover (or “surface 
composition”) (pervious or impervious) (see Table 4.8). Surface structure affects local 
climate through its modification of airflow, atmospheric heat transport, and shortwave and 
longwave radiation balances, while surface cover modifies the albedo, moisture availability, 
and heating/cooling potential of the ground (see sample template in Figure 3.6c). Combine 
with the GIS-based classification of site metadata includes land cover/land use maps, satellite 
images (e.g., Google Earth), and published tables of property values. 
 
The methodological approach based on samples surrounding meteorological ground stations 
of the canopy level, was conducted in April 2009 in order to well understand the effects of 
urban surface properties on the summer diurnal range of BMA climate. The climate 
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indicators had been assessed with temperature measurements by in-situ measurements of 
daytime near-surface air temperature were carried out simultaneously at 22 locations. The 
instruments were placed in locations where air temperature could be representative of an 
optimized size of the thermal source area around the instrument. The climate indicators used 
including hourly mean, maximum and minimum air temperatures. 
 
The first task is to automatically compute all meteorological stations, where these surface 
configuration and composition are using GIS, remotely sensed data and techniques within the 
circle of influence.  Images were derived from overlaying building elevation obtained from 
the field sites survey techniques. Identification of surface properties still remains a challenge 
because each city shows composition and structure specificities and no universal urban 
classification method exists. The classification technique was applied to classify the fraction 
images into six classes; building coverage, impervious surface (mainly artificial structures 
such as pavements of roads, sidewalks, driveways and parking lots), pervious surface 
(including bare soil/gravel), water coverage (mainly including rivers, canals, creeks, ponds, 
and lakes), above green (tree canopy) and below green (grass and shrubs canopy) coverage 
for each surrounding meteorological stations and are based on a multi-resolution image 
clustering (see Figure 4.18). 
 
Water surface and vegetation detection were optimized using Normalized Difference 
Vegetation Index (NDVI), and was extracted from computation of calculation from the 
visible and near-infrared light reflected by plants to investigate vegetation cover from remote 
sensing imagery (LANDSAT TM image acquired in April 25
th
, 2009, 30 m. resolution-a 
summer day). Then, the image removed vegetation and water surface was impervious surface. 
Accuracy assessment of the classification map was based on a stratified random sampling and 
visual assessment of the true color photography, with an overall classification accuracy of 
96% being achieved. This classification is spatially limited within the circle of influence on a 
temperature sensor. 
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Figure 4.18 Spatial Patterns of Surface Canopy Cover Classification for Each Surrounding 
Twenty-Two Meteorological Stations. 
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Figure 4.19 Spatial Patterns of Vegetated, Pervious Surfaces Covered for Each Surrounding 
Twenty-Two Meteorological Stations. 
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Figure 4.20 Spatial Patterns of Building Configuration and Impervious Covered for Each 
Surrounding Twenty-Two Meteorological Stations. 
 
4.2.3. Quantifying Influence of Surface Composition and Configuration 
Features that Affect Urban Atmosphere 
 
These places emphasized on the need to adequately describe properties of urban areas that 
affect the urban atmosphere. The most important basic morphology features are; (i) two 
surface configurations including the floor area ratio (FAR) and the open space ratio (OSR), 
that affecting local climate through its modification of airflow, atmospheric heat transport, 
and shortwave and longwave radiation balances, while (ii) three surface compositions are 
including; building coverage ratio (BCR), green coverage ratio (GCR) and water coverage 
ratio (WCR), which modify the albedo, moisture availability, and heating/cooling potential of 
the ground. Hence, characterization of the sites of twenty-two meteorological stations needs 
to take account of these descriptors, to use them in selecting potential sites, and to incorporate 
them in metadata that accurately describes the setting of the station (see Table 4.8). 
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Table 4.8 Properties of surface configuration and composition using for this study. 
Values of surface properties  Calculations 
The affect to local thermal 
modifications   
1. Floor area ratio (FAR)  The ratio of the total floor 
area of the building to the 
area of the land on which 
it is located.  
It captures the impact of vertical 
frictional surfaces in urban land due 
to high-rise built surfaces and used 
in urban canopy parameterization of 
drag and turbulence production. 
Obviously have implications on 
urban climate that reflects the 
number of prominent obstacles that 
affects air flow [Golany G.S., 1996; 
Theurer W., 1999; Chan A.T. et al., 
2003].  
2. Open space ratio (OSR)  The percentage of open 
space to the area of the 
land. An open-to-sky 
space without a roof is 
considered as open 
spaces.  
The location, size, distribution and 
surface nature of open spaces could 
change the local environments by 
altering the air flow, humidity, heat 
balance with the urban canopy layer 
[Adolphe L., 2001]  
3. Building coverage ratio (BCR)  The percentage of the 
total ground area of a site 
occupied by any building 
or structure as measured 
from the outside of its 
surrounding external 
walls, so is the fraction of 
impervious cover and the 
density of urban 
construction materials. 
Building coverage includes exterior 
structures such as impervious 
surface mainly artificial structures 
such as pavements of roads, 
sidewalks, driveways and parking 
lots. Built footprints obstruct urban 
wind flow and increase thermal 
mass of urban fabric that could heat 
up the neighborhood [Golany G.S., 
1996]  
4. Green coverage ratio (GCR)  The percentage of the 
total area of all green 
spaces (including above 
green, below green 
coverage, and pervious 
cover e.g. bare soil) to the 
area of the land.  
Trees and smaller plants such as 
shrubs, vines, grasses, and ground 
cover, help cool the urban 
environment. Thus, GCR is an 
important parameter in describing 
urban surface cover, which affects 
urban climate such as radiation and 
surface temperature through shading 
and evapotranspiration [Huang, J. et 
al., 1990].  
5. Water coverage ratio (WCR)  The percentage of water 
coverage to the area of 
the land.  
Which is an increase in the amount 
of cooling that is normally 
associated with the evaporation of 
moisture. On the other hand, surface 
water bodies affect wind flow and 
also heat exchanges. Moreover, 
water bodies on land such as lakes 
and rivers are regarded as a thermal 
sink for urban air pollutants 
[Edussuriya P. et al., 2009].  
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This study investigates the effects of surface composition, whether the configuration of 
surface morphology features significantly affects urban climate indicators. The results from 
this study can enhance our understanding of how urban climate varies with changing surface 
morphology patterns. In addition, important insights can be provided to urban planners and 
natural resource managers on how to mitigate the impact of urbanization on urban climate 
through urban design and management. For this study, we selected the most frequently used 
composition variables and the percent cover of each surface canopy cover features, were 
calculated based on a high spatial resolution land cover classification map obtained from an 
object-based classification approach and the five variables were used as predictor variables in 
the statistical analyses to examine the relationship between urban climate indicators. 
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Figure 4.21 Maps of (a) the Proportion of Surface Canopy Cover Classification, and (b) the 
Values of the Important Basic Features That Affects Local Climate for Each Surrounding 
Meteorological Stations. 
 
Results of surface morphology classifications are shown in Figure 4.21a. The differences in 
surface morphology among the twenty-two meteorological stations are reflected by urban and 
environment planning indicators, such as FAR, OSR, BCR, GCR and WCR (see Figure 4.21b). 
FAR, a major indicator of development intensity and livability has the highest value (3.714) 
for the city-core station and the lowest value (0.378) for the suburb station. The two highest 
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FAR values are all located in the inner area of BMA, namely Chulalongkorn Hospital 
(PCD12) and Ratchathewi District Office (ED4). The average GCR value for the inner area 
station about 3.65 (PCD14), increased to 20.89 (PCD9) for the middle area station and 39.20 
(TMD2) for the outer area station of BMA. Sirikit Center station (TMD1) in the inner area 
has the highest values that it was containing open space of Benjakiti Park. Thus, the station 
adjacent to open space was more likely to have higher GCR value (20.89). It is not surprising 
that the Odien Circle station (PCD14) has the lowest GCR value given it has the highest 
building coverage. 
 
Taking into the review of urban climatic studies, it is clear that different work argues 
differently in different contexts and there is no consensus on which are the most important 
factors. There are also no systematic methods to determine the relationship between surface 
morphological features. This gap of urban climatic knowledge and urban planning are where 
we would like to insert an effort into. This study proposes the following question: Is there a 
relationship between urban climate concentration and urban morphology in dense residential 
areas, and if there is, it is crucial to identify the factors amongst many indicators available to 
investigate which ones are the most important. A Pearson correlation was first developed to 
examine the strength of bivariate associations among urban climate indicators and the 
variables of composition and configuration of surface properties each surrounding 
meteorological stations. Moreover, the stepwise regression method is used to explore the 
relationship among climatic conditions, and the variables of composition and configuration 
features especially near-surface air temperature modification. 
 
The correlation and regression analysis method is used to explore the relationship between 
the configuration of urban morphology features (FAR, BCR, OSR, GCR, WCR) and average 
maximum daytime near-surface air temperature (Ta) during the day in summer (April 
duration 06:00-18:00 hrs). Correlation analysis was carried out on the twenty-two 
meteorological stations. Pearson correlations between urban climate indicators and surface 
morphology indicators statistically significant (at 0.01 and at 0.05 level one-tailed) 
correlations can be found in Table 4.9. The Pearson correlation coefficients showed that all of 
the composition indicators, except WCR, were significantly related to Ta, with some 
indicators having stronger relationships with Ta than others.  
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Table 4.9 Relationships between the average maximum daytime (April, 06:00-18:00 hrs) 
near-surface air temperature (Ta) and surface properties aggregated for each surrounding 
meteorological stations obtained by single linear regression models.  
 
Indicators  Mean±S.D.  
Correlation 
coefficients  
Regression analysis  
R-square (adjusted)  F  P-value  
FAR  1.063±0.728   0.749**  0.560 (0.538)  25.5 <0.001  
BCR  33.354±9.632   0.872**  0.761 (0.749)  63.71 <0.001  
OSR  66.537±9.664  -0.870**  0.757 (0.745)  62.36 <0.001  
GCR  19.062±10.787  -0.588**  0.346 (0.313)  10.56 0.004 
WCR  4.779±5.994  -0.311 0.097 (-0.051)  2.136 0.159 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (one-tailed) 
 
Composition indicators such as FAR, BCR, OSR, and GCR had relatively strong relationships 
with Ta, while WCR were only weakly related to Ta. A positive coefficient for an independent 
variable indicates that the variable has a positive effect on Ta, or that Ta increases with the 
increase of the value of that variable; whereas a negative coefficient indicates Ta decreases 
with the increase of the value of that variable. For example, two coefficients of FAR and BCR 
were positive, suggesting that an increase in these variables would increase Ta. In contrast, 
the negative coefficients of OSR, GCR, and WCR indicated that Ta would decrease with the 
increase of relative abundances of vegetation and pervious cover (e.g. water and bare soil), 
and the spaces between buildings. A simple prediction model of urban climate on different 
surface morphology indicators was established using linear regression analysis and scatter 
plot. According to the results of correlation analysis, BCR had the highest positive correlation 
with average near-surface air temperature by correlation coefficient (R
2
) 0.872 and followed 
by FAR had a high positive correlation with Ta by 0.560, respectively. On the other hand, 
OSR had the lowest negative correlation with Ta by 0.870 followed by GCR which was 0.588 
(see Figure 4.22). 
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Figure 4.22 Relationships between Average Daytime Near-Surface Air Temperature (Ta) and 
Surface Morphology Indicators (All Properties are Unitless) on the Summer Diurnal Range. 
 
Since stepwise selection of the variables allows dropping or adding variables at the various 
steps in either direction, it could not happen that any significant variables are dropped or non-
significant variables are added in a model. Therefore, a stepwise selection method was 
chosen, which reiterates the analysis by each parameter in turn and independently considers 
the inclusion or exclusion of the parameters with every step (criteria: probability-of-F-to-
enter<=0.05, probability-of-F-to-remove>=0.1). The income factor with the largest 
probability of F is removed. 
 
Table 4.10 shows the stepwise multiple linear regression results in which Ta was the 
dependent variable and FAR, BCR, OSR, GCR were used as independent variables, except 
WCR which identified as not significant and therefore removed from the analysis. It was 
found that Model 1, which is the simplest equation including only BCR variable (R
2
=0.761). 
Then the impact from FAR is added in Model 2, which explanation capacity is improved. By 
comparison with the other models performed, Model 3 should be regarded as the best one. 
Approximately 97.7% (R
2
=0.977) of the variation in Ta was explained jointly by the three 
configuration and composition of surface morphology variables. Thus, the Ta for the average 
summer daytime near-surface air temperature can be predicted from the configuration of 
surface morphology features of the twenty-two meteorological stations in BMA ([Eq.6], 
Table 4.11):  
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GCRFARBCRTa 531.0266.2401.2058.30            [Eq.6] 
 
Table 4.10 The results of stepwise multiple linear regression analysis for performance 
surface properties that influence the summer diurnal range of the average maximum daytime 
near-surface air temperature by different models. 
 
Model  Variables Entered  R  R
2
  
Adjusted 
R
2
  
Std. Error of 
the Estimate  
F  P-value  
1 BCR 0.87 0.76 0.749 0.504 63.697 <0.001 
2 BCR, FAR 0.98 0.96 0.956 0.212 228.122 <0.001 
3 BCR, FAR, GCR 0.99 0.98 0.973 0.164 256.785 <0.001  
Note: dependent indicator is the average summer daytime (April, 06:00-18:00 hrs) near-
surface air temperature (Ta) the screen-height temperature sensors  
 
Table 4.11 Summary results for multiple linear regression coefficients of the best prediction 
model for investigating the influence on the summer diurnal range of maximum daytime 
near-surface air temperature. 
 
Model 3  
Unstandardized   Standardized 
Coefficients  
F  
   
Sig.  
   Coefficients  
B  Std. Error  Beta  
(Constant)  30.058 0.133    225.471 <0.001  
BCR  2.401 0.189 0.591 12.734 <0.001  
FAR 2.266 0.178 0.491 12.7 <0.001  
GCR  -0.531 0.144 -0.16 -3.677 0.002 
Note: dependent indicator is the average summer daytime near-surface air temperature (Ta) at 
the screen-height temperature sensors. 
 
 
4.3.  SUMMARY FOR PLANNING UNDERSTANDING 
 
The results of this research indicated that both the composition and configuration of surface 
morphology features significantly affect the magnitude of daytime near-surface air 
temperature in summer. By explicitly describing the quantitative relationships of urban 
climate indicators with the surface composition and configuration features; this research 
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expands our scientific understanding of the effects of surface morphological properties on 
local climate modifications in urban-rural landscapes. These results have important 
theoretical and management implications. Urban planners and natural resource managers 
attempting to mitigate the impact of urban development on urban climatology can gain 
insights into the importance of balancing the relative amount of various types of urban 
morphological features and optimizing their spatial distributions. 
 
The climate behaviors based on surface temperatures during the day in summer (April 25, 
2009) are quite similar to those observed with near-surface air temperature. Our results are 
consistent with some studies (e.g. Ben-Dor E. et al., 1997; Nichol J.E., 1994; Nichol J.E. et 
al., 2009). It was found that approximately 63.1% of the variation of the average daytime 
near-surface air temperature was explained by the average surface temperature on the 
summer diurnal range. The effects of surface canopy cover composition on surface 
temperature have been extensively documented (e.g., Buyantuyev A. et. al., 2010; Liang B. et. 
al., 2008; Weng Q., 2008; Xiao R. et al., 2008; Weiqi Z. et al., 2011). Our results are 
consistent with those from previous research that land cover composition, or the percent 
cover of different types of surface canopy cover features, greatly affect the magnitude of 
surface temperature. Increasing vegetation cover could significantly decrease surface 
temperature, and thus help to mitigate excess heat in urban areas; whereas the increase of 
buildings and paved surfaces would significantly increase surface temperature, exacerbating 
the urban climatology phenomena on the summer diurnal range. 
 
The configuration of urban morphology features also significantly affects the average 
summer daytime near-surface air temperature. In fact, our results showed that the 
configuration of surface canopy cover features (height and spacing of buildings) is a factor in 
determining the average daytime summer near-surface air temperature which is less 
important than the surface composition of those features (pervious and impervious cover 
modifies the albedo, moisture availability, and heating/cooling potential of the ground; 
mainly trees, vegetated cover, and artificial structures). The air temperature can be 
significantly increased or decreased by different spatial configuration and composition of 
those features. This is because the spatial configuration influences obstruct canopy wind flow 
and increase thermal mass of urban fabric that could heat up the local climate zone and, thus, 
affects urban climatology on the summer diurnal range. Therefore, it is our recommendation 
that urban planners should try to control the effects of their composition. Vegetation 
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management, particularly increasing tree canopy has been considered as an effective means 
to mitigate excess urban heat and to alleviate the thermal discomfort in the summer months 
for both highly urbanized areas and areas where urbanization is still in process. 
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CHAPTER 5 
A DEFINITION AND SETTING OF THERMAL 
CLIMATE ZONES 
 
The effect of urban development on local thermal climate is widely documented in scientific 
literature. Observations of urban-rural air temperature differences or urban heat islands 
(UHI); have been reported for cities and regions worldwide, often with local field sites that 
are extremely diverse in their physical and climatological characteristics. These sites are 
usually described only as “urban” or “rural”, leaving much uncertainty about the actual 
exposure and land cover of the sites. To address the inadequacies of urban-rural description, 
the objective of this chapter is to develop the “Thermal Climate Zone” (TCZ) classification 
system. The analysis presented is applied on Bangkok urban area (Thailand). The Bangkok’s 
TCZ system comprises 7 zone types at the local scale through an experimental study in a 
tropical city. Each type is unique in its combination of the most important basic features are 
surface configuration and composition which is automatically computed with GIS and remote 
sensed data. These data is particularly useful for measuring and mapping the surface 
morphology features that contribute to the modulation of air temperature, and thus determine 
building thermal ambiance that affects urban canopy level. Here, a map depicting Bangkok’s 
homogeneous climatic-response units or "urban-rural thermal environment map” or 
“URTEMap” was prepared and a series of climatic guidelines for planning was put forth for 
the different units. Classification of sites into appropriate TCZs requires basic metadata and 
surface characterization. The zone definitions not only provide a standard framework for 
reporting and comparing field sites and their temperature observations, but also can provide 
input data for numerical climate models that incorporate urban canopy parameters into their 
formulations to forecast climatic conditions especially temperature. Moreover, the TCZ 
system is designed primarily for urban heat island researchers, but it has derivative uses for 
city planners, landscape ecologists, and global climate change investigators. 
 
5.1. CONSTRUCTING A TROPIC CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
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Heat effects occur in almost all urban areas, large or small, in warm climates or cold. 
Especially areas in the hot-humid climate city as Bangkok, that the urban thermal effect is 
one of most negative factors. The traditionally described heat effect is that which is measured 
at standard screen height (1.5–2.0 m above ground), below the city’s mean roof height in a 
thin section of the boundary layer atmosphere called the urban canopy layer. Air in this layer 
is typically warmer than that at screen height in the countryside. The physical explanation for 
this is more complex than generally acknowledged in the literature. The main causes of the 
heat island relate to structural and land cover differences of urban and rural areas. Cities are 
rough with buildings extending above ground level, and are dry and impervious with 
construction materials extending across natural soils and vegetation. Also, the important is 
the heat and moisture released from people and their activities. These urban characteristics 
alter the natural surface energy and radiation balances such that cities are relatively warm 
places [Oke T.R., 1982; Lowry W.P. et al., 2001]. The extra warmth in cities has several 
practical implications. Whether these are considered to be positive or negative it depends 
upon the local climate of the city. In cities with a relatively hot climates or seasons, they can 
increase discomfort and potentially raise the threat of heat stress and mortality and heighten 
the cost of air conditioning and the demand for energy. 
 
To fully understand these and other issues, it has been the preoccupation of researchers for 
many decades to measure the heat effect through simple comparisons of “urban” and “rural” 
air temperatures. The conventional approach is to gather temperatures at screen height for 
two or more fixed sites and/or from mobile temperature surveys and also to help quantify the 
specific areas for planning in different strategies to minimize heat stress. Sites are classified 
as either urban or rural, and their temperature differences are taken to indicate the heat island 
magnitude. Classifying measurement sites into urban and rural categories has given 
researchers a simple framework to separate the effects of city and country on local climate 
[e.g., Auer A. H., 1978; Ellefsen R., 1991; Lowry W. P., 1997; Stewart I.D. et al, 2012] (see 
Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for more details). However, recent research shows that through this 
popular use of urban–rural classification, the methods and communication in heat island 
literature have suffered critically. In a review of many such studies, Stewart (2012) found that 
more than three-quarters of the observational heat island literature fails to give quantitative 
metadata of site exposure or land cover. Most investigators simply rely on the so-called urban 
and rural qualifiers to describe the local landscapes of their measurement sites [Stewart I.D. 
et al, 2012]. 
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In this chapter, we developed a climate-based classification of urban and rural sites that apply 
universally, relatively, and easily to local temperature studies using screen-level observations. 
 
Our aim in this classification is twofold:  
 
1) To facilitate consistent documentation of site metadata and thereby improve the basis 
of intersite comparisons (e.g. temperature observation and analysis, defining urban heat 
magnitude, climate modeling, etc.) (see Section 2.2.3 for more details), and 
 
2) To provide an objective protocol for measuring the magnitude of the urban heat island 
effect especially areas in the tropical climate city as Bangkok, Thailand. 
 
This study’s aim is to supplant the terms urban and rural from heat island discourse but 
instead of encouraging a more constrained use of these terms when describing the local 
physical conditions of a field site. The terms urban and rural alone cannot sufficiently 
describe a field site or its local surroundings. 
 
5.1.1. Inadequacies of Simple Urban-Rural Division 
 
Urban is defined in standard dictionaries as “constituting, forming, or including a city, 
town…or part of such,” with town being a “densely populated area…opposed to the country 
or suburbs,” and characterized physically as a “cluster of dwellings or buildings.” Rural, in 
contrast, is an “agricultural or pastoral area . . . characteristic of the country or country life,” 
with country being “the parts of a region distant from cities.” [Stewart I.D. et al, 2006] 
 
According to these definitions, this study interpret rural landscapes to be less populated than 
cities, with fewer built structures and more abundant natural space for agricultural use, 
whereas urban landscapes have significantly more built structures and larger populations. By 
this extension, suburban landscapes are those lying immediately outside or adjacent to a town 
or city, and that have natural and built-up spaces with population densities lower than cities 
but higher than countries. 
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While such definitions of urban and rural may be evocative of the landscape, they are vague 
as objects of scientific analysis. In the urban thermal literature, a significant problem in this 
literature, and in urban heat methodology are that the term urban has no single, objective 
meaning, and thus no climatological relevance. What is described as urban in one city or 
region differs from that of another city. The term urban, therefore, is impossible to define 
universally for its physical structure, its surface properties, or its thermal climate. 
 
Equally problematic is that urban and rural are becoming outmoded constructs in landscape 
classification, for the developing world and especially Asia [Lin C.G., 1994; McGee T. et al., 
1995; Lo F., et al., 1998]. In these and other densely populated regions, the social, political, 
and economic space that separates cities and countrysides is no longer distinguished by a 
clear urban–rural divide. Urban form is becoming increasingly dispersed and decentralized as 
traditional and nontraditional land uses coexist, and as people, capital, commodities, and 
information flow continuously between city and countryside. Urban theorists now contend 
that the spatial demarcation between urban and rural area is artificial, and that the relation 
between city and country is more accurately described as a continuum, or a dynamics, rather 
than as a dichotomy [Gugler J. et al., 1996]. 
 
The densely populated Kanto Plain surrounding Tokyo is a perfect case in this point. In a 
study of the Tokyo heat island, Yamashita (1990) paired an urban site in the city center with a 
rural site 60 km to the north. He defined UHI magnitude for Tokyo as the temperature 
difference between the urban and rural sites. Despite being located 60 km from the city 
center, the so-called rural site was still within the mixed urban–rural surroundings of 
metropolitan Tokyo, the small city of Kumagaya. This gave a curious portrayal of the rural 
landscape to some urban climatologists, but one that is, nonetheless, understandable given the 
dense settlement patterns of the Kanto Plain. Yamashita’s remark, “the whole area of the 
Kanto Plain is more or less urbanized”, correctly speaks to the difficulty of classifying urban 
and rural landscapes in highly dispersed and decentralized cities. 
 
Reviews existing climate-based classification system recognize that all classifications are 
limited in scope and function, and further that none of the systems we review in this section 
was designed to classify heat island field sites, and none makes that claim (see Section 2.2.2 
for more details). Therefore, what we identify as advantage, or restrict, with these systems 
relates only to the aims of the new classification. 
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5.1.2. Classification by Logical Division 
 
It will be apparent from the previous discussion that workers in other fields have had to deal 
with most of  the same problems as urban planners when considering a region (or an urban 
area), and that there has been as much controversy over the solutions as there has been within 
urban geography (or morphology) (see Figure 5.1). Many urban planners have regarded 
regionalization as a form of classification, but it is not until recent that the analogy has been 
formally worked out. The analogy has come to the forefront with the recent use of statistical 
methods in delimitation, thus Reynolds (1956) could write: “The delineation of regions is 
essentially a classification process…” 
 
FACTS THEORY LOGIC
Regional Geography
(Urban&Rural Morphology)
Systematic 
Geography
Cartography 
words or 
Mathematics
 
 
Figure 5.1 The Interaction of Fact, Theory and Logic in Urban and Rural Geography  
[Modified from Bunge, 1973]. 
 
In a classic paper on the logic, method, and theory of classification, Grigg (1965) listed 
several criteria that a system should meet.  
 
a) First, it should invoke a simple and logical nomenclature by which objects/areas can be 
named and described. A system’s nomenclature is critical to its validity and acceptance.  
 
b) Second, a classification system should facilitate information transferred by associating 
objects/areas in the real world with an organized system of generic classes. Then, users 
can make comparative statements about the members belonging to each class.  
 
This condition led Grigg to his third and most important criterion: inductive generalization. A 
properly constructed classification system should simplify the objects/areas under study, and 
thereafter promote theoretical statements about their properties and relations.  
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Classification 
 
Classification may be defined as the grouping of objects into classes on the basis of some 
similarity in either properties, or in the relationships between the objects. The objects 
classified are called the individuals. All individuals have a number of properties, and the total 
number of individuals classified is called the universe. In classifying, one property which is 
possessed by all the individuals is selected for the grouping process and this property is called 
the differentiating characteristic. On the basis of this characteristic, individuals can be 
grouped into a number of classes. These classes, all being on the same level, are called either 
a set of classes or a category. If this initial grouping is unrewarding, the classes of the first 
order (see Figure 5.2a) may themselves be grouped into a second set of classes on the basis of 
a second differentiating characteristic: the process may again be repeated and so a hierarchy 
of classes is formed. It may be that when the initial classification is carried out to form the 
first set, it will be found that properties other than the differentiating characteristic vary in the 
same way. These are called accessory characteristics. A classification where the 
differentiating characteristic has many accessory characteristics is sometimes called a natural 
classification, on where it has few, an artificial classification [Richard J. C. et al., 1969]. 
 
Logical Division 
 
In classification, we began with a number of individuals and grouped them together on the 
basis of similarity. An allied process, logical division follows the reverse procedure. We 
began with the universe, called in this case the genus and divide it into constituent species on 
the basis of some principle. The constituent species occur at the same level and are thus 
similar to a category of classes (see Figure 5.2b). The division can be carried further; once 
again a hierarchy of classes is crated. Rather, instead of seeking similarities, we are looking 
for defenses, and instead of building up we are breaking down. A special case of logical 
division is dichotomous division where the purpose is not to form a hierarchy of species but 
to isolate a single species.  
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Figure 5.2 Diagrammatic Representations of (a) Classification and (b) Logical Division 
[Modified from Grigg D., 1965]. 
 
To Grigg’s criteria, this study add that a new classification of urban and rural field sites 
should be inclusive of the urban settlement area (or regional scale), independent of a tropical 
urban culture, and, for urban thermal assessment, quantifiable according to class properties 
that are relevant to near-surface thermal climate at the local scale (i.e., hundreds of meters to 
several kilometers) (see Section 2.1.3 for more details). The basis for division at each class 
level is a differentiating principle, or property, of theoretical interest. The universe for the 
new classification is “landscape,” which we define as a local-scale tract of land with physical 
and/or cultural characteristics that have been shaped by physical and/or cultural agents. Here, 
the landscape universe is divided according to properties that influence screen-height 
temperature, namely surface configuration (height and spacing of buildings and trees) and 
surface composition (pervious or impervious). These properties tend to “cluster” spatially, 
such that in locations where the building height value is large, so are the fraction of 
impervious cover and the density of urban construction materials. 
 
More recently, there have been numerous attempts to apply statistical methods in 
classification and of course a number of statistical methods have already been used by 
geographers in regional delimitation. Further, both of the rules of classification and the 
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statistical methods are ultimately derived from formal logic. An outline of the procedures of 
classification and division may enable us to understand the procedures of regionalization 
more clearly. 
 
Dividing the landscape into these properties generates of prototype classes, many having 
clusters that are considered highly improbable or logically unacceptable in the real world 
(e.g., closely spaced buildings on pervious cover or closely spaced trees on impervious 
cover). Such clusters were removed from the system while others were added to represent 
landscapes not defined by their structural or surface cover characteristics, but by building 
materials or anthropogenic heat emissions. The resulting classes were quantified by their 
surface properties and assigned simple, concise names. Throughout this process, prospective 
users of the system in the international climate community were asked for feedback on the 
general nature of the system, its application to local settings, and its cultural and regional 
biases. This early exposure of the system to its target community resulted; in substantial 
changes to the number, nature, and naming of the individual classes. 
 
Thermal Climate Zones Definitions 
 
Hereafter, all classes to emerge from logical division of the landscape universe are called 
“Thermal climate zones” or “TCZs”. The name is appropriate because the classes are local in 
scale, thermal climatic in nature, and zonal in representation. We formally define thermal 
climate zones as regions of uniform surface cover and structure that span hundreds of meters 
in horizontal scale depending on the optimized thermal source area for a temperature 
measurement (see Chapter 4 Section 4.2 for more details). Each TCZ has a characteristic 
screen-height temperature regime that is the most apparent over dry surfaces, on calm, clear 
days, and in areas of simple relief. These temperature regimes persist summer-round and are 
associated with the homogeneous environments or ecosystems of cities (e.g., parks, 
commercial cores), natural biomes (e.g., forests, deserts), and agricultural lands (e.g., 
orchards, cropped fields). Each TCZ is individually named and ordered by one (or more) 
distinguishing surface property, which in most cases are the height/packing of roughness 
objects or the dominant land cover. The physical properties of all zones are measurable and 
nonspecific as to place or time. 
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5.2. COLLECT FIELD METADATA 
 
Quantitative data to characterize the classes by their surface properties were selected from the 
urban climate observational and the most important basic surface features, to use them in 
selecting potential sites, and to incorporate them in metadata that accurately describe on near-
surface air temperature. Measured and estimated values of BMA’s geometric and surface 
cover properties were gathered from urban and rural field sites. This stage was especially 
useful to assimilate regional urban form into the classification system, and to balance its 
temporal (old versus modern) and spatial (core versus periphery) representation. These data 
also give support to culturally neutral definitions for each class. This task, a map depicting 
homogeneous climatic-response units or urban-rural thermal environment map (URTEMap), 
was presented and applied on Bangkok urban area by using automatically computed GIS-
based landscape descriptors. This classification identified different TCZs based from 
theoretical divisions of urban terrain based on its ability to modify the local tropic climate. 
The main objective of this study is to evaluate if such a classification would be significant to 
represent at a city scale the location of sensitive climatic areas. In order to be applied, the 
classification should be possibly automatized using quantitative descriptors of the landscape. 
Then, it should be significant in terms of climate, i.e. the different classes should show 
different climate signals based on commonly used climate data for UHI monitoring. 
 
The methodological approach based on samples surrounding meteorological ground stations 
of the BMA experiment in Chapter 4, had been conducted during April 2009 (the summer) in 
order to better understand energy, water and aerosol particles exchanges between the urban 
canopy layer and the atmosphere. The climatic variability over the urban area was also 
assessed with a 24 meteorological stations network located in the areas of the BMA. We 
attempted to quantify the optimized thermal source area for the standard temperature sensors. 
Here, the optimized size of the considered samples may influence values of landscape 
descriptors (surface configuration and composition) and climate processes in summer, we 
selected minimum size of 300 m circle radius for which descriptors have been computed.  
 
5.2.1. Development of Gridded Fields of Surface Canopy Parameters 
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Urban and rural landscape dispersion and climate simulation models applied at various 
horizontal scales require different levels of fidelity for specifying the characteristics of the 
underlying surfaces. As the modeling scales approach the neighborhood level (horizontal grid 
spacing), the representation of urban-rural morphological structures requires much greater 
details. To provide the most accurate surface characterization possible for a climate modeling 
study of BMA. A geo-referenced building morphological dataset and detailed land use/land 
cover (LULC) information in the area of interest were analyzed using a geographic 
information system (GIS), which was made available in digital format by the Government of 
Bangkok Metropolitan Administrative. The building footprints were extracted from aerial 
photographs that were taken in 2009, and the number of floors in each building was manually 
counted. Each story was assumed to be 3 m tall (see Figure 5.3). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 The 3-D View from the Silom District (Downtown Core Area) of the Modified 
Bangkok Building Database [Buildings are Color Coded by Height]. 
 
Building height characteristics were determined for the entire study area and broken down by 
land use type using a dataset that contained 1,644,342 buildings. Other parameters describing 
the surface morphology (one surface configuration and two surface composition parameters) 
that were calculated include building floor area ratio (FAR), building coverage ratio (BCR) 
and green coverage ratio (GCR), which is most important basic morphology feature 
significantly affects local climate in BMA (as verified in previously chapter). These 
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parameters were calculated for the entire study area and for each land use type using standard 
morphometric equations and the computed surface morphological parameters on spatial grids 
(see Figure 5.4). 
 
(a) City-wide level (or Settlement scale)
Thermal climate 
zones (TCZs)
Building 
configuration
impervious surface
Green cover & 
pervious surface
Water cover
Local scale
6,620 cases of thermal 
climate zones (TCZs)
(b) Gridded Fields of Surface Canopy Parameters
 
 
Figure 5.4 Grid Cells Used to Display and Analyze the Spatial Heterogeneity of the Bangkok 
Surface Morphology for (a) the 1,568 sq. km Study Area and (b) Overlaid with the 
300×300m Uniform Grid Cell Mesh. 
 
A major objective of this research project is to derive relationships between building 
configuration parameter and surface composition (e.g. pervious and impervious cover). To 
meet this objective, the building morphological parameters must be spatially related to a 
manageable number of surface canopy cover types relevant to meteorological modeling 
applications. LULC data for areas in the BMA obtained from federal agencies (e.g.  
local/regional planning agencies), will provide a specific dataset with quality control for a 
town-city planning department of BMA. This dataset contained more detailed classification 
system than others in Bangkok area, although it was based on considerably older information 
(2009s).  
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5.2.2.  Derivation of Surface Morphological Parameters 
 
The BMA (6,620 grids) building study area contains approximately 6,186 grids of BMA land 
use (~93%). The overall study area is highly urbanized containing a large downtown core 
area, large tracts of high-density residential and commercial & services building. The 
morphological dataset was intersected with the building dataset using the ESRI ArcView GIS 
software to identify which buildings were associated with which LULC type. The standard 
ArcView GIS functions were used to calculate a suite of surface morphological parameters. 
The calculation procedures and the results of the analyses are described by the following: 
 
a) Buildings Aspect Area Ratio 
 
Background. Ventilation refers to an air exchange process by fresh and cold air, which is 
transported into settlements. Surface morphological conditions and characteristics deeply 
affect the ventilation situation in local climate. In addition, the high building walls facing into 
the wind impart drag on the airflow, and it also related to the floor area ratio (FAR) is a terms 
for  planners used as a measure of the vertical intensity of the site being developed, a measure 
of the buildings floor area per unit horizontal area which significantly related to the surface 
roughness. Surface roughness is used in air quality and meteorological models to account for 
enhanced mixing and the drag effects of the rough surface. The flow regime within urban 
street canyons is also thought to be a function of the building floor area index and plan area 
fraction. 
 
Calculation Methods. The floor area ratio ( FAR ) is defined as the ratio of the total covered 
area on all floors of all buildings into plan area of the study site divided by the plan area of 
the study site. 
 
 
T
N
i
if
A
hA
FAR
i
 1   [Eqn. 5.1] 
 
Where FAR  is floor area ratio (unitless values), fiA  is the area of the building footprint i  at 
ground level, ih is the height of building i , N is the total number of buildings in the plan area 
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fraction, and TA is the total plan area of the region of interest (this case is a uniform 300x300 
m grid cell mesh covering) (see Figure 5.5). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Illustration of Building Plan Area Fraction. The Building Plan Area in this Scene 
is the Sum of the Areas of the Building Footprints ( fA ) Shown in Red. The Total Plan Area 
( TA ) is the Area Enclosed by the Outline of the Figure. 
 
Results. We have calculated the building aspect area fraction (and subsequent parameters) on 
grid meshes overlaid onto the study area in order to view the spatial heterogeneity. Figure 5.6 
shows the grid meshes overlaid onto the study area, a uniform rectilinear grid cell mesh 
covering the entire BMA. The mean building aspect area fraction based on Equation 5.1 was 
calculated to be 0.311, and the standard deviation was calculated to be 0.498. The buildings 
aspect area fraction values in the study area range from 0.001 (a minimum value) to 6.963 (a 
maximum value), except non-building grid contains approximately 434 grids of BMA (~7%). 
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Figure 5.6 Spatial Variability of Floor Area Ratio ( FAR ) Distributed According to a 
Uniform Grid Mesh in BMA. 
 
Figure 5.8 is a histogram of FAR  for the study area. The distribution is unimodal, with more 
than 72% (4,790 grids) of the FAR  in less than 0.5 range which is expanded in suburban to 
rural areas surrounding of the city-core area and associated with the agriculture area is clearly 
shown. Moreover, there are 52 grids (~0.8%) with the FAR  greater than 2.5 (range from 2.5-
7.0). The relatively high amount of FAR  in the city is displayed by the distribution of red in a 
part of the figure. The results indicate that in inner BMA areas of the densely built, high-rise 
building areas such as Silom District (central business district) (see Figure 5.7) and expanded 
along the major transportation corridors (e.g. Sukhumvit Rd., Phaya Thai Rd., Ratchaprarop 
Rd., etc.). This area filled with banking institutions, corporate high-rises and condominiums 
with large building footprints had higher building aspect fraction values than other suburb 
areas. The district's importance as a business centre has been acknowledged by the recent 
construction of the Skytrain and the metro line right through the district. Their construction 
has not helped much as traffic congestion continues to be several serious pollution problems 
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in the area, especially the effects of thermal pollution at pedestrian level. These observations 
suggest that adequate climate improvement strategies are indeed a key requirement for 
controlling the temperatures in this area. 
 
(a)
(b)
 
 
Figure 5.7 An Examples of the Highest Buildings Aspect Fraction Area in the Silom District 
(CBD of Bangkok) and High-Rise Building Expanded Along the Major Road: (a) 3-D View 
from Building Database [Color Coded by Height] and (b) Illustrations of Building 
Configuration [Source: http://www.panoramio.com]. 
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Figure 5.8 Distribution of Floor Area Ratio ( FAR ) in BMA Study Area. 
 
b) Ratio of Building and Impervious Plan Area Coverage 
 
Background. The fraction of impervious surface cover and the density of urban construction 
materials (e.g. built-up, paved, asphalt) and affects local climate thought modifies the albedo, 
moisture availability, and heating/cooling potential of the ground. All of these surfaces act as 
sources of heat and need to be accounted for when evaluating the energy balance of an 
urbanized area. The non-dimensional form of the horizontal surface area, the building and 
exposed ground coverage ratio ( BCR ), is a surface property significantly affects surface 
temperatures derived from remote sensing instruments has been shown to be highly 
correlated with the near-surface air temperature. 
 
Calculation Methods. The building and exposed ground coverage ratio ( BCR ) is defined as 
the percentage of the summed surface area of impervious surface elements and exposed 
ground divided by the total plan area (%). 
 
T
IR
T
C
A
AA
A
A
BCR

  [Eqn. 5.2] 
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Where CA is the combined surface area of the buildings and exposed ground, RA  is the 
building roof area, IA  is the area of impervious surface at ground level and TA is the plan 
area of the study site. CA  is calculated by summing the surface area of the buildings and the 
difference between the total plan area of the site and the plan area of buildings at ground level 
(i.e., the exposed ground surface). For dense urban areas with flat roofed buildings and 
without much vegetation, CA can be approximated as the sum of the plan area of the site and 
the area of building rooftops (not including building walls). 
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Figure 5.9 Spatial Variability of Building and Exposed Ground Coverage Ratio ( BCR ) 
Distributed According to a Uniform Grid Mesh in BMA. 
 
Results. For the BMA study area, the mean building and impervious coverage fraction at 
ground level were calculated to be 13.04%, with a standard deviation of 14.79%, and a range 
of 0.003% to 90.43%, except non-building grids. The BCR  for each grid cell was calculated 
for the uniform grid cell mesh, as shown in Figure 5.9, the color gradient in figure specifies 
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the building and impervious coverage range (from high to low values, and presented with 
dark red to sky-blue colors, respectively).  
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of Building Coverage Ratio ( BCR ) in BMA Study Area. 
 
Figure 5.10 show the BCR  distributions for the study area. The BCR  and FAR  parameters 
have similar distributions, which a higher frequency of BCR  less than 10 categories located 
in rural to suburb areas. The results were found that the high-computed value area is located 
within the conglomeration of red grid cells (range from 60%-100%, ~0.5%) that related 
within the BMA's downtown core area boundary such as Yaowarat District, is a historic core 
and old CBD which property has been owned by the oldest Chinese migrant families in BMA 
(also called the Chinatown of Bangkok), as the business district gradually moved northwards 
to what is now known as the CBD area, the building was converted into a biggest retail and 
wholesale trading center. There are many small streets and alleys full of shops and vendors 
selling all types of goods. Nearby, there is the Phahurat or Indian market, and the area is 
bordered by the Chao Phraya River to the south. Straddling the Chao Phraya River and being 
situated in the north of Chinatown, the Old City (Rattanakosin) is a home of Bangkok, which 
is the most spectacular and revered historical attractions (see Figure 5.11). 
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(a)
(b)
 
 
Figure 5.11 Examples of the Highest Building and Impervious Plan Coverage Fraction Area 
in the Yaowarat District (Bangkok's Chinatown): (a) Plan View from Building Database 
[Color Coded by Height] and (b) Illustrations of Building Configuration [Source: 
http://www.panoramio.com]. 
 
c) Ratio of Green and Pervious Plan Area Coverage 
 
Background. The fraction of green cover (e.g. trees, grass, shrubs, bush, and cultivated 
plants) and the density of pervious surface cover (e.g. bare soils, sand), that can help increase 
infiltration and affect local climate thought modifies lower surface and air temperatures by 
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providing shade and through evapotranspiration of the pedestrian level. Leaves and branches 
reduce the amount of solar radiation that reaches the area below the canopy of a tree or plant. 
 
Calculation Methods. The green and pervious surface coverage ratio (GCR ) defined here is 
the summed horizontal green areas (trees, grasses and other plants areas) and pervious ground 
(bare soil) divided by the total plan area. 
 
T
BGAG
T
G
A
AA
A
A
GCR

   [Eqn. 5.3] 
 
Where GA is the combined surface area of the horizontal green cover, AGA  is the trees canopy 
areas (or above green cover), BGA  is the summation of grass, shrubs, cultivated plants and 
pervious surface at ground level, and TA is the plan area of the study site. 
 
Results. Figure 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate the function of horizontal green coverage for the study 
area described by Equation 5.3 and shown the spatial distribution of GCR  per grid cell in 
BMA. It was found that the mean GCR  was computed to be 46.29%, with a standard 
deviation of 28.12%, and a range of 0.25% to 100%, mostly high GCR  located in the eastern 
part of BMA corresponded to a heavy cultivation planted region, but a relatively small 
amount of park space (e.g. urban park, neighborhood playgrounds and gardens, etc.). The 
vast majority of this agricultural area is actual farmland and the balance shrimp farms on the 
periphery of the contiguous city boundaries. Thaiutsa B. et al. (2008) found that only 4.2% of 
BMA’s total area is green space (excluding agricultural land), mostly tree cover that includes 
street trees and naturalized areas, and 1.2% in developed green space: parks (including trees), 
sports field and golf courses. This correlation is more noticeable in figure where the 
vegetated regions of the southern part of the BMA are delineated clearly. Similar spatial 
distributions to the GCR  are noted for the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), 
which is derived from LANDSAT satellite images (see Section 4.1.3). 
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Figure 5.12 Spatial Variability of Green and Pervious Ground Coverage Ratio ( GCR ) 
Distributed According to a Uniform Grid Mesh in BMA. 
 
The BMA’s green space is very different in the central part of the city compared to its eastern 
and western edges as defined by the aggregate administrative districts. The Nong Chok and 
Khlong Sam Wa (eastern), and Taling Chan and Thawi Watthana (western) aggregate district 
groups of Bangkok are contiguous with food producing areas and forest cover in adjacent 
provinces, thus have the highest percent of tree and food producing areas within Bangkok. 
Conversely, Samphanthawong and Bang Rak district groups encompass central Bangkok and 
have the high population density greater than the other districts. There seems to be good 
evidence that planting trees and increasing green spaces will contribute to decrease the near-
surface air temperature in these areas. This increasing interest in improving urban thermal 
environments has result in adoption of greening strategies at the local areas of BMA. 
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Figure 5.13 Distribution of Green Coverage Ratio (GCR ) in BMA Study Area. 
 
(a)
(b)
 
 
Figure 5.14 Example Illustrations of the Highest Green Space Coverage Fraction Area in (a) 
Urban Green Space such as Parks, Sports Field and Golf Courses, (b) Food Producing Areas 
within Bangkok [Source: http://www.panoramio.com]. 
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To summarizes, in this section, the results of the derivation of the most important basic 
surface morphological characteristics which significantly affects the near-surface air 
temperature modification for a 6,620 uniform grid cell mesh of BMA. A three-dimensional 
building dataset and detailed land use/land cover information were integrated and analyzed 
using a geographic information system (GIS). Parameters describing the urban morphology 
were also calculated including the buildings aspect area function, ratio of building and 
impervious plan area coverage and green space coverage function. These surface 
morphological parameters were calculated for the entire study area, for different local zones, 
and in this case as a function of height above ground elevation. Most of the calculated 
morphometric parameters were found to be similar to values computed for other cities by 
other researchers. Synthesis of the results indicates that the urban morphological parameters 
vary significantly between different parts of BMA. Moreover, the BMA's urban area 
containing tall buildings were found to have significantly different morphological 
characteristics than other parts of urban area. Most of the BMA's environmental impacts of 
urbanization are associated with green space. The loss or degradation of green space may 
deprive the habitats for creatures, reduce biodiversity, and disrupt the structure and process of 
the urban ecosystem. 
 
5.3. THERMAL CLIMATE ZONES FOR A TROPICAL CITY 
 
The Urban-Rural Thermal Environment Map (URTEMap) is a strategic document that 
provides valuable information about urban and rural landscape attributes for studies focused 
on urban temperature research, urban and spatial planning and environmental management. 
Traditionally, the systematic mapping of landforms has been used to integrate landforms and 
environmental data. Widespread availability of remote sensing data along with thematic 
cartography and implementation of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), allows a fast 
integration of surface morphological attributes, effectively reducing time and costs. In this 
study we propose an approach to delineate a local climate units map using a geomorphologic 
map and a multivariate analysis processed in a GIS on a regional cartographic scale. 
 
Our study area is BMA where there are highly contrasting surface morphologic conditions 
and surface cover relatively short distances. By means of a Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
(HCA) a total of 7 local climate zones were obtained for BMA, which particular units occur 
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in a tropical city. Our results suggest that integrating local climate units using a multivariate 
statistical approach not only produces results in agreement with what we observe empirically, 
but it also allows us to identify those factors which control the grouping of local thermal 
environmental attributes. The method proposed here can be used to integrate urban thermal 
environmental metadata in a single map, and this could prove useful for environmental 
improvement and management in the future. 
 
5.3.1. A Geomorphologic GIS-Multivariate Analysis Approach to Delineate 
Thermal Climate Units 
 
Linking urban-rural environmental data with landforms is not an easy task. Here, urban and 
rural landforms as well as having morphological characteristics (surface dimensions and 
composition) have been formed by urban development processes. Map production will 
depend on the professional background of those specialists involved and the results can be 
biased by the approach followed. An urban ecological approach will yield different results 
when representing environmental attributes of urban landscape if these are compared with 
units obtained from an urban climatologist approach. Delineation of the local climate units by 
urban ecologists will put emphasis on the urban ecological relationship of landscape features, 
whilst a urban climatologist will delineate units based on observational approaches such as 
field measurement and small-scale climate modeling (see Figure 1.1). 
 
Implementation of Land System Mapping (LSM) since the early 1950s has been successfully 
applied for compiling biophysical data for large regions and the results have been useful in 
evaluating the natural resources of unknown areas [Cooke R. et al., 1990; Mitchell C., 1973; 
Ollier C., 1977; Van Zuidam R. et al., 1985/1986]. The rationale for selecting urban 
landforms as a spatial unit of reference is supported by the apparent dependence of vegetal 
communities on the distribution of climate over urban and rural landscape in which surface 
morphology controls most of climate distribution, and the existing link between building 
units (e.g. height and spacing buildings, buildings form and orientation, functional) and 
landscape elements (e.g. grass, ground covers, shrubs and trees). 
 
Usage of GIS has become a powerful tool to evaluate the urban thermal environment of a 
given region because it permits the fast integration and representation of several surface 
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morphological attributes. When spatial units are used to integrate urban thermal environment 
data, an exhaustive process of interpretation of maps and aerial-photographs is required.  If 
the cartographic scale used to delineate the spatial units is detailed enough, fieldwork will be 
necessary. The weakness of adopting the spatial unit method in its pure form occurs at the 
moment of delineating units. No systematic criteria have been proposed to define the spatial 
units of reference; though using landforms is suggested (see Section 2.1.3 for more details). 
In some cases the local climate units’ boundaries are obtained from boundaries of rural 
environmental attributes different from urban landforms (e.g. vegetation patterns, surface 
roughness, etc.). A disadvantage of delineating local units using an interpretation-based 
approach is that other environmental attributes of urban-rural landscape which may not be 
evident in an aerial-photograph, are omitted. 
 
Other studies focused on the acquisition of local climate units have used landforms as the 
spatial unit of reference to which surface morphological data is integrated [e.g. Chandler T. 
J., 1965; Auer A. H., 1978; Ellefsen R., 1987; Oke T.R., 2004; Stewart I.D. et al., 2012] (see 
Section 2.2 for more details). These studies have exploited the capabilities of GIS to produce 
a map in which the surface properties are linked to urban-rural landforms via the 
quantification of environmental attributes. Urban-rural morphological metadata is generally 
obtained from thematic cartographic and/or remote sensing sources and is integrated to an 
urban-rural landform map by calculating the coverage of area of each surface attribute. The 
advantage of using urban-rural landforms as spatial units of reference resides in the fact that 
systematic criteria to classify urban and rural morphological forms according to type (e.g. 
down towers or high-rise buildings group, old city core, low-rise housing, semi-rural 
development, and rural cultivated area) can be set different cartographic scales. 
 
In this study, we developed a climate-based classification of urban and rural landforms that 
applies universally, relatively, and easily to local temperature studies using screen-level 
observations. The Thermal Climate Zones (TCZs) classified in a hierarchical classification 
system and surface properties data (as mentioned in the previous section) is used to describe 
the BMA’s local thermal environment properties of each landform. The acquisition of the 
BMA’s TCZ is obtained from the classification of surface morphological features. However, 
the TCZs obtained by this approach are incomplete since, the surface attributes are not taken 
into account in the grouping of function characteristics (e.g. Ellefsen’s (1987) classification 
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system is designed generic classification to urban-rural function such as the core area (A1), 
Apartment (Dc2), etc.). 
 
The main goal of this task is to produce a Bangkok’s Urban-Rural Thermal Environment Map 
(URTEMap) using the logical division of Grigg’s classification (as mentioned above), 
integrating the basic of urban-rural landscape environmental attributes that directly related to 
properties of significance to local climate modification by using a multivariate analysis 
approach on a regional cartographic scale (1:4,000) in a BMA’s GIS environment. Thus, the 
TCZ here is defined as a homogeneous spatial area in terms of surface properties 
(configuration and composition) that relatively to local temperature studies at pedestrian level 
of BMA. The surface property data used for the analysis has a wide spatial distribution, and it 
is available in a thematic cartography on a regional cartographic scale (or urban-rural 
settlement). To test the proposed method, we proposed here that using a statistical-based 
approach allows us to do a delineation of climate units based on the interaction of all surface 
morphology variables. 
 
5.3.2. A Combined Landform Matrix Factorization and GIS Approach for 
Urban-Rural Climate Characterization 
 
Characterization of thermal climate zones is a great interest to assess their environmental 
impact. Identification of potential thermal sources or processes may be carried out by means 
of multivariate statistical analyses of surface morphological data sets from urban to rural 
areas. Moreover, the combination of multivariate statistical techniques with a geostatistical 
approach such as Cluster Analysis (CA), contributes to identify the impact point of resolved 
sources/processes. For this study, in the GIS, we obtained the three surface morphological 
data of FAR , BCR  and cooling potential calculated from the GCR . The surface 
morphological data was integrated to every local climate zone mapped (see Section 5.2.2). 
Additional meteorological data was obtained from thematic cartography of surface 
temperature which derived from thermal infrared remote sensing and the simple statistical 
hypothesis of near-surface air temperature each TCZs (see Section 4.1.4 and Figure 5.15). 
The urban-rural landform map produced, named here TCZ map, contains an attribute table of 
6,620 rows (or zones) that correspond to all recognized landforms and columns which contain 
the surface morphological attributes.  
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Figure 5.15 Quantifying and Collecting Field Metadata for the Settlement Level to 
Characterize their Surface Properties [(a) to (c)] which is Ability to Modify (d) the Near-
Surface Air Temperature in BMA. 
 
The multivariate analysis of surface morphological data was done using the statistical 
methods in classification. In the study, CA is used to partition the data set into a number of 
data subsets with similar characteristics. It was also used as a prior step to cluster 
observations in order to extract more stable data subsets to be used as input to subsequent 
multivariate analysis. CA performed initially to group locations that show similar behavior in 
terms of range of concentrations in order to obtain approximately surface homogeneous sub-
groups of TCZs. We did CA by running K-Means in SPSS statistics software to assess the 
reasonable hierarchical clusters. The good result appeared obviously in 7 clusters. 
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Calculating Fuzzy Membership of Each Urban and Rural Landscape Class 
for Each Zone 
 
The vector of attribute values for any particular local climate zone will have some degree of 
similarity with all seven TCZ class centroid properties, and therefore have some degree of 
membership to each of the seven TCZ classes. To estimate the degree of membership of each 
pixel in each of the eight urban classes, the Euclidean distance ( Ed ) between the pixel 
attribute vector, x, and that of each urban class mean ( c ; Table 5.1) was calculated using: 
 
   


n
j
cjjcE xxd
1
2
,    [Eqn. 5.4] 
 
Where  cE xd , is the “distance” between zone x  and the class centroid c for class c , 
 
cjjx   is the distance between zone and class centroid for attribute j , and n  is the 
number of attributes (see Table 5.2, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17). This measures the 
similarity between the zone vectors of attribute values, and the class vector of centriod 
attribute values [Ahamed et al., 2000; Owen S.M. et al., 2006]. The “distance” values 
[  cE xd , ] were used to calculate a vector of fuzzy class membership grades for each zone 
using: 
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Where  xfc is the membership grade of zone “ x ” in class “ c ” with values between 0 and 1, 
 cE xd ,  are calculated in Equation 5.4, and m  is the number of urban-rural classes 
[Ahamed et al., 2000]. In this analysis, there are seven TCZ classes (i.e. 7m ), so a 
membership-grade vector of seven values is calculated for each zone (Table 5.3). By 
definition, the sum of all membership values in a zone’s membership vector is 1.  
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Table 5.1 Mean class centroid ( c ) of three surface properties in each of seven TCZ classes 
Attributes
 a
 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Class 7 
 (Unitless) 3,794
 b
 1,305
 b
 871
 b
 483
 b
 91
 b
 63
 b
 13
 b
 
FAR 0.015 0.101 0.215 0.344 0.595 0.826 1.666 
BCR 0.071 0.424 0.777 1.139 1.595 1.098 1.326 
GCR 0.317 0.221 0.120 0.052 0.017 0.053 0.041 
a
 All properties are standardized (normalized) value [unitless] 
b
 Total climate zones 
 
Table 5.2 Distance between mean class centriod ( c ) for each classes  
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
 
0.376 0.760 1.149 1.658 1.335 2.092 
2 0.376 
 
0.385 0.774 1.287 1.004 1.815 
3 0.760 0.385 
 
0.390 0.907 0.693 1.553 
4 1.149 0.774 0.390 
 
0.521 0.484 1.335 
5 1.658 1.287 0.907 0.521 
 
0.549 1.104 
6 1.335 1.004 0.693 0.484 0.549 
 
0.870 
7 2.092 1.815 1.553 1.335 1.104 0.870 
 
 
 
Table 5.3 Summary of the mean class membership vectors 
Membership of class 
FAR
 a
 BCR
 a
 GCR
 a
 
Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. 
Class 
1 3,794 0.007 0.008 0.030 0.032 0.598 0.262 
2 1,305 0.045 0.018 0.177 0.045 0.416 0.166 
3 871 0.095 0.032 0.324 0.043 0.226 0.115 
4 483 0.152 0.040 0.475 0.051 0.098 0.069 
5 91 0.263 0.074 0.664 0.093 0.031 0.053 
6 63 0.365 0.088 0.457 0.076 0.100 0.073 
7 13 0.735 0.146 0.553 0.095 0.078 0.055 
Total 6,620 0.045 0.071 0.144 0.163 0.463 0.281 
  a
 All properties are standardized (normalized) value [unitless] 
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Schemes of BMA’s TCZs 
in 7 classes include:
 nearest zones
 farness zones
(i)Nearest zone
(ii)Farness zone
The mean class centroid  
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Figure 5.16 (a) 3D Scatterplot of Different Attributes Combination, and (b) Distance 
between Zone and Class Centroid for Each Class ( 620,6n ). 
 
Ordinary significance tests, such as analysis of variance F tests (see Table 5.4), are valid for 
testing differences between clusters. The clustering results attempted to maximize the 
separation between clusters and the assumptions of the usual significance tests are not 
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drastically violated. These are explored in ANOVA Table which offers F values and 
signiﬁcance levels ( .Sig ) to show whether any of these mean differences are signiﬁcant. The 
between groups means are all signiﬁcant, indicating each of the three variables reliably 
distinguish between the seven clusters. 
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Figure 5.17 Tree Graphs Obtained from The Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) and 
Plotted on Euclidean Distance for (a) All Zones, (b) Cluster 1, (c) Cluster 2, (d) Cluster 3, (e) 
Cluster 4, (f) Cluster 5, (g) Cluster 6 and (h) Cluster 7. [On the Graphs ‘ n ’ is the Number of 
TCZs Contained on the Geomorphologic Domain and Labels on Graphs were Removed Here 
for Representation Purposes.] 
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Table 5.4 The ANOVA table indicates which variables contribute the most to cluster solution. 
 Variables 
Cluster Error 
F Sig. Mean  
Square 
df  
Mean  
Square 
df  
FAR 25.879  6 0.003  6613 9,339.448  <0.001 
BCR 158.437  6 0.009  6613 17,257.296  <0.001 
GCR 9.977  6 0.013  6613 753.151  <0.001 
 
Fuzzy Membership of Each Urban and Rural Landform Class for Each 
Zone 
 
Cluster analysis was then used to generate the classes, and class centroids were found by 
calculating the class centroid of each of the three morphological attributes in each local 
climate class. The distribution and brief interpretation of climate-based urban and rural 
landscape classes in the BMA region are shown in the maps in Figure 5.18. The classes 
generated were named subjectively according to their dominant centroid attributes (Figure 
5.19; class 1—extreamly low density (ELD); class 2—very low density (VLD); class 3—low 
density (LD); class 4—medium density (MD); class 5—high density (HD); class 6—very 
high density (VHD); and class 7—extreamly high density (EHD). Representative aerial view 
photographs of pixels representative of each land class are shown in Figure 5.20. The 
interpretation of each class was confirmed by visual inspection of 3-D view maps (see Figure 
5.21). Mean membership-grade vectors for each class are presented in Table 5.3. Table in 
italic depict the mean membership value in the membership-grade vectors for the class to 
which the member zones are allocated. For example, the average membership of FAR  value 
of class 1 zones ( 794,3n ) for class 1 is 0.05±0.06, which is lower than the average 
membership values of these zones for the other classes (see Table 5.3). 
 
5.4. SPATIAL CHARACTER DIFFERENTIATION OF TCZ CLASSES 
 
The BMA’s classification procedure reduced the number of input variables to the principal 
component analysis (PCA) from three surface properties, resulting in seven urban and rural 
morphological classes. The classification was robust in that different software packages 
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integrated and generated identical classifications based on the same input data. Mean class 
characteristics were derived by interpreting the principal components (see Table 5.5). This 
type of distinction is important if we are considering, e.g. towards better communication in 
urban-rural climate, ecology corridors for encouraging biodiversity, linear sources of 
anthropogenic pollutant gases, tree planting, etc. 
 
(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2
(d) Class 4(c) Class 3
(e) Class 5 (f) Class 6
(g) Class 7
 
 
Figure 5.18 Distribution of Climate-Based Urban and Rural Landform Classes in the BMA: 
(a) Class 1—Extremely Low Density [ELD]; (b) Class 2—Very Low Density [VLD]; (c) 
Class 3—Low Density [LD]; (d) Class 4—Medium Density [MD]; (e) Class 5—High 
Density [HD]; (f) Class 6—Very High Density [VHD]; and (g) Class 7—Extremely High 
Density [EHD]. 
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Figure 5.19 An Urban-Rural Thermal Environment Map (URTEMap) of BMA. A Total of 7 
TCZs were Delineated from the Results of the HCA. Each Unit Comprises a Set of 
Landforms which have Similar Local Thermal Environment Attributes. 
 
The HCA was useful to identify those landforms which are similar in terms of their 
morphological attributes. The results from the HCA can be presented on tree graphs in which 
every cluster contains landforms that share similarities in their morphological attributes. In 
order to know which variables exert a control on the correlation of all the variables involved, 
the PCA must be applied beforehand. It is noteworthy to emphasize that in order to avoid 
inconsistencies in the elements grouped by the HCA, a previous selection of those elements 
which will be grouped together must be done. Inconsistencies could occur with the grouping 
of some elements with similar attributes but from different domains. An example would be 
the grouping of some units with more or less the same environmental attributes but which are 
different in landform type. In this research the selection of landforms was based on the 
classification of the geomorphologic domains.  
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Figure 5.20 Aerial Photographs of Thermal Climate Zones (TCZs) Typical for (a) Nearest 
and (b) Farness the Mean Class Centriod of Seven Urban and Rural Landform Classes (All 
Surface Properties are Unitless and Standardized Value) 
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Figure 5.21 The 3-D Views of Thermal Climate Zones (TCZs) Typical for (a) Nearest and 
(b) Farness the Mean Class Centriod of Seven Urban and Rural Landform Classes. 
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Figure 5.22 The Building Elevation Profiles of Thermal Climate Zones (TCZs) Typical for 
(a) Nearest and (b) Farness the Mean Class Centriod of Seven Urban and Rural Classes. 
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Table 5.5 Abridged definitions for thermal climate zones (TCZs) of BMA. 
Urban and rural Field Definition 
BMA's TCZs a for each  
class 
Surface morphology properties  
(Mean±SD) 
Num. 
zones 
Area 
Sq.km 
% 
FAR b 
(Unitless) 
BCR c 
(%) 
GCR d 
(%) 
1. Extremely low density (ELD) 
Close to the edge of the city, this area is 
bordered by farmland and has Chao Phraya 
River and canal running through it. Building 
type is a single dwelling unit, cottage 
housing, or with one single-family structure. 
3,794 948.50 57.31 0.05±0.06  2.69±2.88 59.78±26.19 
2. Very low density (VLD) 
Detached single family structures, horizontal 
skyline of low-rise buildings (one- or two-
story) and well separated by open, paved 
spaces. Including warehouses, wholesale, 
research and development, and 
manufacturing uses.  
1,305 326.25 19.71 0.31±0.12 16.02±4.07 41.56±16.62 
3. Low density (LD) 
Two stories, Smaller detached homes. 
Buildings separated by yards, and set along 
medium-width streets. Small commercial 
structures, multi-story mixed use and 
residential structures.  
871 217.75 13.16 0.66±0.23 29.39±3.91 22.61±11.54 
4. Medium density (MD) 
Low-rise apartment building or townhouses, 
gardens, and small trees (two- or three-story). 
Mixed houses and small shop. Warehouse, 
light industrial area or shopping mall with 
large paved or open space. 
483 120.75 7.3 1.06±0.28 43.09±4.60 9.81±6.86 
5. High density (HD) 
Scattered tall towers (e.g., old town centers, 
dense row, and semidetached housing), 
Office/Midrise apartment building three-
story large or closely spaced, semidetached 
and row houses. Few or no trees. 
91 22.75 1.37 1.83±0.52 60.49±9.37 3.11±5.28 
6. Very high density (VHD) 
High-rise apartment building, residential-
closely spaced less than four-story row and 
block buildings or major facilities, town 
center, narrow street canyons, e.g., modern 
city core, tall apartment, major institution. 
Abundance of pervious land cover. 
63 15.75 0.95 2.54±0.61 41.50±6.88 9.96±7.32 
7. Extremely high density (EHD) 
Buildings are often large and dense, tall 
buildings, attached or close-set , and 
homogeneous in character with narrow 
streets. Heavy traffic flow. Few or less trees. 
Land cover mostly paved (e.g. concrete and 
grass construction materials) 
13 3.25 0.2 5.12±1.02 50.15±8.62 7.75±5.45 
a
 The total of 6,620 uniform grid cells (cell size 300x300 m) 
b
 Ratio of the total covered area on all floor of all buildings plan area to total plan area (Unitless) 
c
 Ratio of the impervious plan area (buildings footprint and artificial structures) to total plan area (%) 
d
 Ratio of the green space covered (trees, grass, and cultivated plants) to total plan area (%) 
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Figure 5.23 Mean Values of the Surface Morphology Properties of Thermal Climate Zones 
(TCZs); (a) Floor Area Ratio (FAR), (b) Building and Exposed Ground Coverage Ratio 
(BCR) and (c) Green Coverage Ratio (GCR). 
 
According to the scheme of seven classes (see Table 5.5 and Figure 5.23), obviously, the 13 
TCZs in the class 7 (here called the extremely high-density [EHD] areas) (∼0.2% of total 
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study area), as in the urban center or compact high-rise were located mostly in central 
business districts of BMA such as Silom, Ratchadamri and Nana (Sukhumvit 13 Rd.) (see 
Figure 5.18g); the 63 TCZs (∼0.95%) as urban area in the VHD were expanded mainly along 
the major roads (Sukhumvit Rd., Sathon Rd., Silom Rd., and Ari Rd.) and some scattered 
along the Chao Phraya River (the riverfront development; high-rise hotels and residence 
apartments) (see Figure 5.18f); the 91 TCZs (∼1.37%) in Class 5, obviously as the BMA’s 
old CBD areas, were located mostly in the historic core districts (Yaowarat, Pra Nakhon, 
Pom Prap Sattru Phai, and Samphanthawong) (see Figure 5.18e); the 483 TCZs in Class 4 
(∼7.3%), obviously as the compact midrise urban areas, were located mostly in the out edge 
of the Class 5-7 (the compact high-rise of urban core area) ; it was reasonable that the urban 
fringe as edge of the urban core was obviously enlarged in the metro-city (see Figure 5.18d); 
the 871 TCZs in Class 3 (∼13.16%), as in suburb areas, dense mix of low-rise buildings (1-3 
stories) and large low-rise industrial structures (industrial building or warehouse) (see Figure 
5.18c); the 1,305 LCZs in Class 2 (∼19.71%), as in rural areas with open arrangement of 
low-rise and mix of single-story buildings (see Figure 5.18b); and the 3,794 TCZs in the 
Class 1 (∼57.31%), as  rural fringe areas, were located in the most area of BMA, beyond the 
suburban rural area (see Figure 5.18a).  
 
Although most of adjacent zones were clustering very well, there were some unique zones 
isolated in other categories, This could be explained as the phenomena of vacant lands in 
urban or suburban area such as parks, animal zoos or harbors, etc., which would be shown up 
as the single zone with rural distribution in the urban or suburban category. On the contrary, 
the phenomena of a small town in the rural area could be shown up as the single urban zone 
surrounded by the rural category.  Thus, further studies are needed to adjust our initial 
classification scheme produced by cluster analysis to be more reasonable. 
 
Integration of surface morphological data is done by calculating the area of the 
morphological attribute with respect to the urban and rural landform to which it belongs. The 
final result is an urban-rural landform map with an attached table or legend in which the main 
characteristics of the surface morphological properties are displayed. With the approach 
proposed here, TCZs are delineated taking into account their variables which comprise a set 
of landforms which have similarities in their thermal environment attributes. Using landforms 
as spatial units of reference to delineate local climate and environmental units seems to be 
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optimum for urban environmental planning and management since it allows a fast integration 
of several morphological and environmental attributes into a single landform that can be 
grouped with other landforms to conform local climate units. The production of a urban 
climatic map can be obtained in a relative short time if the LSM approach is used for urban 
and rural landform delineation.  
 
Here, the PCA and HCA used as a tool for integration and regionalization (synthesizing) of 
data are reliable since they allow us: (1) to recognize those factors involved in controlling the 
correlation of variables of the local thermal environment, and (2) to group those landforms 
that share similarities in their surface morphological and environmental attributes. The 
methodology proposed here to delineate the TCZs for BMA allowed us to produce a map 
which is consistent with the distribution of the surface properties observed on the urban and 
rural landscape. The approach suggested here can easily be tested in other areas where gaps 
in morphological information exist, as long as some basic cartographic and image sources are 
available. 
 
As described above, the vector of surface attribute values for any particular local climate 
zone will have some degrees of similarity with all seven urban-rural class centroid properties, 
and therefore have some degrees of membership to each of the seven climate classes. As in 
the theory, the largest fuzzy class membership grade of the seven local climate classes for any 
individual zone should correspond to the climate class allocated to that zone. In fact, in 
joining a new TCZ to a growing class, it is possible that the TCZ that minimises overall 
variance at that point in the agglomerative clustering process is not necessary that the TCZ 
whose attribute values are nearest to the mean class centroid. This is a virtual certain in any 
active urban area as land clearance and development occur. Updating TCZ designations is 
needed and crucial for all zones, particularly those used in long-term thermal environment 
studies. The changing site will “progress” or “regress” through the natural, built environment, 
compact, and open forms of the TCZ classification. Thus, planners are required a guideline 
for updating the TCZ classification system for collecting appropriate site metadata to quantify 
and update the surface properties of zone annually (see Chapter 7 for more details). 
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CHAPTER 6 
SPATIAL PLANNING AND GREENING INTEGRATION  
IN DIFFERENT CLIMATIC ZONES 
 
In the previous chapter, we presented thermal climate zones (TCZs) as a comprehensive 
climate-based classification of urban and rural sites for local temperature studies. The cultural 
and geographic appeal of the classification has been demonstrated, as has the potential to 
improve consistency and accuracy in urban climate planning and management. The system 
functions easily and inexpensively in BMA. We therefore anticipate that it can meet a basic 
requirement in urban climate studies through standardized description of surface structure 
and cover; meaningful definition and intercity comparison of UHI magnitude; guided 
exploration of heat island causes and controls; clear communication of site metadata; and 
interdisciplinary transfer of urban climate knowledge. Our primary motive behind the system, 
however, is to enhance the description of surface conditions in urban and rural areas, and 
thereby ease the process of site selection and metadata reporting. 
 
To date, the urban environment has been dramatically changed by artificial constructions. 
How the modified urban morphology affects the urban climate and human thermal comfort 
has become a primary concern for urban planners. Moreover, the integration of urban climate 
knowledge with city planning has not been especially useful or successful, in part because 
urban climatology has advanced slowly around issues of scale and communication (as 
mentioned in the previous chapter). The present study takes a simulation approach to analyze 
the influence of urban morphological properties on the local climate this climatic 
understanding from a quantitative perspective. The simulated results are synergized and 
classified to evaluate different urban climatic conditions to compare and quantify the benefits 
of modification strategies (e.g., urban landscape planning, greening development, etc.) that 
were proposed to improve local thermal environments through their implementation. 
 
The TCZ system could advance these issues because it offers a basic package of urban 
climate principles for architects, planners, ecologists, and engineers. The system conveys 
these principles through spatial scales and design elements (e.g., building height and forms, 
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“green” cover ratio) that are relevant to many cognate disciplines of urban climatology. The 
TCZ system could also support well-established planning projects such as climate modeling. 
Parameterization of the urban canopy in numerical climate models and weather prediction 
schemes can be improved with TCZs, and their surface morphological and land cover 
metadata. TCZs can provide input data for numerical climate models that incorporate urban 
canopy parameters into their formulations to forecast temperature, wind, precipitation, etc. 
Likewise, statistical regression models can be used LCZ input data to predict intra-urban 
temperature magnitudes and patterns. 
 
6.1. THE NEEDS IN PLANNING FOR DIFFERENT URBAN CLIMATE 
ZONES 
 
The application avenues involving the urban and rural climate-based classification system are 
many (see Section 5.5 for more details). In this chapter, the scope of this research is to 
present an application of system to evaluate the environmental benefits for scaling-down 
policies which are derived from solving and improving urban thermal problems in different 
climate zones of BMA. The main requirements to mitigate negative impacts of urban climate 
will be briefly described according to the thermal climate zones (TCZs). In hot-humid 
climates as BMA, it is necessary to reduce solar radiation gain and UHI, to increase 
evaporation in order to promote cooling benefits of greening strategies are useful. This task, 
parameterization of urban canopy in numerical climate models not only for quantify the 
mitigation suite of local thermal environment improvement and mitigation measures, but can 
also be found suggesting improving various aspects of BMA’s climate-based classification 
system and their surface morphological and land cover metadata. 
 
6.1.1. COOLING EFFECTS OF GREENING IN IMPROVING URBAN 
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
 
Current research on sustainability of cities has favoured the implementation and conservation 
of greenery in the urban context. The benefits of plants are not just environmental but 
recreational, aesthetic and emotional. The full benefits of plants and the role they play in the 
ecology of cities remain to be mapped out but the general significance of plants appears to be 
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uncontested. One of the key components in the planning of sustainable cities, according to 
current research, is plants and planted spaces. Whitford V. et al. (2001), in developing 
indicators for the ecological performance of urban areas in the UK noted that “the greatest 
influence on ecological performance was the percentage of green space, particularly of 
trees.” The fields of landscape ecology and urban ecology have emerged from research to 
become the primary advocates of ecological design in cities. While a considerable body of 
research has been gathered, problems of integration and common standards remain to be 
resolved [Ong B.L., 2003]. Much current work is centred on natural habitats in the city: the 
conservation of existing greenery, and the establishment of new greening developments and 
other forms of planted landscapes. The emphasis on vegetation is not unfounded. Attwell 
(2000) identified three broad areas in which plants are useful: environmentally, aesthetically 
and recreationally. The last two benefits may be considered to be incidental, although 
important—we can obtain our aesthetic and recreational satisfaction in many ways, not 
necessarily with plants. It is the environmental contribution of plants that is important to the 
development of sustainability in our cities and to our future. This aspect, predictably, is the 
primary concern of current researchers. 
 
Environmental Benefits of Plants 
 
Specific environmental parameters monitored in research vary. Of these, climate amelioration 
in terms of overall temperature reduction and subduing the heat-island effect has been most 
widely studied. The primary cause of heat build-up in cities is insulation, the absorption of 
solar radiation by roads and buildings in the city and the storage of this heat in the building 
material and its subsequent re-radiation. Akbari et al. (2001) advocate the use of ‘cool’ 
surfaces (surfaces with a high albedo or reflective index) as a remedy but it can be 
demonstrated that planted surfaces are more effective than even high albedo surfaces in 
reducing heat build-up. Building materials, however high their albedo, absorb heat and store 
it. Even white surfaces can become as much as 10 °C higher than the ambient temperature. 
Plant surfaces however, as a result of transpiration, do not rise more than 4–5 °C above the 
ambient and are sometimes cooler [Jones H.G., 1992]. Carbon storage and sequestration are 
directly correlated to plant metabolism and photosynthesis in particular. For the purpose of 
most of the studies sampled here, the metrics were based on land area coverage. This is 
calculated either in terms of actual coverage (m
2
) or percentage cover, with a distinction 
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sometimes made between lawn (grass) and ‘trees and bushes.’ Whitford et al. (2001), for 
example, used percentage of tree cover as the main determinant of both carbon storage and 
sequestration in their work. 
 
It should be noted that the earlier benefits (and disadvantages) of plants are dependent 
primarily on the extent of leaves or leaf area. In current literature, the exact species of the 
plant (with the notable exception of biogenic emitting plants studied by Karlik and Winer, 
2001) and the nature of the landscape (whether it is a nature reserve or an artificially 
maintained landscape, even agricultural) are generally less critical than the extent of greenery 
available. For the purposes of urban ecological planning, it would appear that “farmland has 
much in common with natural ecosystems [Whitford V. et al., 2001].” Such generalizations, 
while patently untrue are however necessary and valid when a larger context like cities are 
being studied. 
 
Integration of Urban Landscape Planning and Greenery 
 
Current literature separates built-up urban areas from planted landscapes. Underlying the 
proposals set forth by various authors, there is a simple assumed scenario. The built 
environment is assumed to be generally hard and impervious. Against this are planted 
landscapes, or greenery, which may be man-made or wild. The two components—built 
environment versus planted landscape—compete for site coverage. Little distinction is made 
between the two landscape typologies—man-made versus wild—except in terms of tree 
cover. The general recommendation is to encourage increased greenery and higher levels of 
tree cover and biodiversity. 
 
However, enlightened architects and urban designers are looking at ways to incorporate 
greenery into their designs. A new term—“a sustainable city” or “eco-city” is a city designed 
with consideration of environmental impact—has been introduced to refer to planted 
landscapes built above the ground: How do these new design concepts figure in the metrics 
set-up by current research? If the incorporation of plants into urban planning is somewhat, 
and if it is not equally, as effective as greenery on ground, then the antagonistic face-off 
between urban ecologists and architects/urban planners/landscape designers may be turned 
into one of collaboration. 
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For most cities of the developing world such as BMA, the strategic position of greenery in 
sustainability argues for a common metric. Thus, a common metric is important if research 
findings and empirical data are to be shared and compared. Data developed by different 
researchers can be contributed to a common knowledge base. The selected metric must meet 
rigorous standards and broad applicability. Current correlation between environmental 
benefits and land coverage is coarse and at best, indicative. Current parameters have also 
been assumed to existing typological configurations which may not be applicable with new 
ecological building alternatives. 
 
Green Plot Ratio (GPR) —a Metric for Greenery 
 
In the literature reviewed, the primary metric for greenery is land cover. This metric is 
sometimes further delineated into lawns and shrubs-and-trees. The present paper proposes 
that a more scientific and accurate metric be adopted. Most, if not all, of the benefits gained 
from plants resulted from plant metabolic processes. These processes include photosynthesis, 
evapotranspiration, respiration and uptake of minerals from the air and ground. The extent to 
which plants engage in these processes is directly related to the amount of green matter, 
usually found in the leaves of the plant. 
 
This study proposes a new spatial planning metric for greenery in improving the local climate 
of BMA. This new metric, the green plot ratio (GPR), is based on a common biological 
parameter called the leaf area density (LAD), which is defined as the single-side leaf area per 
unit ground area. Simply, the green plot ratio is the average LAD of the greenery on site and 
is presented as a ratio that is similar to the building plot ratio (BPR) (i.e., floor area ratio 
(FAR) and building coverage ratio (BCR)) currently in use in many cities to control 
maximum allowable built-up floor area in a building development. GPR allows more precise 
regulation of greenery on site without excluding a corresponding portion of the site from 
building development. It provides flexibility to the planner while simultaneously protecting 
the green quota in the urban landscape design and planning. It has also been adopted as a 
planning requirement by the client authority for one of the competitions for which the author 
has entered. While seen as a fundamental and important metric, GPR itself is not  an indicator 
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for all the ecological relationships between plants and cities. A larger set of related metrics 
need to be developed especially in hot-humid climate cities. 
 
In this chapter, the cooling effects of GPR were evaluated regarding their impact on the 
outdoor thermal environment at pedestrian level (usually measured at the screen-height 
temperature sensor about 1.5-2.0 m above the ground). The impacts of greening are discussed 
and quantitative data are presented regarding greening elements. Overall, greening reduces 
thermal effects during summer days of BMA. Two investigation methods were employed, 
including numerical modeling and verification with empirical field observations. Two types 
of field observations were collected with on-site measurements from mobile and fixed 
weather stations. This research was predicted the cooling potential of greening modification 
strategies in difference the TCZ prototypes and provided a theoretical understanding of 
greening modifications. In addition, this task provides formal methodology that supports the 
development of reliable calibrated numerical outdoor thermal environment models. The 
methodology was explained how to verify and validate this numerical model and to perform a 
parametric analysis for evaluating the influences of the model boundary conditions on the 
results. The systematic calibration procedure is a reliable numerical model that accurately 
represents the actual environment, especially for temperature. 
 
6.1.2. SELECTING THE LOCAL CLIMATE ZONE PROTOTYPES 
 
As described in the previous chapter, the types of climate-based “urban” and “rural” 
landscape classification would facilitate to consistent documentation of site metadata and 
thereby improve the basis of inter-site comparison (see Section 5.4 for more details). 
Classifying sites into urban and rural categories has given research simple framework to 
separate the effects of city on local climate. The 4 TCZs characteristics are selected to 
determining their influences on the urban sites climatic modifications by surface 
morphological attributes. The selection of urban landform prototypes was based on the 
classification of geomorphologic domains that are dominant and the nearest mean centriod 
attribute (also called “a nearest class centroid zone”) for each TCZ class (see Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 The Four Urban Field Sites Characteristics are Selected as the Prototypes with 
Obvious Differences Surface Morphology Properties: (a) 3-D Views, (b) High Angle 
Photographs and (c) Eye Level Photographs, Including Medium Density [MD]; High Density 
[HD]; Very High Density [VHD]; and Extremely High Density [EHD].  
 
The TCZ prototypes are individually named and ordered by distinguishing surface properties, 
which in most cases relate to the surface configuration and composition. All prototype names 
are quantifiable and non-specific including;  
 
 TCZ1: Extremely high density (EHD) prototype area is characterized by a dense and 
irregular mix of tall buildings expanded long major road. The mean building height 
was calculated to be 10.40 m, and the standard deviation was calculated to be 3.86 m. 
Land cover is almost entirely built-up (>50% of total area), trees and natural surface 
are sparse (<8%), and construction materials are concrete, steel, stone, and glass. Land 
use in TCZ1 is typically high-density commercial or residential, and its location in the 
central city of BMA (downtown).  
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 TCZ2: Very high density (VHD) prototype area is characterized by the open spacing 
and geometric layout of its buildings and high-rise sprawl uniformity in buildings 
height. In contrast to TCZ1 zone, which is also defined by tall buildings, has the mean 
height (mean±S.D.) around 8.87±2.83 m. TCZ2 has lower buildings aspect ratio 
(2.5) and a lower building plan coverage (42%). Building materials heavy and 
dense (concrete, brick, stone and glass). The probable function of TCZ2 is high-
density residential (e.g. apartment blocks, high-rise housing estates, and multistory 
tenements). Its anticipated location is densely populated or socialist-style. 
 
 TCZ3: High density (HD) and EHD prototype areas similar in that buildings are 
tightly packed, and construction material are dense, However, the difference in that 
average building height is lower (8.76±1.13 m), and the roofline is more flat and 
uniform, in TCZ3 prototype area. Building materials are characteristically heavy and 
homogeneous (concrete, brick, and tile) (>60%), and roofs and walls are thick. Few 
vegetative surfaces exist (3%) among the closely spaced buildings. TCZ3 typically 
functions as high-density residential (multi-unit or terraced housing), commercial, or 
factory/industrial warehousing. Its location is the old-core of BMA. 
 
 TCZ4: medium density (MD) prototype area consists of small and uniform arranged 
buildings 6.97±0.85 m tall. Buildings are usually detached but regularly spaced, 
separated by paced roads and tightly packed. Pervious surface fraction is 43% and 
vegetative cover is 9.8%. Construction materials are typically wood, brick, stone, or 
tile, which give the zone low admittance and high albedo. TCZ4 functions as 
residential (single or multi-family housing) or commercial (small retail shop). Its 
anticipated location is ex-central urban tracts (suburbs) or rural district.  
 
6.2. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK TO QUANTIFY GREENING 
BENEFITS  
 
The methods that were used in this study include the following: (i) an on-site measurement 
program and (ii) a computer-based simulation [Shahidan M.F. et al., 2012; Edward Ng., 
2012; Hajdukiewicz M. et al., 2013]. The on-site measurement program was designed to 
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measure the current microclimate conditions in the campus environment at the pedestrian 
level. These results were used to verify the accuracy of the model. The computer-based 
simulation model was designed to simulate and validate actual conditions and to predict the 
modification effects of two different proposed greening scenarios with the ENVI-met model. 
 
6.2.1. ENVI-met Model Parameterization Studies 
 
ENVI-met [19] is a microclimate simulation tool that is designed to evaluate microclimate to 
local climate scale environments that were built based on the fundamentals of 
thermodynamics and heat transfer as a CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) package. This 
tool was used to improve our understanding of the urban environment. In addition, this model 
stated the effects of solar irradiance, humidity and heat storage in soil, the 
reflection/absorbance from buildings and the interactions of plants with the environment (see 
Figure 6.2). A grid resolution was used to model the geometry of the environment. ENVI-met 
has been widely used in the literature and validated for assessing constructed environments 
[Shahidan M.F. et al., 2012; Ng E., 2012; Wong N.H. et al., 2007; Wong N.H. et al., 2008]. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 The Schematic Overview Over the ENVI-met Model Layout. 
[Source: http://www.envi-met.com] 
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A: Parameters Settings B. Model Geometry Settings
A2. [BUILDING]
Heat Transmission
Albedo Roofs & wall
…  
A4. [SOLARADJUST]
A5. [TIMESTEPS]
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A7. [RECEPTORS]
Receptor Co-ordinates
Output Interval
A8. [NESTINGAREA]
A9. [PMV]
Mechanical Factor
Heat transfer resistance cloths
……
B2. Soil Profiles Database
Distribution of surface materials and soil types
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Pavement(p)
Loamy Soil(l)
Sandy Soil(sd)
Deep Water(w)
....
B3. Plant Database
Position of plants
Plant definitions
Tree 20 m dense., distinct crown layer (DM)
Tree 10 m dense., distinct crown layer (ds)
Tree 10 m very dense, leafless base(T1)
Hedge dense, 2m(H2)
Grass 50 cm aver. Dense(g)
… 
B1. Buildings Database
Position and 
Height of buildings
B4. Receptor Database (as the location 
of on-site measurements)
Position of receptors
A3. [SOILDATA]
Initial Temperature
Relative Humidity
A1. [BASIC SETTINGS]
Start Simulation at Date/Time
Wind Speed in 10 m above ground
Wind Direction
.....
(a) General data flow in ENVI-met
(b) ENVI-met input files
Main Configuration File
(.CF)
Area Input File
(.IN)
Plant Database
(PLANT.DAT)
Soil Profiles
(PROFILS.DAT)
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(SOILS.DAT)
Sources Database
(SOURCE.DAT)
Main 3D Output Files
1D-Inflow Profile
Receptor 1D-Output
-Time Series Files
-Snapshot Files
Data link to BOTworld
ENVI-met
Model
V3.1
Selected Input Folder \(home)\sys.basedata \(output folder)\(subfolders)
Global Databases 
and Settings
Simulation Files
Additional databases
Simulation specific databases
-Plants
-Sources
Adding to global databases
Defines
-Buildings
-Plants
-Soils
-Sources
-Receptors
A: Parameters Settings
B: Model Geometry Settings
 
 
Figure 6.3 (a) The General Data Flow in ENVI-met V3.1 and (b) the Basic Model Input Files 
Settings. [Modified from: http://www.envi-met.com] 
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The ENVI-met model consists of several sub-databases (see Figure 6.3) that interact with 
each other. Besides the two basic files needed for each simulation (area input file and 
configuration file) that needs to know a lot of additional information about the surfaces, 
plants or emission sources in the model. For all these data, the concept followed by ENVI-
met is the same: for example, if you have defined a plant "Red Maple 15 m tall" in your plant 
database, you can place it on a grid by setting the leaf area density (LAD) profiles to this grid 
point (see Figure 3.7 and Figure 6.4). This also means, that if someone gives you a set of 
simulations where some new plants (soils, profiles,...) are defined, before running the 
simulation, you need to extend you local database first with these new plants (....). As this 
turned out to be confusing in most of the cases, ENVI-met allows also to define local 
databases for plants and sources. These databases can be stored anywhere, and they are added 
on demand to the global data set. 
 
(ii) Leaf area density 
(LAD) profiles
LAD (m2/m3)
a) Red Maple (15 m)
(iii)  ENVI-met vertical 
grids of plant
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Figure 6.4 Example the Schematic of the Plants Database are Defined: (a) A Mature Red 
Maple 15 m Tall and (b) Grass Layer 50 cm. [Source: Srivanit M. et al., 2013] 
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The main difference between ENVI-met and large-scale atmospheric models used for the 
prediction of the daily weather or future climate conditions, is the temporal and spatial model 
resolution. With a typical spatial resolution between 0.5m and 10m and time steps of ≤10s 
ENVI-met is simulating the interactions between atmosphere, soil, vegetation and buildings 
on a local- to micro- scale level of the urban canopy. Every single plant and every urban 
structure can explicitly be simulated, making ENVI-met the perfect tool for urban planners, 
architects and urban climatologists who want to simulate the meteorological components of 
the urban environment. 
 
Several recent studies used ENVI-met to simulate the cooling effects of greening on 
microclimates. For example, Shahidan et al. (2012) conducted research at the new federal 
administrative center in Malaysia. This research was focused on the optimal cooling effects 
of trees with ground material modifications for mitigating the urban heat island. This 
combined method led to the largest observed air temperature reduction with average and 
maximum values of 2.7 °C and 3.5 °C, respectively, for a tropical hot and humid city climate. 
 
In the hot and humid summer of a subtropical climate, Edward et al. (2012) conducted 
research in a highly dense area in Hong Kong. This research was based on ENVI-met 
modeling and simulated several cases with different greening factor combinations. 
Approximately 33% of trees were needed to lower the pedestrian level air temperature by 
1 °C. Additionally, ground level greening was more useful than rooftop greening during the 
hot and humid months in Hong Kong given the height of the urban buildings. 
 
6.2.2. Systematical Calibration Process for ENVI-met Models 
 
This section is intended to explain about an experimental pilot study using the ENVI-met 
model at an institutional campus in the summer. These experimental studies contain many 
features that align with the aims of local climate simulation and observation. Their obstacle 
modes, however, must be recognized when we use in the BMA’s study area. The methods 
that were used in this study include the following: 
 
(i) an experimental area and climatic conditions 
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This experimental pilot study was conducted on the intricate spaces that unite the engineering 
school with its surrounding buildings on the Honjo Campus of Saga University. Saga 
University is a higher education institution on the southern island of Japan, which is located 
at 33° 14.50' N latitude, 130° 17.30' E longitude and 7 m altitude in the subtropical region of 
Japan (see Figure 6.5a). The fixed weather station (33° 15.90' N Lat., 130° 18.30' E Long.) 
that is operated by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and is located near the study site 
was used to acquire long-term climate data records.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.5 (a) Location of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) Weather Station and an 
Experimental Pilot Area and (b) On-Site Field Measurement Points and the Fixed Reference 
Weather Station at the Engineering School on the Honjo Campus of Saga University. 
 
The Figure 6.6a, which represent the temperature for a given year in comparison with the 
average daily mean temperature conditions between 1891 and 1900, very little change 
occurred between 1891 and 1950. However, the temperature progressively increased by more 
than 1.5 °C in the past ten years. This increase continued on the trend in which each decade 
had temperatures warmer than the previous one since the 1950’s. The summer period, or the 
hot and humid season occurs between June and August. During this season, the daily 
maximum temperature ranges from 28 °C to 33 °C. Generally, the greatest solar intensity and 
the longest days occur in August (Figure 6.6b). During this period, the local climatic 
conditions are extremely uncomfortable for people who use the outdoor spaces on the 
university campus. 
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Figure 6.6 (a) The Annual Average Daily Mean Temperature between 1891 and 2010, and 
(b) the Monthly Mean Urban Climatic Variations during a 10-Year Period (from 2001-2010) 
for the JMA’s Weather Station. 
 
(ii) On-site Measurement Program 
 
In this experimental study, two types of field observations were used, including an on-site 
field measurement, in which measurement points were spatially distributed based on the 
spatial variation of the simulated microclimatic conditions, and reference measurements from 
a fixed meteorological monitoring station. On-site field measurements were conducted 
between 10:00 and 14:00 local time on August 4
th
, 2012. This period was used to obtain 
variable climatic data during peak daylight hours in the summer. More than 12 observation 
points were selected. These observation points included buildings at the engineering school 
that exists in a compact arrangement, a large parking lot of approximately 3000 square 
meters, and many squares, lawns, educational living spaces and trees that are distributed 
across campus. These sites were chosen due to their suitability for observing different 
microclimates in response to various landscape features (see Figure 6.5b). 
 
Two different sets of mobile meteorological instruments were used in this study, including 
(Figure 6.7 and 6.8). The first instrument, an Amenity Meter (AM-101), was placed on a 
camera tripod and contained sensors that simultaneously measured air temperature. This 
instrument was able to record precise measurements between 0 °C and 50 °C with an 
accuracy of ±0.5 °C between 15 °C and 35 °C. The wind velocity sensor was capable of 
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measuring outdoor convection air speeds of between 1 m/s and 5 m/s with an accuracy of 
0.5 m/s. A 38 mm diameter black globe thermometer was used to measure the globe 
temperature. In addition, a relative humidity sensor was used to measure the percent humidity 
between 0% and 100% with a precision of 3% between 20% and 80%. All sensors recorded 
data every 1 min. The second instrument, a Pyranometer UIZ-PCM01, was connected to a 
UIZ3635-50mV data logger that recorded data every 10 s. These measurements were used to 
determine the shortwave solar radiation energy between 315 nm and 2800 nm with an 
accuracy of ±3%. This shortwave solar radiation is also called solar irradiation (SI) and is 
expressed as watts per square meter (W/m2). The accuracy range of these instruments agreed 
with ISO recommendation 7726. To consider thermal effects at the pedestrian level, these 
instruments were installed at a height of 1.5 m above the ground and were calibrated before 
on-site operation. Up to 10 min occurred between measurement points. Figure 6.9 and 6.10 
illustrates the climatic variations of the spot measurements that were recorded by the 
instruments. 
 
Globe temp. 
measuring unit
(the middle of a 
38 mm diameter 
black ball)
Sun shade with 
Air temperature 
& RH sensors 
inside
Wind 
velocity 
sensor unit
Solar 
irradiance 
sensor unit
(a) (b)
 
 
Figure 6.7 Set of Mobile Meteorological Instruments, Include an (a) Amenity Meter AM-101 
and a (b) Pyranometer UIZ-PCM01. 
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Figure 6.8 (a) Mobile Meteorological Instruments for this Study and (b) a reference Fixed 
Weather Station that was Operated by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). 
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Figure 6.9 On-Site Field Measurement Results of the Four Following Environmental Factors: 
(a) Air Temperature, (b) Relative Humidity, (c) Wind Velocity and (d) Solar Irradiance. 
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Figure 6.10 (a) On-Site Field Measurements were Conducted between 10:00 and 14:00 Local 
Time on August 4
th
, 2012 and (b) Evaluated the Sky View Factor (SVF) for the Monitoring 
Points in the Honjo Campus of Saga University. 
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A fixed meteorological monitoring station was used as a reference (as shown in Figure 6.8b). 
This station was used to obtain other climatic parameters, such as wind speed and wind 
direction (equipped with an anemometer RM Young-05103). The station was approximately 
4 m above the ground and logged data every 5 min. This station was operated by the Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and was chosen to verify the modeled ENVI-met 
weather conditions on a selected day. According to a nearby JAXA’s meteorological station, 
the wind direction was from the northeast on the day of measurement. 
 
(iii) ENVI-met Model Parameterization Studies 
 
For the ENVI-met model geometry settings in this experimental study, the simulated base 
model domain was constructed based on aerial images. In addition, a geo-referenced building 
footprint map in the area of interest was used, which was made available in digital format by 
the Government of the Saga Municipality in Japan. The building footprints were extracted 
from aerial photographs that were taken in 2011, and the number of floors in each building 
was manually counted. Each story was assumed to be 3 m tall. The maximum building height 
in the study area was 24 m (or 8 stories). This building was located in the upper left of the 
area of interest. A main model domain area represented the current conditions in the area of 
interest and was built within 200 × 246 × 20 grids with input dimensions of dx, dy and dz =  3 
m (Figure 6.11). However, due to simulation time constraints and the large and local 
evaluation of greening modifications on cooling effects, the environmental effects of small 
structures were not evaluated. Thus, only the main elements, such tree and ground surface, 
were considered. Due to the large grid cell scale, the direct shading effects of trees were not 
evaluated. However, indirect effects were a major concern. 
 
1) Process of Achieving a Valid ENVI-met Model 
The ENVI-met model is a variation of the CFD model. The accuracy of this model depends 
on a set of boundary conditions that is not reliable at the model boundaries and needs to be 
determined to improve the accuracy of the model. Thus, we can move these borders (by 
adding any grids as nesting areas) as far away as possible from the core area of interest. The 
aim of the systematical calibrated ENVI-met model for outdoor environments is to predict the 
environmental conditions that agree with the on-site measurements. The input parameters are 
varied to simulate the environment accurately. 
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Model geometry; Grid size dx=3.00, dy=3.00, dz=3.00 m. Grid dimensions: 72x83x20 grid units.
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Figure 6.11 Initial ENVI-met Model Geometry Settings with Different Environments in the 
Area of Interesting: (a) Model Domain was Constructed Based on Aerial Images and (b) 3-D 
View of Initial Model Geometry. 
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The boundary conditions for improving the accuracy of the ENVI-met model in this 
experimental study (which are called “the Lateral Boundary Conditions (LBC)”) included 
two different types of (i) optimal nesting area settings (by simulating the main (core) area by 
adding any grids as nesting area), and (ii) optimal inflow wind boundary settings (which 
include wind velocity and wind direction settings) (as shown in Figure 6.12). 
 
Initial the ENVI-met Model
Model Geometry 
Settings
Parameter 
Settings
Stage1: Evaluate the 
Computational Domain Size
On-site 
Measurements
Validation Data
Stage 2: Optimal Inflow Wind 
Boundary Settings
Model
Verification
Model
Verification
Reliable the ENVI-met Model that Accurately 
Represents the Real Environments
Model 
Adjustment
Section I: Model Verification Data
Yes
Yes
No
No
Four environmental factors: 
Air temperature (℃)
Wind speed (m/s)
Relative humidity (%)
Solar irradiance (W/m2)
Two equipments:
Amenity Meter AM-101 
Pyranometer PCM-01
Development of the Study Cases were Designed to Compare and 
Evaluate the Cooling Potential Made by Greening Modifications
Section II: Model Parameterization Settings
※ Model verification will be
accepted when the difference
between the real environment
and the simulated results is
minimized.  
 
Figure 6.12 Process of Achieving a Valid ENVI-met Model for the Outdoor Environment, 
which is Proposed in this Experimental Study. 
 
The initial ENVI-met model was created based on the actual site geometry and on the on-site 
field measurements. Next, the computational domain size was evaluated. Various runs of the 
initial ENVI-met model were performed with different numbers of nesting grids. These 
simulation results were verified to analyze the on-site measurements of four specific 
environmental factors. The validation criteria, which are conditions of the thermal 
environment that directly affect thermal comfort, depended on air temperature, radiation, air 
speed and humidity. 
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The initial model was established to obtain a better correlation with measured results. The 
model was improved by setting the inflow wind boundary as the average mean wind speed 
and direction (Figure 6.13a). In addition, the simulated air temperatures (°C), relative 
humidity (%), wind velocity (m/s) and solar irradiance (W/m
2
) of the outdoor environments 
(at the canopy level) were validated at 12 points with on-site measurements (Figure 6.14). A 
validation process was performed to prove the ability of the ENVI-met model for predicting 
outdoor conditions from available and reliable data. In the final validation stage, the model 
validation is accepted when a minimum mean of difference occurs between the field 
measurement and simulated results. Once this occurs, the model is regarded as a true 
representation of the actual environment. However, if these criteria were not met, a 
parametric analysis should be performed. A parametric analysis can determine the boundary 
conditions that influence the results the most. At this stage, the validation criteria were 
determined with an absolute minimum difference of 0.103 °C between the measured and 
simulated air temperatures. This result was obtained by adding 65 nesting grid cells (or 195 
m) to the initial model domain (Figure 6.13b). This nesting size was optimal for this study. 
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Figure 6.13 (a) Lateral Boundary Conditions (LBC) for Improving the Accuracy of the 
ENVI-met Model, and (b) through (d) Depict the Process of Model Improvement Until the 
Difference between the Measured and Simulated Results was Minimized. 
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of the Calibration Stages for Improving the Accuracy of the ENVI-
met Model to Obtain a Better Correlation with Measured Results, including (a) Air 
Temperature, (b) Relative Humidity, (c) Wind Velocity and (d) Solar Irradiance. 
 
The next stage consisted of improving the inflow wind boundary conditions that were needed 
to find valid inflow wind settings from results measured on-site. The measured wind 
conditions varied in speed and direction throughout the field measurement period. 
Specifically, the wind speed and direction changed from 4.8 m/s to 5.6 m/s and from 40° to 
45° north, respectively. This stage was repeated providing the ENVI-met model met the 
validation criteria of representing the real environment. Valid inflow wind settings of 5.2 m/s 
and 42° from the north were determined. These settings resulted in the minimum absolute 
differences between the measured and simulated local wind speeds at canopy level (Figure 
6.13c and d). In addition, other validation criteria were used to improve the models 
representation of the real environment and to accept the precision of the required instruments 
(Table 6.1). The air temperature and relative humidity were influenced by the wind speed and 
direction settings. This result potentially occurred because high wind speeds resulted in a 
large volume of cool energy, which simultaneously cooled the surrounding air. Thus, the 
optimal inflow wind boundary settings can improve the accuracy of the numerical simulation 
relative to the validation criteria at canopy level. 
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Table 6.1 Minimum mean difference comparison of the validation criteria between the on-
site measured and the simulated data at different model calibration stages. 
Validation criteria 
Precision of 
required 
equipment 
Mean difference with measured results 
Initial 
model 
Calibrated 
model stage 1 
Calibrated 
model stage 2 
1. Air temperature  ±0.5 °C -1.215 0.103 0.097 
2. Relative humidity  ±3% 7.391 1.502 0.442 
3. Air velocity  ±0.5 m/s 0.266 0.232 0.005 
4. Solar irradiance  ±21.142 W/m
2
 -297.962 -281.668 -280.349 
 
After the calibration process, a paired t-test was used to determine if a significant difference 
occurred between the average measured values that were made under different conditions 
(between the values measured on-site and the simulated values) (Table 6.2). The t-test results 
from the four validation criteria display the relationships between the paired differences 
within a 95% confidence interval. The null hypothesis states that there is no significant 
difference between the means of the twelve on-site measurement points and the simulated 
results of the four validation criteria. Table 6.2 indicates that the significance value (Sig.) is 
greater than 0.05. Thus, no significant difference occurred and the null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected. Therefore, the calibrated ENVI-met model predictions agreed with all validation 
criteria and accurately represented the real environment, except for solar irradiance, which 
was higher than the on-site measured results. Normally, the ENVI-met model is run for 
cloud-free sky conditions. The spatial and temporal differences cannot be observed under 
existing cloud cover during the field survey periods. Hence, to simulate maximum incoming 
solar irradiance, a cloudless day should be selected as a simulation day and provide more 
instruments to measure validation data at the same time, so that the simulation will be 
accepted. The ENVI-met model results that accurately represented the real environments, 
which were accepted after the systematic calibration process, are illustrated in Figure 6.15. 
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Table 6.2 Paired samples test for the validation criteria that compare the on-site measured 
and calibrated data from the ENVI-met simulation model. 
Comparing criteria 
Paired Differences 
t df Sig. * 
Mean Std. Dev. 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
1. Air temperature 0.097 0.537 0.155 -0.244 0.438 0.624 11 0.545 
2. Relative humidity 0.442 1.85 0.534 -0.734 1.618 0.827 11 0.426 
3. Air velocity   0.005 0.839 0.242 -0.529 0.538 0.019 11 0.985 
4. Solar irradiance -280.35 203.274 58.68 -409.5 -151.2 -4.778 11 0.001 
Notes: * Significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
b.) 04.08.2012 at 11:00 c.) 12:00
d.) 13:00 e.) 14:00 
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Figure 6.15 The ENVI-met model Results that Accurately Represent the Real Environments 
in which the Systematic Calibration Process Was Accepted. 
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2) Development of Proposed Scenarios 
Based on the current conditions of the simulation model at an experimental study, this case 
was defined as the base and other three cases were developed to compare and evaluate the 
cooling potential of greening modifications. The simulation included two main greening 
development strategies that were proposed to improve outdoor thermal environments through 
their implementation. These strategies add greening areas by adding trees and by creating 
green roofs, which consist of a grass layer on educational building roofs. Thus, the basic 
input configurations are presented in Figure 6.16 and the planned layouts of the four different 
campus environments are presented in Figure 6.17. These four layouts also tested various 
types of greening and the green plot ratio (GPR). 
 
Case 1: Base case (GPR 35.12%) Case 2: Without greening (GPR 0%)
Case 3: Add trees (GPR 40.33%) Case  : Add trees & grass roofs (GPR 60.37%)
Model geometry %
Building coverage 28.17
Grass roofs coverage -
Tree & scrub coverage 8.58
Grass coverage 26.54
Open space 36.71
Total 100.00 
Classed LAD and shelters
Model geometry %
Building coverage 28.17
Grass roofs coverage -
Tree & scrub coverage -
Grass coverage -
Open space 71.83
Total 100.00 
Model geometry %
Building coverage 28.17
Grass roofs coverage -
Tree & scrub coverage 28.81
Grass coverage 11.52
Open space 31.50
Total 100.00 
Model geometry %
Building coverage 8.13
Grass roofs coverage 20.04
Tree & scrub coverage 28.81
Grass coverage 11.52
Open space 31.50
Total 100.00 
※The simulation date selected was 
4th August 2012 on 15:00 which 
represents a typical hot summer 
day in Honjo Campus.
a b
c d
100m
Remark: GPR is the percentage of green plot coverage of the total plan area  
 
Figure 6.16 A Summary of the Study Cases that were Designed to Compare and Evaluate the 
Cooling Potential of Greening Modifications. 
 
The designed scenarios included the following. (a) The first scenario was the base condition, 
which was based on current conditions with a GPR of 35.12%. In this case, trees and shrubs 
covered 8.58% of the total area and other grasses covered 26.54% of the total area. (b) The 
second scenario was the greening case. In this case, the existing vegetated area was removed. 
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Scenarios (c) and (d) focused on the areas with multiple possibilities by implementing more 
greening areas. Scenario (c) was applied by adding between 8.58% and 28.81% of additional 
trees (placing along streets, building courtyards, parking lots and unused space). In addition, 
these scenarios also used combinations of additional trees and planting grass on roofs. 
Specifically, grass was installed on 20.04% of the existing buildings in condition (d). This 
type of rooftop material is lightweight and requires the least amount of structural support, 
which improves the cost-effectiveness of installing these green rooftops. 
 
Classed LAD and shelters
a b
c d
Case 1: Base case Case 2: Without greening
Case 3: Add trees Case 4: Add trees & grass roofs
50m
 
 
Figure 6.17 A 3D Bird’s Eye View Image of the Different Greening Modification Cases. 
 
The tree type that was used to replace the existing situation was Acer rubrum (Red Maple), 
which is one of the most common and widespread deciduous trees at the study site (see 
Figure 6.4). The majority of these trees often reach a height of approximately 15 m (49 ft), 
with a growth rate of approximately 1-2 feet each year. Due to their beautiful fall foliage and 
pleasing form, Red Maples are often used as shade trees in urban landscapes and on 
residential streets. In addition, Red Maples have a low ozone-forming potential (OFP) value, 
which minimizes the contribution to ground-level ozone [EPA, 2009]. The green roofs 
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system that was implemented consisted of a layer of grass with an average density of 50 cm 
on rooftops. Both vegetation species were parameterized for ENVI-met simulations based on 
the observed LAD measurements of mature plants. These data were added to the ENVI-met 
plants database to represent the 3D canopy of these greening features and for application in 
future simulations (Figure 6.18). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.18 An Image of a Typical Acer rubrum (Red Maple) that was Taken on the Site. 
 
a. The Cooling Potentials of Current Greening Practices 
Based on the ENVI-met computer simulations and under the current conditions, the summer 
daytime temperatures were between 33.64 °C and 34.77 °C with an average of 34.27  
0.174 °C (mean  standard deviation) during the peak of the day (15:00) (Figure 6.19a). The 
current condition (Figure 6.20a) is compared with the greening effects scenarios (Fig. 18b) 
in Fig. 19a. In this case, the greening scenario was between 0.7 °C and 1.43 °C cooler than 
the non-greening scenario in the existing greening areas. This result can also be derived from 
the knowledge that the current greening distribution around campus reduces the current air 
temperature by 0.250.46% (Figure 6.22a). In addition, the ENVI-met simulated results 
showed that the current conditions presented a maximum temperature difference of 0.2 °C 
between green and non-green areas (Figure 6.19b). This result was caused by the shading 
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effects of leaves and branches, which reduce the amount of solar irradiance that reaches the 
area below the tree canopy. In addition, the evapotranspiration of the trees controlled the air 
temperature during the peak summer. 
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Figure 6.19 Comparisons of (a) the Cooling Effects of Greening Modifications on Summer 
Days (15:00) at the Pedestrian Level and (b) the Cooling Potential Of Shading. 
 
In the meantime, it was observed that the presence of dense green areas around the campus 
contributed to lower ambient air temperatures around campus. These areas included streets 
with greenery and building courtyards with trees. These trees produced a cooling effect that 
kept the area cooler during peak hours. In contrast, hot spots clearly represents in the bottom 
right area of the large parking lot and at the small parking lot behind the Kasasagi Hall 
building (university cafeteria) and around the east side of the buildings courtyard. This 
condition was believed to result from the lack of greenery, the ground pavement materials 
and the greater building density within that area. Thus, the cooling effect of current greening 
was not enough to provide optimum cooling for the entire university campus, especially near 
the outdoor educational spaces, where most activities occur during the day. Thus, additional 
greening should be added to and implemented on this university campus. 
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Case 1: Base case (04.08.2012 at 15:00 ) Case 2: Without greening
Case 3: Add trees Case 4: Add trees & grass roofs
Air Temperature 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
Avg.Temp: 34.27
SD: 0.174
Max: 34.77
Min: 33.64
Avg.Temp: 35.23
SD: 0.159
Max: 35.72
Min: 34.89
Avg.Temp: 33.98
SD: 0.436
Max: 34.92
Min: 31.88
Avg.Temp: 33.93
SD: 0.457
Max: 34.89
Min: 31.86
a b
c d
100m
 
Figure 6.20 Air Temperature Under Four Different Conditions, Including (a) the Current 
Condition and Greening Modification Conditions [(b) to (d)], at 15:00 at the Pedestrian 
Level (1.5 m Height). 
 
b. Comparing Current Conditions with the Results of the Greening Strategies 
The current conditions were compared with two greening modification strategies. This 
comparison is discussed regarding air temperature variations. The peak temperatures (at 
15:00) of four different conditions (Figure 6.20) were compared at the pedestrian level (a 
height of 1.5 m). This comparison was conducted to understand the impact of these greening 
modifications on reducing air temperature at the study site, as shown in Figure 6.21. The 
color gradient in Figure 6.21 specifies the air temperature range (low to high temperatures 
are represented with dark blue to magenta colors, respectively). These temperatures were 
processed within the same range to obtain a fair comparison and to identify hot and cool 
spots on the university campus. 
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Air Temperature Reduction 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
Air Temperature Reduction 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
a b c
Air Temperature Reduction 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
Avg.: -0.696
SD: 0.098
Max: -1.430
Min: -0.780
Avg.: -0.208
SD: 0.368
Max: -2.270
Min: 0.240
Avg.: -0.241
SD: 0.387
Max: -2.290
Min: 0.210
Current condition
[Difference between Case1 and Case2]
Add trees 
[Difference between Case3 and Case1]
Add trees & grass roofs 
[Difference between Case4 and Case1]
50m
 
 
Figure 6.21 The Cooling Potential Of Greening Modifications, Including (a) the Current 
Condition and the Two Main Greening Development Strategies [(b) and (c)], at 15:00 at the 
Pedestrian Level. 
 
Reduction Rate (%) at Z=1.50m
Avg.: -0.314%
Max: -0.460%
Min: -0.250%
Reduction Rate (%) at Z=1.50m
Avg.: -0.094%
Max: -0.740%
Min: 0.080%
Reduction Rate (%) at Z=1.50m
Avg.: -0.109%
Max: -0.750%
Min: 0.070%
a b c
50m
Current condition
[Case  contrasted with Case2]
Add trees 
[Case  contrasted with Case ]
Add trees & grass roofs 
[Case4 contrasted with Case1]
 
 
Figure 6.22 Comparison of the Different Air Temperature Reductions from Greening 
Modifications, Including (a) the Current Greening Condition and the Two Main Greening 
Development Strategies [(b) and (c)], at 15:00 at the Pedestrian Level. 
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After greening modifications were made to produce Figure 6.21b, the current conditions (see 
Figure 6.20a) were compared with those after adding trees (Figure 6.20c). The addition of 
greenery improved the outdoor thermal environment on the campus. The air temperatures 
were reduced by up to 2.27 °C relative to the current condition when the quantity of trees 
was increased by 20.23%. The hot spots, which initially occur at the southern part of campus 
and around campus buildings, became much cooler due to the cooling effects of the denser 
greenery from replacing pavement with trees, by adding landscape planting to the parking 
lot, by planting trees in unused space and by planting all available footpath locations with 
trees. 
 
Ultimately, combinations of both tree and grass roof modifications are required to achieve 
optimum cooling effects beneath the canopy level, which is shown in Figure 6.19a and 
6.21c. Although the results were similar, the red color in Figure 6.21b becomes more yellow 
when fewer green spots occur (see Figure 6.22c). This trend indicated that the areas became 
cooler following the combined scenario relative to the tree-planting scenario. In this case, 
when the greening coverage was changed from 40.33% to 60.37% of the GPR or when both 
the grass and tree coverage in the combined scenario where increased by 20%, only an 
average difference of 0.05 °C occurred. In fact, both scenarios provided cooling effects 
relative to the current conditions. The average air temperature was between 31.86 °C and 
34.89 °C. The largest air temperature reduction occurred between these scenarios with a 
maximum average difference of up to 2.29 °C. Thus, knowledge regarding the cooling 
effects of greening on outdoor cooling potentials was derived from these comparative 
results. Regarding outdoor air temperature modifications, nearly all temperatures decreased 
by between 0.094% and 0.109% (on average) of the outdoor thermal temperature for the tree 
and combination scenarios, respectively. These mitigation strategies relied on the quantity of 
trees. The vegetated green roof systems only contributed a small proportion of the maximum 
air temperature reduction (0.02 °C). 
 
In this experimental study, despite various campus buildings, tree planting generally 
provided cooling benefits at the pedestrian level more than growing grass on rooftops, 
especially during summer days. In contrast, the modification of adding trees provides a 
cooling potential larger than growing grass on rooftops. Thus, we suggested planting trees to 
benefit people who use outdoor spaces around the university campus. The selection or 
replacement of trees is recommended in open spaces that have no trees (such as parking lot 
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and unused areas) to optimize their cooling effect on the outdoor environment at the street 
level. Therefore, these green features are recommended in combination with outdoor 
landscape designs. These modifications will benefit the outdoor thermal environment, 
especially on summer days. 
 
3) A Summary of Experimental Studies 
The aim of an experimental pilot study using the ENVI-met model at an institutional campus 
in the summer. It is essential to understand the decision support tools that use a spatial 
method to model the relationships between urban elements are particularly useful for 
modeling the urban thermal impacts of different scenarios and for analyzing greening 
performance following the implementation of feasible urban environmental improvement 
policies. Although non-spatial tools are less data-intensive and are prepared more quickly, 
spatial methods are more effective for supporting university planning to improve the thermal 
environment. Furthermore, spatial methods can provide a more compelling visual output, 
which allows decision makers, stakeholders, and constituents to imagine and understand the 
impacts of policy choices [Srivanit M. et al., 2013]. 
 
In this experimental study, the ENVI-met computer simulation model was used as a spatial 
method for understanding greening quantities and their canopy densities in an area. These 
green areas had a pronounced cooling effect and reduced the ambient outdoor summer 
temperature. Moreover, this method focused on quantifying the influences of two calibration 
stages on the accuracy of the ENVI-met model. These two calibration stages included the 
modeling of the equilibrium environmental lateral boundary conditions. The capability of the 
proposed lateral boundary conditions for constructing equilibrium in the real environment 
was verified. Combining the optimal nesting area settings and the inflow wind boundary 
conditions improved the numerical simulation accuracy for validating criteria at the canopy 
level, especially for air temperature. In addition, this study helped illustrate the importance of 
these two problems and provided references for improving the ENVI-met model. Overall, the 
integration of spatial planning and design tools with microclimate assessment tools is a 
complex endeavor with a promising future. The use of spatial planning and design tools will 
integrate as the assessment of climate into the spatial decision process. Planners will be able 
to assess the impacts of their development (i.e., the adaptation of greening management) to 
urban climatic conditions without separately engaging climate scientists. 
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6.3. COOLING POTENTIAL AND BENEFITS OF GREENING IN 
DIFFERENCE CLIMATE ZONES 
 
The parametric studies employed the numerical model ENVI-met, verified using field 
measurements, to simulate cases with different combinations of factors. For benefiting urban 
activities, ambient air temperatures at the pedestrian level are compared among different 
greening strategies. For a city such as BMA, which has the different local climate zones, the 
experimental study reveals that GPR is ineffective for local thermal reduction near the 
ground. Thus, greening is a useful mitigation strategy for planners mainly from a visual 
perspective. As for different urban morphology living environment such as BMA, urban 
greening helps cooling the air and providing shade; it also helps lowering building energy 
consumption by providing a better outdoor boundary condition. Many researchers have also 
suggested that greening may be employed as a strategy for combating the ill effects of UHI. 
Working towards a set of better greening guidelines for urban planners, the current paper first 
provides a comprehensive review of planning with urban greening. It then describes 
parametric studies that have been conducted to investigate the preferred location, amount, and 
types of vegetation for urban planning. 
 
According to the BMA study, ENVI-met is first verified using field measurements. An urban 
area in four difference thermal climate zones (TCZs), BMA was selected for the verification 
(see Figure 6.1). The location is shown in the map (Figure 6.23 and 6.24). The chosen 
prototype areas have differences of dense building morphology and congested road patterns 
(Figure 6.25) commonly found in BMA. Two types of field measurements are used for the 
verification. The first one is an on-site spot measurement covering spatially distributed 
locations considering the spatial variation of the local climatic condition of the site. The 
second one is a tall tower meteorological monitoring of a reference station that is operated by 
the Nakhon Thai Network (NTN) was used to acquire RSL climate conditions (see Figure 3.6 
and Figure 3.9 for more details). 
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Figure 6.23 The Map Showing the Locations of the Four Prototype Areas and a Tall Tower 
Meteorological Station above the Roughness Sub-Layer (RSL). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.24 Wind Patterns Data of a Tall Tower Meteorological Station Selected was 2
nd
 
May 2012 which Represents a Typical Summer Day in BMA.  
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Figure 6.25 The Field Measurement Points Conducted in Four Prototype Areas during April 
16
th
 to May 26
th
, 2012 in the Summer: (a) TCZ1, (b) TCZ2, (c) TCZ3, and (d) TCZ4. 
 
Based on experimental use of the ENVI-met model, we’ve found that after done the 
systematical calibration processes, the calibrated model predictions agreed with all validation 
criteria and accurately represented the real environment, except "solar irradiance". 
Moreover, we’ve strongly suggested a way to adjust the ENVI-met model to better match the 
on-site measured and simulated solar irradiance values by selecting a cloudless day as a 
simulation day. Thus, the BMA’s field measurements were conducted from April 16th to May 
26
th
, 2012. However, after all measurements were taken during the specified period, one day 
was chosen (i.e. the TCZ1’s validation data selected was 2nd May 2012) for subsequent 
computer programme validation and simulations (see Appendix A for more details). The day 
was selected according to weather type over a field measurement period (i.e. Rainy or Clear 
Days), data error, reliability and a sufficient amount of data output from the field 
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measurement. As BMA’s climate is relatively uniform tropical hot and humid climate 
throughout the whole year, the selected day is significantly considered as a clear typical day 
for the whole year. Finally, based on the field measurement conducted in two month of April 
and May 2012, the UHI intensity in this area was found to be within the high magnitude in 
the summer (see Section 3.4.2. for more details). 
 
In order to validate the accuracy of the model, one clear day was selected at random, 2
nd
 May 
2012, for all experiments. As the air temperature was the main concerns in the overall 
condition of thermal climate zone prototypes, the above results were compared with 
simulated results obtained with ENVI-met. The main simulation conditions were based on the 
field measurement on that day, whilst building properties used for the case studies reported in 
this work are based on data obtained from the previous chapter, except plant database 
obtained from field work. The domain was representative of the current conditions of the four 
prototype areas, and designated within different grid input dimensions (Figure 6.26).  
 
In the preliminary simulations, both the average air temperature was underestimated. Thus, 
some of the input data from the weather station had to be calibrated in order to achieve a 
better correlation with the measured results. The results showed that air temperature was 
influenced by wind speed. Based on the model calibration processes, this may be due to the 
high wind speed causing high volume of cool energy, simultaneously cooling the surrounding 
air. Thus, this showed that diurnal amplitude tends to increase with decreases in wind speed 
and direction, where it became necessary to find a better correlation with measured results 
due to the wind speed input. It is noted that the measured wind speed varied strongly in 
direction and speed throughout the whole day. Therefore, in order to adjust the air and 
surface temperature curve, the average mean wind speed measured was changed. The initial 
temperature was increased in order to obtain a better correlation between measured and 
computed temperature (Figure 6.27). Considering the complexity of the three dimensional 
environment, ENVI-met was found to represent the trends of air and other validation criteria 
well, especially, the average error was found to be less than 0.1ºC for air temperature (see 
Figure 6.28 and Appendix A3 for more details). Thus, it has been shown that the measured 
and computed ENVI-met was correlated and dependable in presenting the current near-
surface air temperature of four prototype areas (Figure 6.29). 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.26 Initial ENVI-met Model Geometry Settings with Different Environments in the 
Area of: (a) TCZ1, (b) TCZ2, (c) TCZ3, and (d) TCZ4. 
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(c) 
 
 
(d) 
 
Figure 6.26 (Cont.) Initial ENVI-met Model Geometry Settings with Different Environments 
in the Area of: (a) TCZ1, (b) TCZ2, (c) TCZ3, and (d) TCZ4. 
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Figure 6.27 Process of Achieving Valid ENVI-met Model for Four Prototypes of BMA: (a) 
Initial Model Settings and (b) Calibrated Model Settings.  
 
As the main focus of the section is to study the impact of the green plot ratio (GPR) 
modification of trees density can be, assessed and evaluated; plant, surface and air interaction 
modeling is essential. Besides the current condition, ten scenarios were designed in order to 
compare and predict the optimum cooling potential made by GPR modifications. Thus, the 
basic input configurations as presented in Figure 6.30 are used throughout all of the 
simulations to enable confirmation that the cause of modification was genuinely made by 
trees adding in different TCZ prototype conditions. All conditions were designed and focused 
at the high problematic area. Based on the ENVI-met model findings, more trees were added 
in areas that were identified as hot spots and high temperature areas (i.e. tree quantities were 
doubled from current conditions (TCZ1) from 944 to 3,411 additional trees.) (Appendix B). 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.28 Comparison of the Calibration Stages for Improving the Accuracy of the Four 
Models to Obtain a Better Correlation with Measured Results: (a) LCZ1, (b) LCZ2, (c) LCZ3, 
and (d) LCZ4. 
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(c) 
 
 
(d) 
Figure 6.28 (Cont.) Comparison of the Calibration Stages for Improving the Accuracy of the 
Four Models to Obtain a Better Correlation with Measured Results: (a) LCZ1, (b) LCZ2, (c) 
LCZ3, and (d) LCZ4. 
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(a) TCZ1-EHD 
(c) TCZ3-HD
100 m
Air Temperature 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
Air Temperature 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
※ The simulation date selected was May 2nd, 2012 on 14:00 which represents a typical hot-humid summer day
Avg: 37.12
Max: 37.31
Min: 36.39
SD: 0.13
Avg: 35.17
Max: 35.72
Min: 33.99
SD: 0.35
(b) TCZ2-VHD
(d) TCZ4-MD
Air Temperature 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
Air Temperature 
(Celsius) at Z=1.50m
Avg: 33.67
Max: 34.22
Min: 33.22
SD: 0.15
Avg: 32.36
Max: 33.05
Min: 30.63
SD: 0.41
 
 
Figure 6.29 The ENVI-met Model Results that Accurately Represent the Real Environments 
in Difference Four Prototype Areas of BMA. 
 
(a) TCZ1: Extremely high density (EHD) (b) TCZ2: Very high density (VHD)
(c) TCZ3: High density (HD) (d) TCZ4: Medium density (MD)
Model geometry %
Open space 24.67
Building footprint 65.89
Current trees & grass cover 9.44
Total 100.00
Model geometry %
Open space 46.00
Building footprint 47.99
Current trees & grass cover 6.01
Total 100.00
Model geometry %
Open space 37.91
Building footprint 41.70
Current trees & grass cover 20.39
Total 100.00
Model geometry %
Open space 31.71
Building footprint 65.67
Current trees & grass cover 2.62
Total 100.00
 
 
Figure 6.30 A Summary of the Four Prototype Models that were Designed to Compare and 
Evaluate the Cooling Potential of Greening Modifications. 
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6.3.1. Development of Greening Modification Cases 
 
The simulation date selected was 2
nd
 May (14:00) which represents a typical hot and humid 
summer day in BMA. The change rate of a peak time of air temperature from a reference day 
was entries are summarized in Table 6 for adjustment models (Figure 6.31). The tree studied 
in this work to replace the existing situation in case study site is Pterocarpus indicus (also 
called "Padauk") to represent high tree canopy density: mature 10 m dense distinct crown 
trees, as in Figure 6.32, and LADs for each height segment from bottom-up are 0.075, 0.075, 
0.075, 0.075, 0.250, 1.150, 1.060, 1.050, 0.920, and 0 m2/m3, respectively. It is desirability 
as an appropriately sized species that provides shade and has few management problems in 
BMA [Thaiutsa B. et al., 2008]. 
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Figure 6.31 Change Rate of a Peak Time of Air Temperature from a Reference Day (May 2
nd
, 
2012 14:00) for Adjustment Models. 
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Family:
Fabaceae (legume family)
Characteristics:
In optimal conditions, height growth may be 2 m/yr (6.6 
ft/yr) for the first 3–4 years, reflecting an aggressive 
tree-planting program initiated by BMA in the 1990s 
based on its desirability as an appropriately sized species 
that provides shade and has few management problems 
in Bangkok.
(a) (b)
 
 
Figure 6.32 (a) Image of a Typical Pterocarpus indicus (Padauk): Facultative Deciduous 
Tree, Native to Tropical Southeast Asia, and (b) a Most Numerous Street Trees Inventoried in 
BMA [Source: Thaiutsa B. et al., 2008]. 
 
6.3.2. Cooling Effects of the Different Level of  Green Plot Ratio 
 
A total of 40 study cases were tested by varying the green plot ratio (GPR); this is 
summarized in Appendix B. The study cases were designed to determine the (i) location 
(where?), (ii) types (what?), and (iii) amounts (how much?) of greening necessity for efficient 
cooling. The results were found that the cooling potential of the different greening 
modifications is related to the building morphology, as an important planning factor 
contributing to a sustainable urban environment. Relevant investigations are therefore 
necessary to understand whether the basic building morphology can increase or decrease the 
cooling potentials brought about by greening, taking into account BMA’s overall prototype 
densely built urban areas. In line with the study cases discussed above and using the four 
different local climate zones as the experimental cases, simulations were also carried out for 
the GPR changing using the ENVI-met simulation model. For each of the 10 study cases of 
greening schemes, pedestrian-level air temperatures of 10 evenly distributed points (see 
Figure 6.25) were extracted at 2 pm and plotted together with results from the four prototype 
areas. 
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Several simulated results on the effects of different urban morphology and greening on the 
urban cooling potentials were revealed by comparative their results. First, despite various 
urban landforms, tree planting was in general beneficial by the temperature reduces the 
cooling benefit of the local climate and to that extent, also helps to reduce the urban 
morphology’s contribution to the urban heat-island effect at BMA in the summer (see Figure 
6.33). Second, as shown in Figure 6.34, the cooling benefits of greening when urban 
landform area is characterized by the open spacing and geometric layout of its buildings are 
high-rise sprawl uniformity in TCZ2 (defined as a prototype area of very high density (VHD) 
landform category); is higher the cooling benefits than other urban landform prototypes. That 
being said, the differences between results of the study cases with TCZ1, TCZ3, and TCZ4 
are small. 
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Figure 6.33 The Cooling Potential of Greening Modifications, Including the Base Case [BC] 
and the Green Plot Ratio [GPR] Adopted in Different Climate Zone Prototypes: (a) TCZ1, (b) 
TCZ2, (c) TCZ3, and (4) TCZ4 of BMA. 
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Figure 6.34 Comparison of the Different Air Temperature Reductions from Greening 
Modifications in Different Climate Zone Prototypes: (a) TCZ1, (b) TCZ2, (c) TCZ3, and (4) 
TCZ4 of BMA. 
 
After GPR modifications were made to produce Figure 6.34, the current conditions (or the 
base case (BC)) were compared with those after adding trees. The results were found that the 
average air temperatures were reduced by up to 0.30 °C (TCZ1), 1.18 °C (TCZ2), 0.41 °C 
(TCZ3), and 0.36 °C (TCZ4), respectively, relative to the current condition when the quantity 
of GPR was increased by 100% of the total open space each prototype areas. 
 
6.3.3. Towards to Improving Planners' Understanding 
 
Based on the parametric study understanding, the following key observations useful for 
planners can be reported. First, greening is beneficial in cooling the urban environment and 
creating better urban local climatic conditions for human activities at the ground level, 
especially during the hot and humid summer months in BMA. Second, difference cooling 
potential demands from tree planting is depended on urban landforms of BMA. In general, 
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the more greening, the better, however, from an urban planning perspective, implementation 
of vegetation schemes of say 100% GPR within the extremely high-density (EHD) urban 
context is either difficult or impractical. Based on the study results of the parametric tests, 
greening coverage of very high density (VHD), high density (HD), and medium density 
(MD) areas may be feasible and can be recommended. Therefore, it can be recommended that 
more greening is necessary beyond that stipulated in the Greening Master Plan. To achieve 
that more effectively, regulations or guidelines on greening must be implemented at the 
building site level. Initiatives are encouraged by giving rewards to good practices of 
extensive greening. 
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CHAPTER 7 
INTEGRATION WITH A CLIMATE-BASED URBAN FORMS 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
The scale of intervention required to reduce and adapt to the effects of local climate will 
require action at all levels of government and society. Some city governments are beginning 
to require local governments to meet city climate reduction targets in relatively short periods 
of time. However, it is at the local level that most decisions about city landforms are made-by 
public officials, practitioners, citizens in cities, metropolitan organizations, and special 
service districts. Yet town and city planners and local decision makers generally lack the 
tools and means needed to make informed choices about the climate change implications of 
local growth and redevelopment decisions, or to measure their effects. Policy makers and 
regulators at all urban scales, as well as their political constituents and stakeholders, need 
decision support tools that illustrate the local climate implications of urban landform so they 
can make sound, locally relevant land use decisions. While a wide spectrum of tools currently 
exists, few have the capacity to work simultaneously at either the regional (or a city 
settlement) and local scale, or to capture the multiple consequences of regulatory decisions. 
They generally lack the capacity to model the land use (landforms and functions)-local 
climate relationship in a way that easily and in real time informs the policy process. 
 
This chapter focuses on the integration of a climate-based landform classification system that 
had been evaluated in the previous chapters. To do so, the urban thermal impacts had to be 
evaluated into city planning term so that they could be combined with the environmental-
effectiveness in urban context. This research proposed the need to draw up a common 
procedure to process data, assess sites, and make reasoned and uncomplicated solutions to the 
design and planning needs of communities in different local climate-zones. A climate-based 
classification system is a comprehensive applied urban climatology that consists of clear 
guidelines for prospective designs that are supported by real-life examples. The integration of 
urban climate impact assessment tools has to be performed by using the relationship 
identified by local community in order to respond to the authentic needs of city society. 
Moreover, to include the working groups (the modeling and observing groups to work 
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together with the planner groups) involves in the urban climate planning process from the 
initial stage, their willingness to accept the consequences of urban and rural land 
development alternatives must be quantified. In this chapter, the thermal climate zone 
characteristics were determined their influences on a microclimate simulation tool to assess 
impacts generated by the urban development project as well. This helps to understand that 
which urban morphology criteria can influence on local development impacts on urban 
climate modifications and how different local climate zone conditions created different 
impact severities. These details are described in the following sections. 
 
 
Part I: Part II:
Urban Climatology Urban Planning
 Defining BMA’s urban heat island 
(UHI) magnitude
 Choosing a location and site for an 
urban (or rural) meteorological 
observations station
An initial guidance to obtain 
representative meteorological 
observations at urban sites
 Facilitate consistent documentation 
of site metadata for the urban canopy 
in numerical climate models (e.g., 
CFD, ENVI-met, etc.)
A Climate-based 
Landforms 
Classification 
System
Aids to Improve Communication and Transferability in Urban 
Climate and Environment Studies
 Wider applications for scaling-up
policies (Urban settlement planning): 
 To assist planners and policymakers in 
the task of larger-scale assessments 
(e.g. green infrastructure planning 
map  (GIPMap))
 Specific applications for scaling-down
policies (Local planning):
 An ideal tool or integrated suite of the 
climate-based landforms classification 
system in spatial planning and 
development process.
Major 
Contribution
 Ex. selecting the needs in planning 
with urban climate in different 
climate zone.(e.g. urban 
neighborhood green index (UNGI), 
optimum design system )
 
 
Figure 7.1 Summary the Applications of Integration with a Climate-Based Landforms 
Classification System in Local Climate Studies [Source: Author]. 
 
7.1. APPLICATION OF A CLIMATE-BASED URBAN FORMS 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
The scope of this research is to present a system to classify urban and rural climate-based 
classification of a city corresponding to the level of the canopy layer, which also provides a 
metadata set of numerical surface morphology properties for each class. The analysis 
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presented is applied on BMA, Thailand (see Chapter 5 for more details). The classification 
system holds promise as an educational and planning tool. Through urban-rural landforms 
and climate mapping, a city and region can be classified into local scale zones to produce 
standardized an urban-rural thermal environment map (URTEMap) of BMA. Then, this map 
can be manipulated into derivative forms such as spatial plots of heat stress or anticipated 
heat island magnitude, all for various configurations (existing or planned) of built form. 
Combining an urban climatic map with the urban thermal typology, city planners and 
environmental scientists (urban climatologists) should be able to generate valuable spatial 
databases for Bangkok city or region.  
 
This type of climate-based urban and rural landforms classification could facilitate first 
estimates of (see Figure 7.1): 
 
7.1.1. AN INITIAL GUIDANCE TO OBTAIN REPRESENTATIVE 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT URBAN SITES 
 
There is a growing need for meteorological observations conducted in urban areas, especially 
in developing countries of Asia. Urban populations continue to expand and meteorological 
services are increasingly required to supply meteorological data in support of detailed 
forecasts for citizens, building and urban design, energy conservation, transport and 
communications, air quality and health, storm water and wind engineering, insurance and 
emergency measures. At the same time, meteorological services have difficulty in taking 
urban observations that are not severely compromised. This is because most developed sites 
make it impossible to conform to the standard guidelines for site selection of the new 
meteorological instruments observation due to obstruction of airflow and radiation exchange 
by buildings and trees, unnatural surface cover and waste heat, and water vapour from human 
activities. 
 
This climate-based urban and rural landform classification system provides information to 
enable the selection of sites, installation of a meteorological station, and interpretation of the 
data from an urban (or rural) area. In particular, it deals with the case of what is commonly 
called “a standard climate station”. Despite the complexity and inhomogeneity of urban 
environments, useful and repeatable observations can be obtained. Every site presents a 
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unique challenge. To ensure meaningful observations requires careful attention to certain 
principles and concepts that are virtually unique to urban areas.  
 
The following recommendations are made for the case study of BMA: 
 
 Defining Bangkok’s urban heat island (UHI) magnitude: The urban–rural temperature 
difference, or urban heat island intensity (UHII) (or UHI magnitude), is the most widely cited 
measure of city climate modification in the environmental sciences. The UHI is typically 
presented as a temperature difference between the air within the UCL (see Figure 7.2) and 
that measured in a rural area outside the settlement ( ruT  ). We, therefore, proposed a new 
framework to extract UHI magnitudes from local temperature observations. With a BMA's 
TCZs classification framework, UHI magnitude is a TCZ temperature difference (e.g., 
ELDEHDT  ; see Figure 5.19). In this way, the BMA’s TCZ system prompts investigators to 
recognize and separate urban from nonurban influences on temperature. 
 
B
A B
A
(a)
(b)
A climate-based urban and rural landform classif ication
ELD  VLD  LD  MD  HD   VHD  EHD   VHD      VLD        ELD 
Canopy Layer 
Heat Island
 
 
Figure 7.2 Schematic Depictions of (a) the Main Components of the Urban Atmosphere, and 
(b) a Climate-Based Urban and Rural Landform Classification System and the Traditionally 
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Described Heat Island is that which is Measured at Standard Climate Station (Screen Height 
1.5-2.0 m Above Ground) at Urban Canopy Layer Atmosphere. [Modified after: Voogt J. A., 
2004]. 
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Figure 7.3 Comparison of (a) the ENVI-met Simulated Results of Near-Surface Air 
Temperature, and (b) Thermal Differential of BMA’s TCZ Prototype Areas. 
 
 Choosing a location and site for an urban (or rural) meteorological observations 
station: The importance of BMA’s TCZ is not their absolute accuracy to describe the field 
site but their ability to classify areas of a settlement into districts (or local climatic scale), that 
are similar in their capacity to modify the local climate, and to identify potential transitions to 
different urban climate zones. Such a classification is crucial when beginning to set up an 
urban station so that the spatial homogeneity criteria are met approximately for a station in 
the UCL or above the RSL (see Section 3.3 for more details). In what follows, it is assumed 
that the morphometry of the urban and rural areas, or a portion of it, has been assessed using 
detailed maps, and/or aerial photographs, satellite imagery (visible and /or thermal), planning 
documents (GIS and spatial dataset) or at least a visual survey conducted from a vehicle 
and/or on foot. Thus, a BMA’s urban-rural thermal environment map (URTEMap) can be 
helpful to be appreciated that they depict the physical form of the settlement scale. The task 
of urban and rural description results in a map with areas of TCZ delineated (see Figure 5.19 
and 5.20). Herein, the BMA’s TCZ as illustrated in Table 5.5 is used. The categories may 
have to be adapted to accommodate special urban and rural landform characteristic of some 
part of BMA or of unplanned urban development found in some less-developed landform. 
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For example, many extremely low density (ELD) classes in BMA do not have as large a 
fraction of the surface covered by impervious materials, roads may not be paved. Based on a 
BMA’ URTEMap found that the classification of 22 standard meteorological observations 
stations (see Figure 3.9 and Section 4.2.2 for more details) into BMA’s TCZs draws 
substantively from Table 5.5 led to match of their field sites with TCZ classes (shown on 
Table 7.2). 
 
Table 7.1 Twenty-two meteorological stations that correspond to the BMA’s TCZ classes 
Class  Correspond 
to BMA’s 
TCZ Class  
Number 
of stations 
fit into 
class  
Surface properties for thermal source areas 
a
 
1 Extremely 
low density 
(ELD)  
none     n/a  
2 Very low 
density 
(VLD)  
2 
 
PCD10 TMD2
 
3 Low density 
(LD)  
7 PCD1 PCD3 PCD6 TMD3 TMD4 ED1 ED3
 
4 Medium 
density 
(MD)  
9 PCD2 PCD4 PCD5 PCD8 PCD9
TMD1
PCD11 PCD13
ED2
 
5 High 
density 
(HD)  
2 PCD7 PCD14
  
6 Very high 
density 
(VHD)  
1 ED4
  
7 Extremely 
high density 
(EHD)  
1 PCD12
  
a
 Collecting and quantifying the surface properties for thermal source areas (see Section 4.2.2 for more details)  
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For choosing a location and site for BMA’s urban station: First, it is necessary to clearly 
establish the purpose of the station. If there is to be only one station inside the urban area, it 
must be decided if the aim is to monitor the greatest impact of the city, or of a more 
representative or typical district, or if it is to characterize a particular site (where there may be 
perceived to be climate problems or where future development is planned). Areas where there 
is the highest probability of finding maximum effects can be judged initially by reference to 
the ranked list of TCZ types in Table 5.5. Similarly, the likelihood that a station will be 
typical can be assessed using the ideas behind Table 5.5 and choosing extensive areas of 
similar urban development for closer investigation (see Figure 7.4), which allows decision 
makers to imagine and choose a location and site for urban and/or rural station. 
 
 Climate modeling, weather forecasting, and historical temperature analysis: 
Parameterization of the urban canopy in numerical climate models and weather prediction 
schemes can be improved with BMA’s TCZs, their surface morphological properties, and 
land cover metadata. BMA’s TCZs can provide input data for numerical climate models (e.g., 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, ENVI-met model, etc.) that incorporate urban 
canopy parameters into their formulations to forecast temperature, wind, precipitation, etc. 
Likewise, statistical regression models can use TCZ input data to predict intra-urban 
temperature patterns and UHI magnitudes. For example (see Chapter 6 for more details), 
based on the BMA’s ENVI-met computer simulations under current conditions of four TCZ 
prototypes (see Figure 7.2). Moreover, the decision support tools that use a numerical climate 
model  is a spatial-based method to model the relationships between urban elements are 
particularly useful for modeling the urban thermal impacts of different scenarios and for 
analyzing planning performance following the implementation of feasible urban development 
policies (e.g. urban greening, changing urban form variations, etc.). Although non-spatial 
tools are less data-intensive and are prepared more quickly, spatial methods are more 
effective for supporting urban and local (buildings group, neighborhood, land development 
projects) planning to improve the thermal environment. Furthermore, spatial methods can 
provide a more compelling visual output, which allows decision makers, stakeholders, and 
constituents to imagine and understand the impacts of policy choices. 
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Figure 7.4 Urban and Rural Field Sites Metadata are Likely to Match with Surface Property 
Values of Twenty-Two Thermal Source Areas.  
 
7.1.2. AIDS TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATION AND 
TRANSFERABILITY IN URBAN CLIMATE PLANNING 
 
The BMA’s climate-based classification can now be used as a structure for surveys and 
sampling, to answer questions such as “What is the total green space cover in the Bangkok 
metropolitan region and what are the uncertainties associated with the estimates?” “How 
much space is available for future tree planting in the BMA?” “What is the effect of the 
present and possible future tree populations on air quality in the BMA?” Given that the 
classification methodology can be applied to other metropolitan areas where gridded data is 
available, the same kind of questions may be addressed in metropolitan areas around the 
world. Furthermore the proposed BMA’s TCZs classification can be used for: 
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a) Wider Applications 
 
This type of urban land classification could facilitate first estimates of: 
 
 The distribution of landscape resources throughout urban and rural classes. For 
example, local climate class 7 is designated “extremely high-density (EHD)” here, and each 
TCZ which is classified as “EHD” has a mean of ∼8% of total area is green space and ∼50% 
of total area is open land. This information could be of interest to planners, recreation and 
amenity officers, and conservation bodies, to conduct more detailed survey of each BMA’s 
TCZ according to the application of interest (e.g. to reduce the localized thermal load with 
greening strategies, creation of a small and urban park, new woodland planting, etc.) and to 
identify, for example, those “EHD” squares whose proportion of open space is detrimentally 
low. 
 
 Land-use potential. Survey work based on the classification can identify further land-
use attributes for sample survey zones (such as, future tree planting potential, derelict sites, 
sites suitable for recreational development, etc.), which can be extrapolated to the whole 
BMA region. 
 
 Overall landscape resources of an urban-rural region. This would be useful for 
features that are not recorded on a systematic basis by other agencies and that are not a 
simple linear sum or difference of standard recorded features, e.g. area occupied by urban 
transport corridor development and commercial land suitable for tree planting. 
 
 Changes in the urban infrastructure. For example, removal of a building from a TCZ 
in class 7 (EHD) will result in re-classification of that square, bringing it into a class with less 
building, but with other attributes similar to class 7, and therefore subject to monitoring or 
policies for the new class. Of course, when TCZ re-classification exceeds some threshold 
(e.g. 10%), then the basis of the original classification becomes obsolete, and the region 
should be re-classified. The procedure described here ensures that updating the classification 
is a straightforward and time-efficient process. 
 
 Policy options. For example, the classification provides an estimate of the spatial 
distribution of extremely high-density areas (i.e. class 7’s TCZs). Therefore, It is possible to 
make the first estimate of the concentration of associated features and potential facilities (e.g. 
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street tree planting, pollutant emissions, green infrastructure planning), and their costs, 
without resorting to detailed survey in the first instance. 
 
Green Infrastructure Planning for Sustainable Urban Land Use and 
Spatial Development 
 
There are several avenues of research to emerge from this thesis. The recommendations are 
meant to promote clear communication and understanding among all researchers of the 
thermal environment effects and to provide a critical framework for mitigating and improving 
outdoor thermal comfort of the present and the future. Application of thermal climate zone to 
green infrastructure planning is a promising area for research. Green infrastructure has been a 
popular framework for smart development and conservation planning. If it is proactively 
planned, developed, and maintained in a systematical way, it should also be a better model 
for land use and spatial development in a city. 
 
Green infrastructure is an interconnected green space network that is planned and managed 
for its natural resource values and is related to urban ecology (includes parks, open spaces, 
playing ﬁelds, woodlands, allotments and private gardens, and other conservation lands). 
BMA has green infrastructure that we need to protect in the long term. With the growth of a 
fast expanding city like BMA, we seem to have forgotten our cultural and historic way of 
living in a city once well-known as the “Venice of the East”. Nowadays, our canals (or 
“Klongs”) have been replaced by roads and boats have been replaced by cars (see Figure 7.5). 
The city has been developing so fast, without any planning on the use of green infrastructure. 
Bangkok’s green infrastructure could be an integrated network of green spaces for our 
sustainable future [Vanno S., 2012]. 
 
Green infrastructure is an opportunity to improve the quality of life of BMA’s citizens, which 
is a network providing the “ingredients” for solving urban and climatic challenges by 
building with nature; and to optimize the integration with the existing traditional Grey 
infrastructure (system of man made improvements that sustains and improves the natural 
environment such as; curbs, gutters, drains & pipes, storage/treatment area or to receiving 
water). This research is intended to point out the opportunities for BMA to develop green 
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infrastructure from the existing green areas spreading out around the city, by integrating a 
GIS-based ecological connectivity assessment with the patch-corridor-matrix model. 
 
(a)
(b)
[Source: http://www.thaigoodview.com]  
 
Figure 7.5 Impacts of Urban Development on the Green Infrastructure Network in BMA: (a) 
Klong Sathon and (b) Klong Lot. 
 
Green infrastructure is an interconnected green space network that is planned and managed 
for its natural resource values and is related to urban ecology. Used as a noun, green 
infrastructure refers to a network of interconnected green spaces (including natural areas and 
features, public and private conservation lands, developing lands with conservation values, 
and other protected open spaces) that is planned and managed for its natural resource value 
and for the associated benefits it confers on the human population. Used as an adjective, 
green infrastructure describes a process that promoted a systematic and strategic approach to 
land conservation at the national, state, regional, and local scales, encouraging land-use 
planning and practices that are good for nature and for people [Benedict M.A. et al., 2006]. 
 
Green infrastructure networks are comprised of two primary components: landscape hubs and 
connecting corridors. Landscape hubs are large blocks of contiguous forestlands that provide 
high quality habitat and important ecosystem services. The largest hubs in our region are 
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publicly managed parks and forest lands. Corridors connect these hubs and provide linkages 
between disparate natural areas. They serve as habitat & movement corridors for wildlife and 
ecological processes and allow plants and animals to access a larger habitat base (see Figure 
7.6a). By integrating a GIS-based ecological connectivity assessment with the patch-corridor-
matrix model, this case study provided a green infrastructure planning approach to guide the 
sustainable land use decision in BMA. 
 
Matrix
Patch
Corridor
LinksHubs
A Green Infrastructure Planning Map (GIPMap)
Landscape Pattern Model
A Climate-based Urban and Rural Landforms 
Classification System
Core
Buffer
Transitional
Ecological Connectivity Evaluation
Green Infrastructure 
Network Components
(a)
[Source: http://linkinglands.org] 
(b)
Patch A
Patch B
Patch C
Matrix
Matrix
Matrix
 
 
Figure 7.6 (a) The Foundation of Green Infrastructure Network and (b) Steps Involved in the 
Development of Green Infrastructure Planning Map [Modified after: Chang Q. et al., 2012]. 
 
A series of a climate-based urban and rural landform classification map is the foundation of 
green infrastructure planning. In this part, the two key steps of this methodology are 
presented as shown in Figure 7.6b. (i) The whole landscape pattern analysis with the Patch-
Corridor-Matrix Model: Based on the aggregate-with-outliers principle in landscape ecology, 
there is a “four top-priority ecological indispensables” pattern which is recognized as a robust 
way to fit elements together into a whole landscape planning. The four key components in 
this pattern are a few large patches of natural vegetation, major stream or river corridors, 
connectivity with corridors, and stepping stones between large patches, and heterogeneous 
bits of nature across the matrix. Based on the land use change survey map in the study area, 
we firstly analyzed the spectrum of the patch size of each land use type, then divided the 
landscape pattern into the eco-land matrix, the built-up and eco-land patches, and the traffic 
and river corridors by the statistical distribution of the land-use polygon sizes. (ii) To identify 
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where the connectivity between larger patches is the most suitable to compose links, here we 
adopted the following Ecological Connectivity Index (ECI) method. Ecological connectivity 
refers to the functional aspects of the actual connection between the different ecosystem 
units.  
 
Uncontrolled urban sprawl-spreading across the city over the past several decades-has 
expanded way too far into rural areas (see Chapter 4 for more details). In the distribution of 
climate-based urban and rural landform classes in the BMA (see Chapter 5 for more details), 
the dark green zone (or "Extremely Low Density (ELD)" is the rural and agricultural 
conservation area, the light green zone (or "Very Low Density (VLD)") is the rural and 
agricultural area. These two green zones are supposed to be areas for water detention and 
floodways. The water’s edges were once rural, but now they barely have any green space left 
and no natural edges. Properties along the water edges, where public recreation and 
multifunctional purposes should be facilitated, are instead owned privately while few public 
developments have taken place. When looking at BMA’s green spaces, it can be seen that the 
city has scattered green space. Figure 5.12 has gathered all together the green areas of 
Bangkok and overlaid them with green areas of rural and agricultural landforms from an 
Urban-Rural Thermal Environment Map ("URTEMap") (Figure 5.19) to show the proximate 
locations of these areas. This shows that there is no network connecting these green areas. 
Rivers and canals are forms of natural borders and also linkages, but they are hardly used to 
connect these green areas.  
 
Today, most of the canals are structural with solid embankments, used only for the city’s 
drainage system. BMA’s green spaces are individual standalone spaces scattered throughout 
the city. The modifications of human developments on the land have created fragmented 
patterns that threaten indigenous plant and wildlife communities in dispersal to other patches 
of green area and associated in ecological function and processes [Vanno S., 2012]. Policy 
for future development should encourage an increase in the green network or expand the 
connections between the green areas, while strictly following a Green Infrastructure 
Planning Map (GIPMap) of BMA (Figure 7.7). At the same time, BMA’s government has to 
foster community involvement by engaging the residential, commercial, and private sectors 
in planning, installing, planting, and maintaining the sites (see Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.7 The BMA’s Green Infrastructure Planning Map (BMA’s GIPMap) Resulting from 
the Patch-Corridor-Matrix Model Integrated into the Ecological Connectivity Pattern 
[Source: Author]. 
 
The dark green zone and light green zone in the BMA’s GIPMap (see Figure 7.7) show 
planned floodways that would supposedly prevent BMA from flooding, but they are too far 
out from the heart of the city (city’s core area) and the water can come down from the river. 
There are several old communities living in the floodplain area, but new housing 
developments in the flood area cannot adjust themselves to accommodate the flood. Building 
styles and people’s way of living have changed, with floods now unacceptable for new 
developments. People in the communities can no longer adapt for the annual flood. 
Interconnecting green space linkages, as proposed in the BMA’s GIPMap, will help transfer 
water from place to place at the city settlement level, connecting open spaces and water 
elements together and decentralizing water detention areas. To be effective at the larger scale, 
BMA must commit to developing green infrastructure with all the available green techniques. 
The legislation and regulation of green infrastructure represent an agreement between people 
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and the city. Green spaces in BMA can no longer be just for recreation or city beautification. 
BMA’s green areas need to become a green infrastructure for the city, with multifunctional 
uses to serve people’s way of living as well as nature, providing a home to urban wildlife. 
Unconnected green spaces need to be connected and function as a whole system. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.8 Connecting Green Network Master Plan for (a) the Rattanakosin Island (Historic 
Centre of BMA) and (b) Green Infrastructure Design Guidelines. 
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Interconnecting green areas should be designed with more concern for what the progress of 
climate change has done to us. The infrastructure improvement of the city needs to be 
considered by city politicians and agreed upon as a whole to make this an issue of concern in 
the city’s policy, thus enabling for a healthier and more sustainable city to be planned in 
future. Of course, it is not easy to find enough spaces to create a system in one day or just 
through a single solution. In the process, expropriation of land might draw popular resistance 
or protest against the city. Public understanding and risk communication must be an ongoing 
process from the beginning to the end to ensure the cooperation of the people. Green 
infrastructure is important to the city, and it is not too late to start thinking about how to 
design a better city for people to live in and minimize any environmental impact from 
development. Cities’ guideline plans of conservation of green infrastructure should be 
provided for future planning and ensure natural resources preserved for future generations. 
 
b) Specific Applications 
 
 Architecture, city planning, and landscape ecology: The integration of urban climate 
knowledge with city planning has not been especially useful or successful, in part because 
urban climatology has advanced slowly around issues of scale and communication. Thus, the 
BMA’s TCZ system could advance these issues because it offers a basic package of urban 
climate principles for architects, planners, ecologists, and engineers. The system conveys 
these principles through spatial scales (micro, local) and design elements (e.g., building 
height, building plot ratio, green metric) that are relevant to the many cognate disciplines of 
urban climatology.  
 
Urban Neighborhood Green Index Assessment 
 
Here, the term TCZ is used as a spatial concept as the analysis is partly based on 
neighborhood characteristics. Figure 7.9 illustrates the model for measuring neighborhood 
greenness. The characteristics of urban vegetation have been defined by two parameters, i.e., 
amount of green and type of green (basic type of urban vegetation, i.e., dense, low/grass 
vegetation, etc.). Characteristics of urban built-up at neighborhood level are defined by 
climate-based classification system. 
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Figure 7.9 The Conceptual Model for Urban Neighborhood Green Index (UNGI) Assessment 
[Source: Author]. 
 
In this research, we’ve proposed a new architectural and planning metric for greenery in 
cities and buildings. This new metric, the green plot ratio, or GPR is based on a common 
greening density parameter and one of the primary strategies in the greening of the built 
environment is the incorporation of trees and plants. There are several benefits to increasing 
the amount of greenery in cities—environmentally, aesthetically, and recreationally. The 
research not only supports the argument that plants are an important ingredient in 
aesthetically and emotionally beneficial, but also found plants to be balancing, also can 
improving local thermal effects in difference cooling potential demands, which is depend on 
different TCZs of BMA (see Section 6.3.2 for more details).  For example, Figure 7.11 shows 
the current condition, short-term, and long-term the greening master plans (GMPs) is 
proposed into a more effective area in improving by trees planting in Asoke district (TCZ2); 
and Figure 7.12 shows a vision for improvement phasing by trees planting of the future as 
recommended by the GMPs in this area. 
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Figure 7.10 An Example of the Cooling Potential of Greening Modifications that More 
Effectively by GPR in a Very High Density (VHD) Prototype Area: (a) Modification 
Conditions, (b) Near-Surface Air Temperature Changing and (c) Air Temperature Reduction 
form Current Condition (see Chapter 6 and Appendix B for more details). 
 
(a) (b) (c)
Current condition Short term plan Long term plan  
 
Figure 7.11 Greening Master Plans for Asoke District: (a) Current Condition, (b) Short-Term, 
and (c) Long-Term Plans [Source: Author]. 
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(a)
(b)
 
 
Figure 7.12 Greening Development Recommended by Greening Master Plans in Asoke 
District of BMA [Source: Author]. 
 
This experimental study investigates the thermal effects of greening on the urban 
microclimate. Parametric studies using ENVI-met have shown that proper greening may 
greatly improve the urban microclimate and lower the summer urban air temperatures at 
grade. For planners and policy makers, it may be stated that “the cooling effect of about 1 °C 
is possible when GPR by tree coverage is larger than 43% of the total land area” - when the 
building coverage ratio (BCR) and floor area ratio (FAR) are set to 42% and 2.5, 
respectively, which is the average value in the very-high density (VHD) prototype area (see 
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Figure 6.34b and Figure 7.10). On the other hand, it should be noted that neither planting 
trees on the ground is effective in cooling the pedestrian environment in four prototype areas 
of BMA. At best they may serve to benefit by not further warming up the hot urban 
environment as comparing to artificial materials. 
 
This study shows that the decision support tools that use a spatial method to model the 
relationships between urban elements are particularly useful for modeling the urban thermal 
impacts of different scenarios and for analyzing greening performance following the 
implementation of feasible green campus policies. Although non-spatial tools are less data-
intensive and are prepared more quickly, spatial methods are more effective for supporting 
university planning to improve the thermal environment. Furthermore, spatial methods can 
provide a more compelling visual output, which allows decision makers, stakeholders, and 
constituents to imagine and understand the impacts of policy choices. 
 
A proper, and future, strategy for a sustainable city must not only include plants but be more 
precise in channeling plants towards balancing of urban metabolism. Better urban 
environmental evaluation technology will be needed to increase the efficiency of cities and 
reduce their local thermal pollution levels, but it is likely that all the best efforts will not be 
enough if the role of plants in the sustainability of cities is not recognized. To do this, cities 
will need to be described in ecological terms such that the ecological impact of BMA on the 
local environment can be identified and monitored. Within BMA themselves, ecological 
processes of cities cannot be separated into urban development and natural systems but the 
two will need to be resolved and integrated. Both human needs and the need to maintain 
nature’s equilibrium will have to be met concurrently—not just globally but within the urban 
context. Thus, the GPR proposed here is a small, but hopefully, useful step towards enabling 
this development of a future strategy for sustainability in BMA. Based on a biological 
parameter, GPR bridges the fields of urban ecology, biological science and urban planning. 
This concept must be considered for regulatory adoption in BMA. 
 
Optimum Arrangement of Greening for Planning of Pleasant Outdoor 
Environment 
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In this part, an optimum planning and design method is developed and coupled simulation of 
convection, radiation, and conduction for comfortable outdoor thermal environments, and in 
order to examine the validity of the proposed optimum planning and design system, an 
apartment block space in an urban area is set up as an analysis target and the optimum 
arrangement of buildings and trees in two study cases are analyzed for pleasant outdoor 
thermal environment design.  
 
For the optimum arrangement of trees, two different cases within the target area are examined 
to clarify the effect of different target areas (all open space or walkways) on optimization. For 
the optimum arrangement of buildings, in order to clarify the effect of the different positions 
of building blocks and building coverage ratio, several cases with different positions or 
building shapes in the target domain are examined. As a result, the optimum arrangements of 
the buildings are derived with GIS platform and simulations for the three cases, and the 
validity of the optimum design method is confirmed. 
 
Although appropriate building and plant arrangements are important factors in designing a 
comfortable outdoor thermal environment, these arrangements are actually often made 
empirically, from the varying standpoints of conventional planning concepts or landscape 
design. There is almost no example of research into the optimum design method for a 
pleasant outdoor thermal environment. On the other hand, for the designer, it would be very 
useful to develop an optimum design method. However, in order to determine which design is 
actually ‘‘the optimum’’, it would be necessary to examine the effect of all possible designs. 
In this case, the potential number of cases to be examined becomes almost impossibly large. 
 
Research into the optimum planning and design method, which sets out to maximize (or 
minimize) the objective function value used as a design target, is at an early stage in the fields 
of structural and architectural design. Under present circumstances, when improvement to the 
outdoor thermal environment is urgently required in summer, the optimum design method 
concerning the arrangement of buildings and plants so as to improve the outdoor thermal 
environment needs to be developed [Chen H. et al., 2008]. In this research, an optimum 
design method for building and plant arrangements to improve the outdoor thermal 
environment in summer is proposed as the first step for research into the outdoor optimum 
design method. In the future, a multi-object optimum design method incorporating other 
factors will be examined. In this research, the authors concentrated on human thermal 
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comfort in an outdoor space; an optimum design method using a coupled simulation of 
convection, radiation, and conduction is examined in connection with building and plant 
arrangements for a pleasant outdoor thermal environment. 
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Step2: Numerical Analysis Step3: Evaluation and Control
 Planning Objective
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Method of Optimum Planning
 Evaluation Method and 
Standard Value for Optimum 
Planning and Design
PLANNER
Input Data
Numerical Analysis 
of Outdoor Thermal 
Environment
A METEOROLOGICALLY 
OPTIMIZE PLANNING
The Spatial Distribution of 
Air Temperature, Wind 
Velocity, Humidity and Mean 
Radiant Temperature (       ) 
are Obtained.
Change of Planning 
Parameter
Outdoor Thermal 
Environment Evaluation
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Planning 
Parameter
Optimum 
Evaluation Value
The planning target is not filled
The planning target is filled
THE OPTIMUM PLANNING AND DESIGN SYSTEM
[Source: Author]
Optimum 
Inquiry-based 
Process
mrtT
 
 
Figure 7.13 The Composition of the Optimum Planning and Design System for the Outdoor 
Thermal Environment [Modified after: Chen H. et al., 2008]. 
 
Figure 7.13 shows a flowchart of the optimum design system for the outdoor thermal 
environment and coupled simulation of convection, radiation, and conduction. This optimum 
design system is composed of the following three steps: (1) optimization problem setup by 
the designer, (2) numerical analysis of the outdoor thermal environment using coupled 
simulation of convection, radiation, and conduction, and (3) evaluation of the optimum 
solution candidate and control of the optimum inquiry process. Here, in the first part, the 
design objective and the design element for the optimum design are determined. The 
optimum design methods, the method for quantifying the outdoor thermal environment and 
the standard value for selecting the optimum solution candidate are also determined at this 
stage. In the second part, the spatial distribution of wind velocity, air temperature, humidity 
and mean radiation temperature of a candidate are calculated and the spatial distribution of 
the optimum evaluation value is calculated from the above results. In the third part, it checks 
whether the optimum evaluation value of the optimum solution candidate computed in the 
second part corresponds with the standard value for selecting the optimum solution candidate 
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determined in the first part. When the outdoor thermal environment does not satisfy the 
design objective, the combination of design variables is changed, and the optimum inquiry is 
advanced by feeding back this combination of design variables to the second part. Eventually, 
when the evaluation values of the outdoor thermal environment satisfy the design objective, 
the feedback is ended. The value of the design parameter at this time becomes the optimum 
value. 
 
Cycle I Cycle II Cycle III Cycle ... Cycle n
planning planning planning planning planning
evaluating evaluating evaluating evaluating evaluating
testing testing testing testing testing
Planning Solution
Valuing Outdoor 
Thermal 
Environment
The value of the planning parameter becomes the optimum value
[Source: Author]
Initial plan
+ + + + +
Optimal plan
When the evaluation 
values of the outdoor
thermal environment 
satisfy the planning 
objective, the 
feedback is ended.
 
Figure 7.14 The Optimum Inquiry-Based Process for Pleasant Outdoor Thermal 
Environment. 
 
First, the initial development plan (the first generation) is determined randomly as an initial 
value. Next, the fitness of each respective individual is calculated using coupled simulation of 
outdoor thermal environments. The individual with the highest fitness ranking is selected 
from among all the individuals in the development plan, based on a selection rate set by the 
designer. The optimum design system operations such as simple crossover or mutation are 
performed at random for selected individuals according to a set crossover rate or mutation 
rate. The offspring (individuals) of the next generation are produced by the above operations, 
and then these operations are repeated. The cycle of optimum design method is the step 
inquiry where the optimum individual is chosen via more detailed analysis from among the 
group of highest-ranking individuals identified in the first step inquiry (an initial development 
plan). Figure 7.14 shows a flowchart of the optimum design inquiry-based process for 
pleasant outdoor thermal environment. 
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In this research, the numerical analysis method for outdoor thermal environments used in the 
second part is one previously applied in Chapter 6. In order to examine the validity of the 
proposed optimum design system, land development projects and their surroundings in an 
urban area are set up as the analysis target, the optimum arrangement of buildings and trees in 
two cases being analyzed. 
 
1) A Study on the Cooling Effects of Greening in a High-Density Area 
 
Design objective: An urban area in the Extremely High Density (EHD) was selected for an 
example of a land development proposal in BMA. The location is shown in the map (13° 
43.549' N Lat., 100° 31.937' E Long.; see Figure 7.15). The chosen case study area has a 
dense building morphology and congested road patterns commonly found in the core area of 
BMA. Overall road patterns are regular and arranged in the direction of northwest-southeast 
(e.g. Thaniya Rd., Phat Pong Rd., Convent Rd.).  
 
100m
2
1
2
1
SALA DAENG 
BTS STATION
SILOM ROAD
(a) (b)
 
 
Figure 7.15 An Example of a Land Development Proposal in the Extremely High Density 
(EHD) Zone of Silom District (CBD of Bangkok); (a) Location of a Case Study Area (or “a 
Target Domain Area”), and (b) Eye Level Photographs Of Current Conditions. 
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Current Conditions Development Master Plan 1 Development Master Plan 2
Min: 36.39
Max: 37.31
Min: 36.46
Max: 37.31
Min: 34.09
Max: 37.26
Air temp. 
( C)
Remark: The simulation date selected was 2nd May 2012 on 14:00 which represent a typical hot-humid summer day at a  extremely high  density (EHD) climate zone of BMA.  
 
Figure 7.16 ENVI-met Model Results on the Local Thermal Environment Impacts Generated 
Same Density in Different Development Layouts of Silom District (BMA’s CBD): (a) 3D 
Bird’s Eyes Views, (b) Vertical View of the Development Modifications, and (c) Air 
Temperature under Three Different Conditions at 14:00 at 1.5 m Height.  
 
Design parameters: As illustrated in Figure 7.16, it shows development master plans with the 
same residential density, but in different urban forms in the Silom District (Bangkok’s CBD). 
The corresponding development plans and meteorological data were inputted. For parametric 
study, a generic development plan based on the current conditions of an urban area was used 
and created for the parametric study. Building sizes in the development plan were taken as 
amalgamated blocks, ranging in size from 25×50 m
2
. The widths of the streets between 
buildings were 6 m. The building heights were first set to be homogenous at 15 m (5 floors), 
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which represents the average building height of the development plan (“Plan 1”). Study case 
of “Plan 1” had mean building-height-to-street-width ratio as 2.5, which is a characteristic of 
urban morphology and certain decisions under zoning regulations of the Bangkok Land Use 
Comprehensive Plan 2006 and other relating laws to the development in Bangkok (e.g. the 
Bangkok Land Development Act 2006, Building Control Act 1997). In addition, a 
development plan with other building heights and form designs, Study case of “Plan 2” was 
also constructed and simulated to include the influence of building heights and form designs 
on cooling potentials of greening around buildings.  
 
Analytical results and considerations: Based on the ENVI-met parametric study 
understanding, the compact high-rise and low coverage layout (“Plan 2”) creates large areas 
of open land that are suitable for expansive communal facilities; for example, green spaces 
and sports grounds, may greatly improve the urban microclimate and lower the summer urban 
air temperatures at grade. Moreover, the cooling potential of the different greening strategies 
is related to the building morphology, as an important planning factors contributing to a 
sustainable urban development and environment. Relevant investigations therefore are 
necessary to understand whether the basic building morphology can increase the cooling 
potentials brought by greening and taking into account BMA’s overall densely built urban 
areas. 
 
2) Application of the Optimum Planning and Design System for Pleasant 
Outdoor Thermal Environment in a Residential Development Project 
 
Design objective: This case sets the optimization problem of the outdoor thermal environment 
with the optimum arrangement of greening strategies (e.g. trees, hedges, ground grass covers, 
grass roofs, etc) in summer as its design objective. In concrete terms, it investigates the 
optimum arrangement of a housing development plan in the rural-urban transitional area of 
BMA (see Figure 7.17), where the spatial integration of the spatial distribution of the 
objective function described later is to be maximized under the Bangkok Land Subdivision 
Act 2007. During 2009, total housing registrations in Bangkok increased 10% from 83,065 
units in 2008 to 90,971 units in 2009. Of these registrations, single detached houses are one 
of the fastest becoming the dominant form of new housing for urban Thais [Boonyoung I., 
2012].  
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Figure 7.17 A Sample of a Usual Housing Development Plan Commonly Found in the Rural-
Urban Transitional Area of BMA; (a) Attract Investment to Respond to the Increasing 
Population and Housing Needs, and (b) a Housing Development Plan in Case of Small-Land 
Development Project [Source: Author]. 
 
In turn, this land subdivision scheme induced other similar land subdivision among private 
developers as well as many governmental agencies who bought land and had their own 
schemes to sell by not realizing the environmental impact assessment influenced from their 
development. Furthermore, more than half of the housing development projects are located 
outside the city center. More and more low-rise housing buildings will be constructed in the 
suburbs with the rapid continuation of urban sprawl. Recent studies have discussed 
sustainable design issues on a broad range of scales from landscape planning to building 
design. Climate-responsive design has addressed some of these issues in terms of modifying 
the outdoor thermal environment. The allocation of trees affects the microclimate of the 
housing via its effect on summer diurnal range. Therefore, it is necessary to simulate the 
lighting environment and quantitatively analyze the characteristics of the microclimate when 
optimizing the greening of a residential area. 
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Design parameters: The case study takes low-rise residential buildings as research objects. 
Specifically, the study focuses on the effects of greening types and the location of green 
space between houses. There are five conditions in the present study (see Figure 7.18) 
included following; Usual housing development plan (“Cycle I”) is propose under regulations 
of the Bangkok Land Subdivision Act 2007 in case of a small-land development project (less 
than 99 units, a plot size about 12 × 16 sq. m., the minimum 2 meters setback from a side 
street for one dwelling on a unit, and the minimum public open spaces about 5 percent of a 
total land development), which pattern commonly found in suburbs of BMA. Figure 7.18a 
shows the five differences in building form designs. The building is composed of a same 
building plot area (a building's total floor area about 96 sq. m.) for each design. The 
simulation date selected was May 21
st
, 2012 at 14:00 which represents a typical hot-humid 
summer day of BMA. Other four cases focused on the areas with multiple possibilities by 
implementing more greening areas. Specifically, grass was installed on 34% of building 
roofs in “Cycle V”.  
 
Estimating the Mean Radiant Temperature in an Outdoor Environment Setting 
 
One of the most studied areas in human-biometeorology – which deals with the combined 
effects of atmospheric conditions on the human organism – focuses on the assessment of the 
thermal environment. The meteorological parameters of air temperature, air humidity, wind 
velocity and thermal (infrared) radiation are described as thermal factors and have a thermo-
physiological effect on the human heat balance and consequently on the state of human 
thermal comfort. In order to give a comprehensive human-biometeorological evaluation, it is 
necessary to consider all of the meteorological parameters which affect the heat exchange 
between the human body and its (indoor or outdoor) environment [Fanger P.O., 1972; Mayer 
H. et al., 1987; Höppe P., 1993; Jendritzky G., 1993; VDI, 1998; Kántor N. et al., 2011]. 
 
From the point of view of thermal comfort, conductive heat transfer usually plays a non-
significant role. On the contrary, convective ways of heat exchange are more important. 
Convective fluxes of sensible heat and latent heat are influenced by air temperature and air 
humidity, respectively, and both of them are affected by wind velocity. Measurement of these 
thermal factors does not cause any problem in general. The radiant environment also has a 
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considerable effect on the body’s heat balance; more-over, in the case of strong direct solar 
radiation it becomes the most significant agent of heat gain. However, the radiation field may 
be very complex, consisting of several long and short wave components. In order to 
summarize the effects of all radiant heat fluxes reaching the body the mean radiant 
temperature ( mrtT ) has become a very popular parameter in the field of human-
biometeorology [Kántor N. et al., 2011].  
 
Some studies showed that there is a strong relationship between mrtT  and the thermal comfort 
indexes (e.g Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET), Outdoor Standard Effective 
Temperature (OUT_SET*), Predicted Mean Vote (PMV), Universal Thermal Climate Index 
(UTCI)) [Gulyas A. et al., 2006; Mayer H. et al., 1998]. Determination of this index is quite 
complicated in practice, especially in urban environments with diverse surface morphology. 
The aim of this study is to give an idea on the mrtT  in a way which would be helpful, 
principally for the scientists who are new in the field of human-biometeorological thermal 
comfort assessments and also the outsiders who are not so familiar with this topic. Some of 
the existing methods (e.g. ENVI-met) which are applied more often to measure or to model 
this parameter outdoors are presented. 
 
the mrtT  includes all short-wave radiation flux in direct, diffuse and reflected as well as long-
wave radiation flux emitted from sky, wall and floor [Matzarakis et al., 2007]. mrtT (°C) also 
weighs the directional components of the radiation flux using following equation [Höppe, 
1992; VDI, 1998]: 
 
  15.2734   pstrmrt ST    [Eqn. 7.1] 
 
Where: p  is the emissivity of the human body (standard value 0.97),   is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant (5.67×10
-8
W/m
2
K
4
), strS  is the mean radiant flux density (W/m
2
) defined 
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iE  and iD  are the short and long-wave radiation fluxes (W/m
2) respectively (i =1, …, n) and 
Fi are the angular factors between a person and the surrounding surfaces. iF  is set to 0.22 for 
radiation fluxes from the four cardinal points (east, west, north and south) and 0.06 for 
radiation fluxes from above and below. ka  is the absorption coefficient for  shortwave 
radiation (standard value 0.7) and 0.97 for terrestrial radiation ( a ), which equals to the 
emission coefficient of the clothed human body ( p ) in pursuance of Kirchoff’s law 
( pta  ). 
 
The evaluation of optimization proceeds in accordance with the following method. A 
comparison is performed between the spatial distributions of mrtT  in the basic case (“Cycle 
I”) where there are 5 percent of green plot ratio (GPR) and in the case where four greening 
modifications have been arranged (see Figure 7.18e). The improvement level of the outdoor 
thermal environment with the arrangement of trees is evaluated from the decrease in the value 
of mrtT . In this case study, the optimum arrangement of green infrastructures that has the 
maximum value of spatial integration of the objective function in the outdoor thermal 
environment is set as a design objective. 
 
Analytical results and considerations: Figure 7.19a shows the optimum inquiry-based 
processes of a small-residential development project with ENVI-met model in the fifth 
inquiry cycles. The horizontal axis represents the inquiry cycles of the optimum inquiry-
based process, and the vertical axis is the improvement level of the outdoor thermal 
environment. As a trend, the result can be seen that the objective function of the individual 
rises with the optimum inquiry process. Considering the average value within the analysis 
domain, the air temperature of “Cycle I” is about 1.35 °C higher than that of “Cycle V”, and 
along with a higher air temperature, the wind velocity of “Cycle I” is about 0.12 m/s higher 
than that of “Cycle V”, while the mrtT  for “Cycle V” is about 7.67 °C lower, than those of 
“Cycle I”. The average mrtT  value at a height of 1.5m throughout the whole open space and 
the road is shown in Figure 7.19b, and the outdoor thermal environment relief effected from 
the arrangement of trees is recognized. Moreover, in “Cycle V”, although the average mrtT  for 
the whole open area is lower than that of “Cycle I”, the average mrtT  near the road rises. It is 
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apparent that the difference in target domain has had a significant influence on the result of 
the optimum inquiry. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.18 The Results of Optimum Inquiry-Based Process for Pleasant Outdoor Thermal 
Environment: (a) 3D Bird’s Eyes Views of Building Form Designs, (b) Five Difference 
Conditions of the Analysis Domain, (c) Simulated Air Temperature, (d) Air Velocity, and (e) 
Mean Radiant Temperature ( mrtT ) on 14:00 at 1.5 m Height [Source: Author]. 
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The optimum design method for the optimum arrangement of buildings and greening 
strategies using the optimum inquiry-based process and coupled simulation of convection, 
radiation, and conduction for the design of outdoor thermal environments is developed. Thus, 
the optimization of the outdoor thermal environment is achieved in accordance with the 
different target areas, and therefore it is considered that the validity of this proposed method 
for the optimum design can be seen. Here, the average mrtT  value in the optimum designs 
(“Cycle V”) is less than that of the initial case (“Cycle I”). It is shown that the outdoor 
thermal environment is improved in summer by the optimum arrangement of buildings and 
green infrastructures. 
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Figure 7.19 Summaries of Analytical Results Outdoor Thermal Environment Evaluating in 
the Fifth Inquiry Cycles; (a) Simulated Outdoor Climatic Conditions, and (b) Calculated 
Mean Radiant Temperature [Source: Author]. 
 
Outdoor thermal environment impact assessment provides a systematic process for 
identifying, describing, and evaluating local climatic conditions and development 
requirements in order to improve decisions about their optimal design parameters. Choosing 
to assess the local thermal environment does not imply that all identified design parameters 
must be developed. It does imply that the designer must be knowledgeable about its design 
conditions, so that development decisions reflect the range of community liveability values, 
not just economic values. An environmental impact assessment facilitates community 
planning by assisting designers. 
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 Facilitate consistent documentation of site metadata and thereby improve the basis of 
intersite comparisons: The TCZ system could also support well—established planning 
projects to help quantify the thermal and morphological layers of a BMA’s URTEMap, 
standardized metadata for urban and rural landforms can be extracted from the geospatial 
database and adapted to a specific area. TCZs, however, should not be used alone for climatic 
mapping because, unlike “Climatopes” [Scherer D. et al., 1999] or “urban climatic map (UC-
AnMap)” [Ren C. et al., 2011], they are developed from generalized knowledge of built 
forms and land cover types that are universally recognized, not from specialized knowledge 
of local topography and climatology in individual cities. A more appropriate use for TCZs is 
to build spatial databases of urban-rural landform properties, and the associated effects on 
thermal climate for the hot-humid tropical cities of Asia. 
 
 Assessment and costings for scaling-up and scaling-down policies. Climate-based 
classification of urban and rural land-use for all major cities would not only assist planners 
and policy makers in the task of larger-scale assessments and costings but can also provide 
input data for local-climate numerical models to predict intra-TCZ temperature patterns (see 
Chapter 6 for more details). 
 
These are examples of the wide range of potential applications for a BMA’s climate-based 
urban and rural landform classification system, of interest and use to Local Authority 
planners, property developers, environmental researchers, utility companies, and policy 
makers. The classification system described here is “robust enough”, and useful for stratified 
sampling and extrapolation where time and resources are scarce. It is easy to apply to other 
Thailand conurbations, and indeed to any region for which there exists a spatial dataset 
consisting of attribute data to describe the component surface properties of each TCZ. It is 
also easy to reapply using updated datasets, to monitor land-use changes at local and regional 
scales. 
 
7.2. DEVELOPMENT CLIMATE-BASED ASSESSMENT METHOD 
FOR SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT PATTERN  
 
With sustainability an increasingly important factor in decision-making, land developments 
are less likely to be driven by economic gain alone. To be considered truly sustainable, social, 
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transportation, environmental and economic needs must be taken into account. However, 
achieving comprehensive sustainability is complex, resulting in numerous tools emerging for 
a sustainable built environment and beyond (see Figure 7.20). While no one tool can yet 
address all of the desiderata identified by officials and experts, the potential to build on the 
strengths of existing tools is promising. Continuing tool development will serve to enhance 
connections among various tools, create new methods of evaluating urban form and local 
climate, and establish workflow concept through which a new tool can be apply and refine. 
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Figure 7.20 Structure of the Sustainable Built Environment Research [Source: Author]. 
 
An ideal tool or integrated suite of a climate-based urban form classification system in spatial 
planning and development process should have the following characteristics [Patrick M.C. et 
al., 2009]. 
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 Comprehensive: able to capture the local climate contributions of all relevant sectors, 
including form and function, and support the consideration of additional criteria 
related to the environment, social, transportation, economy and livability. 
 Three-dimensional: grounded in the physical realities of the urban spaces they seek to 
model, and able to provide vivid and accurate descriptions of the consequences of 
future neighborhood design. 
 Multi-scalar: able to connect top-down (from settlement to local scale) with bottom-
up analysis and respond to the interactions between incremental site-scale decisions 
and regional and higher-level decisions on the city climate change resilience. 
 Policy-relevant: supportive of the way policy is made and implemented in terms that 
are direct and useful for decision makers. 
 Iterative: capable of testing alternative scenarios in real time, including within multi-
stakeholders decision processes and planning charrette environments, to produce 
results that can be evaluated rapidly and incorporated into plan modifications for 
improved outcomes. 
 Additive: able to build on and link to the existing of stakeholders, using a common 
language and interface with transparent output. 
 Affordable: relative inexpensive to acquire and easy to use by staff and consultants to 
obtain useful results. 
 
To produce such a tool may appear daunting, but the need is great to support effective 
planning and regulatory decisions, and to set and adjust policy. This research is poised to 
make planning and policy decisions at the city settlement and local levels that will have 
potentially enormous consequences. This research can guide public officials and proponents 
of development projects in making better informed decisions with respect to city climate 
change impacts, and can help tool developers and modelers identify critical needs as they 
design the next generation of planning support tools. 
 
7.2.1. Tools and Frameworks for Urban Planners and Policy Makers 
 
Some analyses indicate that planning and urban design measures can substantially reduce the 
climate change by organizing human activity in compact communities with a range of land 
use, providing reliable transit to and from employment, and placing services within easy 
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walking distance of home, so strategies that reduce travel by limiting suburban expansion and 
encouraging more compact, walkable, full-spectrum living and working environments can 
potentially make a significant contribution to overall climate change mitigation. While the 
impact of more compact land use on the city climate studies has been studied less extensively 
than its impacts on the other dimensions of sustainable built environment researched, several 
analyses have begun to explore this relationship. 
 
Local governments have several ways of influencing climate change mitigation. They can 
also influence resident and local business behavior through education, tax, fee policy, and 
other economic incentives or disincentives. However, the greatest influence of local 
governments is evident in their decisions on urban form, primarily through urban planning 
and land use regulation. Local planning guides both infrastructure investment and 
development regulation, the arenas where decisions can be made about mixed-use, walkable 
neighborhoods, alternative transportation approaches and investments, district energy, green 
infrastructure, urban farming and farmer markets and a host of other decisions that can either 
advance or hinder climate change mitigation. 
 
Policy makers and regulators at all urban scales, as well as their political constituents and 
stakeholders, need decision support tools that illustrate the climate change implications of 
urban form so they can make sound, locally relevant land use decisions. While a wide 
spectrum of tools currently exists, few have the capacity to work simultaneously at both the 
city settlement and local scale, or to capture the multiple consequences of regulatory 
decisions. They generally lack the capacity to model the land use-local climate relationship in 
a way that easily and in real time informs the policy process. 
 
Four key factors could ultimately help planners and local government officials in these 
efforts. 
 
1) Articulating the “big math” — what portion of land development requirement levels 
should be attributed to urban form and how much (what ranges) might be achieved by 
the major components of climate-based landforms classification and other local 
strategies? 
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2) Documenting and examining the development status of tools and models for 
estimating and measuring the local climate effects of alternative development 
strategies and scenarios at the local (or neighborhood) and city settlement level. 
 
3)  Defining ways to deepen and broaden the menu of local approaches to local climate 
mitigation within the urban form arena and to access information about experiences in 
other jurisdictions. 
 
4) Examining possible governance structures to make more effective climate 
improvement policies and investments.  
 
This research focuses on the presents an ideal tools or integrated suite of a climate-based 
landforms classification system to evaluate the relative local climate modification benefits of 
alternative development approaches in a city, ranging from the project to the local (or 
neighborhood) to city settlement scale. It summarizes the relationship between landforms and 
local thermal modification, particularly in the mitigation arena, and presents a framework that 
illustrate how integrated tools are already being proposed in the urban planning and 
development process of BMA. 
 
7.2.2. Characteristics of Development Assessment Method and Support 
Tools for Multi-scale Spatial Planning 
 
Available urban planning and design tools can also be organized according to their 
methodological approaches. It is also possible for a single tool to employ more than one 
approach.  
 
a) Spatial/Non-spatial Methodologies 
 
Decision support tools that use a spatial methodology model the relationships among urban 
elements. This is important because the physical organizations of a city—the arrangement of 
its elements in space—greatly impacts its local climate. Spatial tools are particularly useful 
for modeling the local climate impacts of different scenarios, and for analyzing built 
environment performance (e.g. wind mitigation from surrounding buildings and vegetation) 
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and determining feasible locations for community environmental management systems using 
optimum density thresholds. A non-spatial methodology presents data findings in numerical 
format and does not take into account the analysis of the physical arrangement of a city area. 
While non-spatial tools are less data-intensive and quicker to prepare, spatial methods are, at 
least in theory, more effective in supporting local government planning for reducing local 
thermal effects. 
 
Another advantage of using spatial methodology is that it allows for visual representations of 
results, often using GIS technology 3-D numerical modeling software (e.g. ENVI-met model, 
CFD, etc.) that make it easier for lay persons to understand the physical implications of 
alternative strategies on local climate mitigate and adapt spatial planning. Furthermore, 
spatial methodologies can provide more compelling visual outputs, allowing decision makers, 
stakeholders, and constituents to imagine and understand the on-the ground impacts of policy 
choices.  
 
b) Top-down/Bottom-up Methodologies 
 
Tools using top-down method methodologies operate at a broad geographical scale, typically 
designed to support development of plans at a city settlement level. In contrast, tools using a 
bottom-up approach focus analysis on local (building groups), site-level projects. Here, we 
proposed a tool effectively blend both approaches to assess or provide information on urban 
climate studies across scales (see Figure 7.21). The methods using by this tool to model 
future impact on climate-based landforms classification system can be categorized as either 
simulation or end-state assessments. Simulation methodologies begin with two primary data 
inputs: current land use conditions, and a set of specific rules or parameters defining how 
present conditions will develop over time, including behavioral patterns, technologies, and 
government policies. The modeling tool combines these two sets of data to forecast and 
simulate the outcome that would result over a given period of time. 
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Figure 7.21 A Summary of Integrated Suite of Multi-Scalar Assessment in Urban Climate 
Studies and Parameters of Pleasant Outdoor Environment Analysis. 
 
End-state assessment methodologies start with data describing future land use and behavioral 
patterns—in other words, the desired scenario to be achieved at a specific point in time. 
Performance is assessed by using data provided in the scenario, and changes required to 
achieve the desired end state, then, can be back-cast form ideal future conditions. Simulation 
methods are also highly complex and time consuming, often requiring months to model 
future scenarios. Conversely, end-stage assessment methods can be simpler and faster in 
providing appropriate level of data, thus allowing policy makers and other users to break free 
of current assumptions and norms. At the same time, they sometimes sacrifice grounding in 
real-world cases and the resulting richness of data that those cases often provide. 
 
7.2.3. Climate-based Urban Development Pattern Approach: Measuring 
Urban Thermal Environment Impacts of Land Use Decisions 
 
Here, we presented a “Climate-based Urban Development Pattern Approach (CUDPA)” 
methodology integrated with climate-based landform classification system is applied during 
this collaborative process to evaluate the local climate modifications of various landform 
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scenarios, both baseline conditions and future visions, and to support informed stakeholder 
decision making. 
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Figure 7.22 Steps of a “Climate-based Urban Development Pattern Approach (CUDPA)” 
Methodology Integrated with a Climate-Based Landforms Classifications System. 
 
Development patterns are discrete and representations of specific elements of landform that 
can be combined spatially and quantitatively into city settlement level. We can be used to 
approximate present-day climate-based landform classification conditions, or create desired 
future development layout scenarios. The development layout characteristic includes land use 
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functions, development densities, street patterns, amount and type of green spaces, housing 
types, building geometries, commercial and residential floor areas, and block and parcel 
configurations (see Figure 7.22). Beyond this, development patterns represent several distinct 
functions of development layout: corridors, nodes, and fabric. 
 
This BMA’s CUDPA is expanded to allow for calculation and mapping of cooling potential 
benefits. We also use to build representations of the present urban development pattern (see 
Figure 7.23), as well as the future urban development pattern propose by stakeholder and 
project participations. This allows researchers to estimate and compare the cooling potential 
for both patterns, and produce spatial and visual a cooling potential map representing benefits 
intensity across the BMA. In turn, this enabled visual comparisons between the BMA’s 
current conditions and future alternatives, helping stakeholders incorporate a sustainable built 
environment decisions into the concept plan. 
 
(a)
(b)
(c)
Current patterns have significant impacts on local 
climate (divided by Form and Climate)
Development patterns as assigned based on GIS-
platform (divided by  Form, Function and Climate)
Spatialization of cooling potential from an urban 
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Very high density (VHD)
Extremely high density (EHD)
Extremely low density (ELD)
Very low density (VLD)
Low density (LD)
Medium density (MD)
More
Less
Compact high-rise
Compact midrise
Compact low-rise
Open high-rise
Open midrise
Open low-rise
Large low-rise
Sparsely built
Bare rock or paved
Low plants
Bush, scrub
Urban park
Scattered trees
Cultivation
 
 
Figure 7.23 Example of (a) the Present Urban Development Pattern, as well as (b) the Future 
Urban Development Pattern Propose by Stakeholder and Project Participations, which for (c) 
Quantifying and Spatializing Cooling Potential Effects [Source: Author]. 
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7.2.4. Designing a Sustainable Development Pattern for the City in Hot-
humid Summer 
 
This research focuses on the built environment dimension of the subject. It attempts to bring 
together scholars, experts and practitioners of a hot-humid summer city design to share 
research experience and knowledge on the subject. One must, however, see this offering as 
only representing a start. One is only getting there, and there is a long way to go. The climatic 
considerations of hot-humid summer living are the main thesis of Bangkok’s chapters 
(Chapters 4 and 5). Urban climate and liveability can be important factors in designing hot-
humid cities. After all, it is people for whom we built our cities, and when failing to provide 
for inhabitants climatically, tropical cities have no value and little meaning. Furthermore, 
compact-density living has its environmental problems. Heat islands and hot days are 
problematic issues. In particular, vividly argues that the poor and the weak are most in need 
of our attention when designing high-density cities. The environmental dimensions of high-
density cities, especially in tropical and subtropical climatic zones, are important to get right. 
In this chapter (Chapter 7), the research contributing to urban climate is an important 
consideration. The use of urban climate maps may allow planners and policy-makers a better 
and strategic view of urban design. Part of this chapter is about various environmental 
considerations of hot-humid summer design. Cities are designed for people. 
 
Many researchers argued that, environmentally, the thermal comfort of inhabitants should be 
a key focus. Thermal stresses the importance of research leading to a better understanding of 
thermal comfort in hot-humid summer cites. It is only with better information about what is 
needed that designers can design appropriately, but stress the need to ensure diversity in city 
design. We are all different. Cities with many people are needed to provide various kinds of 
space to address this need for difference. The concept of ‘choice’ is useful. A research 
chapter on spatial planning and greening integration (Chapter 6) highlight important aspects 
of hot-humid summer planning and designs. Open space and greening area are basic human 
needs. In tropical cities, the provision of open space and greening area can be difficult. This 
research argued that there is a need for a complete rethink when designing a tropical city. A 
paradigm shift of methodology is required such as;  
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 Urban greenery alleviating the adverse effects of high-density area and urban heat 
islands (UHIs) is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Greenery and green open spaces not 
only address the thermal comfort problem; but they also offer an alternative for city 
dwellers to seek an outside oasis. Moreover, Ventilation for comfort and the cooling 
potential of ventilation, both indoor and outdoor, in hot-humid summer cities are 
needed; 
 
 Cooling potential of greening issue of high-density living is addressed in Chapter 6, 
such as how amounts of green spaces can be of meaning in high-density urban form 
design; 
 
 A holistic view based on environmental assessment is further offered in this chapter 
(Chapter 7). The need to look beyond a simple building is very important when we are 
dealing with compact-density living. Perhaps it is not the space within building 
envelopes that matters. It is the spaces in between buildings that test the design of 
compact-density layouts are needed. 
 
Apart from environmental considerations, the social aspects of hot-humid summer living are 
also needed; for example, the perception and identity of open spaces in hot-humid summer 
cities are particularly important in providing inhabitants with a sense of belonging. Can 
sustainable urban design with nature also be eco-cities? , that much further research is 
needed. Is sustainable high-rise a solution? On the other hand, is much more optimistic. This 
research can afford to be demonstrated with different climate-based urban forms in Bangkok 
that the holy grail of hot-humid summer living is a definite possibility. However, it should be 
noted that this is not an easy path. Planning processes needed social acceptability through 
participation may offer a way out. Most researchers have suggested an evidence-based 
approach with creativity. Finally, but not least, these research’s chapters recap some of the 
key view express. Quality of city living in a hot-humid summer context means that there is a 
need for balance. High-density development is not a one-way path, and there is definitely a 
limit to it. Using the example of cooling potential of greening in a Very High Density (VHD) 
prototype area of Bangkok this speculates on the idea of eco-density (e.g. urban 
neighborhood green index (UNGI)) (see Section 7.1.2 for more details). There is a need for 
innovation. 
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7.3. Summary of Integrations 
 
The urban development pattern method for quantifying and spatializing cooling potential 
effects used by this project created a standardized and consistent means of measuring and 
comparing alternative development layouts from current conditions for which a wide variety 
of data exists to a future about which relatively little is known. Rather than making time-
consuming, parcel-by-parcel design decisions, project participants were able to assign general 
development patterns to all landforms of the city, while adding greater amounts of detail to 
sensitive or otherwise important areas. 
 
Additionally, the quantitative and design-based results of the project suggest that the CUDPA 
methodology is significant potential to inform decision making in landforms and local 
temperature reductions during a fast-paced, collaborative planning process. Development 
patterns support iterative decision making. Using this approach to discuss and evaluate 
landform decisions during the design charrette allowed for live feedback from researchers 
using GIS analysis on performance issues such as population, thereby informing iterative 
revision of the future vision to be adjusted during planning processes. Because development 
patterns use the same types of planning data commonly available to local governments, the 
concept plan developed during the charrette is readily translatable to future policy and 
implementation process, such as density targets, land use designations, and building design 
guidelines. 
 
Moreover, there are many more socio-economic issues regarding hot-humid tropical cities 
and compact-density living than a single research can hope to embrace. Nonetheless, all 
chapters have painted a diverse and yet cohesive picture. The fact is that designing for hot-
humid tropical living is not a straightforward extrapolation of our known wisdom and 
knowledge base. The adventure needs care and sometimes a paradigm shift of thoughts and 
operations. As such, this research on a tropical living and city density only opens a can of 
worms that requires further efforts to put it back into adding. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
   
8.1. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This research is focused on current capabilities to observe and predict urban atmospheric 
processes across a range of spatial scales. A wide range of applications uses urban 
meteorological information. These range in scale from architectural design of the individual 
building to the whole city and its impact on the city settlement, and to the role that cities and 
their inhabitants have on global changes in atmospheric composition and climate variability. 
The data needs, predictions and process understanding range from the protection of the 
inhabitants from short-term meteorological events such as heat stress enhanced by the urban 
heat island, and on to the long-term impacts of building design and urban planning and the 
role of transportation network design on local climate environment quality, especially tropical 
cities of Asia. Thus, there are important social, economic and environmental benefits of an 
enhanced understanding of urban meteorological processes from climate-based research. 
 
Such basic work ought to be accompanied by more genuinely applied research. Here again 
we encountered the need for the development of standard methods. Once the climate 
community has managed to convince a planner of the need to consider assessing the role of 
climate, there must be a standard set of procedures available to do so. These should probably 
include a checklist of potential climate features needing consideration, and a clearly defined 
set of methods in order to conduct an initial screening of their importance. This process 
should include filters at the meso-, local and microclimatic scales and related climatic 
characteristics to the real concerns of the planner. 
 
8.1.1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 
Here, we presented thermal climate zones as a comprehensive climate-based landforms 
classification of urban and rural sites for temperature studies. The cultural and geographic 
appeal for the classification has been demonstrated, as has the potential to improve 
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consistency and accuracy in urban climate reporting. The system functions easily and 
inexpensively in a city settlement level of Bangkok. We therefore anticipated that it can meet 
a basic requirement in urban climate studies through standardized description of surface 
configuration and composition; meaningful definition and intercity comparison of UHI 
magnitude; guided exploration of heat island causes and controls; clear communication of site 
metadata; and interdisciplinary transfer of urban climate knowledge. Our primary motive 
behind the system, however, is to enhance the description of surface conditions in urban and 
rural areas, and thereby ease the process of site selection and metadata reporting, the 
following conclusion were met: 
 
1) The research indicated that both of the composition and configuration of surface 
morphology features significantly affects the magnitude of daytime near-surface air 
temperature in summer. By explicitly describing the quantitative relationships of urban 
climate indicators with the surface composition and configuration features; this 
research expands our scientific understanding of the effects of surface morphology 
properties on local climate modifications in urban-rural landscapes. These results have 
important theory and management implications. Urban planners and natural resource 
managers attempting to mitigate the impact of urban development on urban climatology 
can gain insights into the importance of balancing the relative amount of various types 
of urban morphology features and optimizing their spatial distributions (see Chapter 4 
for more details). 
 
2) The Bangkok’s climate-based urban and rural landform classification system comprise 
7 landforms at the local scale through an experimental study in a tropical city. Each 
landform is unique in its combination of the most important basic features are surface 
configuration and composition which is automatically computed with GIS data. Here, a 
map depicting Bangkok’s homogeneous climatic-response units or "urban-rural 
thermal environment map” or “URTEMap” was prepared and a series of climatic 
guidelines for planning was put forth for the different units (see Chapter 5 for more 
details). 
 
3) Based on the parametric study understanding, the following key observations useful for 
planners can be reported. First, greening is beneficial in cooling the urban environment 
and creating better urban local climatic conditions for human activities at the ground 
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level, especially during the hot and humid summer months in BMA. Second, different 
cooling potential demands from tree planting are depended on urban landforms of 
BMA (see Chapter 6 for more details). 
 
Correspondence between field sites and thermal climate zone (TCZ) classes will vary with 
physical and cultural changes to the landscape. This is a virtual certainty in any active urban 
area as land clearance and development occur. Updating TCZ designations is crucial for all 
sites, particularly those used in long-term temperature studies. A changing site will 
“progress” or “regress” through the natural, built, compact, and open forms of the TCZ 
classification. This allowance for landscape change ensures that the TCZ system stays 
relevant through time. Sites located on the edges of cities where urban growth and 
environmental change are rapid, or the cores of cities where land redevelopment and large-
scale greening projects are taking place, should be surveyed and classified annually. 
 
8.1.2. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
This thesis advances the study of urban climates and urban heat island through these 
innovative contributions: 
 
1) A comprehensive, climate-based classification of urban and rural landforms for heat 
island investigation. The classification includes guidelines for selecting appropriate 
field sites for heat island observation, and for classifying those sites into thermal 
climate zones. The user-friendly system is culturally and geographically non-specific, 
and therefore functions in BMA without loss of information (see Chapter 5 Section 5.4 
for more details). 
 
2) A novel approach to define and quantify UHI magnitude. This new approach is based 
on local climate zones and offers a purposeful interpretation of UHI magnitude more 
than traditional definitions (see Chapter 7 Section 7.1 for more details). 
 
3) Parameterization of the urban canopy in numerical climate models and weather 
prediction schemes can be improved with TCZs and their surface morphology and land 
cover data. TCZs can provide input data for numerical climate models that incorporate 
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urban canopy parameters into their formulations to forecast near-surface air 
temperature (see Table 5.5). 
 
8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Cities and other urbanized areas are home to more than half of the world’s population and 
have generated the lion’s share of local thermal effects. A better understanding of the links 
between city form and city climate effects is essential to create successful climate change and 
heat island mitigation strategies. To aid in performing this vital task, a tool, or suite of tools, 
must be capable of providing a broad set of measurements and evaluative criteria. Available 
tools, including some are not described in this research, are still incomplete, difficult to 
access, or challenging to use. Some require the guidance of skilled operators and large 
amounts of time and resources, while others are so oversimplified that they lose the ability to 
model the relationship between urban planning and local climate modifications. 
 
Yet, while no tool can be addressed all of the desiderata identified by officials and experts in 
our research and conferences to date, the potential to build on the strengths of existing tools is 
promising. Continued tool development will serve to enhance connections among carious 
tools, create new methods of evaluation city form and climate-based landforms classification 
system, and establish test cases through which new tools can be applied and refined. 
 
Prospects for an Urban Climatic Analysis Tool 
 
To develop a sustainable city, it is not sufficient to focus only on green development layouts. 
Sustainable built environment must be looked at on a wider scale. The prospect of an 
effective urban climatic analysis tool lies on how to analyze the interaction between buildings 
and their surrounding environments as an integrated urban planning and design process. This 
interaction cannot be separated from the geographical context, in which GIS has the strongest 
capability. An ideal tool or integrated suite of tools should have the following characteristics 
(see Figure 8.1): 
 
 Comprehensive —The tool should capture the local climate contributions of all relevant 
sectors, including buildings and transport, and support the consideration of additional 
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criteria related to the economy and livability. Sustainable built environment issues 
overlap, co the consequences of city climate-oriented decisions on associated concerns 
need to be revealed clearly. For example, a climate-focused planning strategy could 
have a serious impact on housing costs. Absent realistic assessment of these costs, and 
decisions about future housing development might be rendered counterproductive or 
politically infeasible. 
 
 Three-dimensional —The tool should be grounded in the three-dimensional physical 
realities of the urban spaces it seeks vivid and accurate descriptions of the 
consequences of future neighborhood design to avoid inhibiting the ability of planners 
to communicate the real-world implications of proposed actions. 
 
 Multi-scalar—The tool should be able to connect top-down (from city settlement and 
higher level to the local (or block) scale) with bottom-up analysis, responding to the 
interactions between incremental site-scale decisions, and regional and higher-level 
decisions on local climate improvement strategies. This would require a facility to 
assess both of single-family subdivision and new freeway, for example. 
 
 Policy-relevant—The tool should be supportive of the way policy is made and 
implemented, in terms that are direct and useful to decision makers. The tool must be 
move fluidly between processes that generate city climate performance data and the 
policies that might influence this performance. 
 
 Iterative—The tool should have the capacity to test alternative scenarios in real time, 
including within multi-stakeholder decision processes, design and planning charrette 
environments, in order to produce results that can be evaluated rapidly and incorporated 
into plan modifications and improved outcomes. 
 
 Additive—The tool should build on and link to existing models and related applications. 
 
 Accessible—New tools need to be intelligible to a wide range of stakeholders, use a 
common language and interface, and have transparent outputs. 
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 Affordable—The tool should be relatively inexpensive to acquire, and should require 
realistic staff and consultant time to obtain useful results. Current tools are often costly 
and labor intensive. 
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[Source: Author]
 
 
Figure 8.1 A Concept of the Prospect for an Urban Climatic Analysis Tool [Source: Author]. 
 
This research uses the term "CUDPA" (Climate-based Urban Development Pattern 
Approach), which brings geographic analysis into the design process, where initial design 
sketches are instantly vetted for suitability against a myriad of database layers describing a 
variety of physical factors for the spatial extent of the development layout. The advancement 
of the urban climatic analysis tool from the current situation to the future can be categorized 
into four parts, which are shown in Figure 8.2 and are explained in the following sections. 
 
a) Integration of 3D modeling with the GIS simulation platform 
 
The current GIS platform can be considered as two-dimension instead of three-dimension 
interface, where the X  and Y  coordinates are displayed as graphics, and the Z  coordinates 
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are stored as the attributes of the objects, such as maps and terrain models. As compared to 
the local and microclimate simulation models, both have different functions, have their own 
strengths, and work at different scales. The numerical climate model tools are mainly used in 
the Architecture Engineering and Urban Climatology, while GIS is meant for geospatial 
analysis. 
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Figure 8.2 An Ideal Tool or Workflow Concept of the Integrated a Climate-Based Urban 
Forms Classification System for Multi-Scale Spatial Planning [Source: Author]. 
 
The integration between these two platforms is the next direction. It should be integration 
between the geographic data and climate modeling into the design process. The main 
challenge is at the information workflows or data interoperability of the two domains. 
Interchangeable data formats among various 3D modeling approaches become critical. 
However, the building model in numerical climate modeling is not usually geo-referenced to 
the location where the building sits. It will be beneficial if the early stage of the design 
process contextual information is included as a part of the development layout design, such as 
terrain, surrounding buildings, roads, utilities, and environmental issues (e.g. trees and green 
spaces) (see Chapter 6 Section 6.2.1 for more details). A building often relates to the other 
surrounding buildings in terms of layout design and operation which might include the design 
of inter-building tunnels or skywalks or connection of other infrastructure. Inclusion of 
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geospatial referencing systems in GIS will facilitate the integration of multiple climate 
models for precise design. 
 
b) Integration of Different Urban Climatic Zones into an Integrated 
Simulation Platform 
 
The urban boundary layer microclimatic condition is very dynamic and complex, either due 
to the local and micro climatic conditions or urban morphology conditions. Any urban 
morphology changes in an area will result in a change in the surrounding air temperature, air 
movement pattern and solar radiation exposure. These parameters are currently obtained from 
different simulation software, for example Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), ENVI-met, 
etc (see Chapter 6 Section 6.2.2 for more details). 
 
Ideally, in the context of sustainable urban development, urban planners should analyze these 
parameters all together and obtain the optimum results during the master planning process. 
Integration of different simulations result into a common platform or developing simulation 
models in a common platform becomes critical. By doing this, the problem of segregation 
between different climatic data will be resolved. 
 
The goal is to generate an “Urban Thermal Comfort Map (UTCMap)” where temperature, 
wind and solar radiation exposure layers are analyzed together inside the GIS platform. Then, 
planners can analyze expected comfort levels and make changes in the layout design at the 
locations where it is uncomfortable. Meanwhile, the 3D cumulative building facades solar 
insolation layer will be integrated with the earlier simulated temperature, simulated wind, 
inhabitant data, and land use data to develop an “Urban Cooling Potential Map (UCPMap)”. 
Finally, the UTCMap and the UCPMap will create an “Urban Liveability Index Map 
(ULIMap)”. 
 
The integration of urban planning tools with urban climate assessment tools is a complex 
endeavour but one with a promising future. This integration will integrate urban climatic 
assessment as a part of the urban design process. Urban planners will be able to assess the 
impact of their designs, i.e., the change of urban morphology, to the urban climatic condition 
simultaneously without separately engaging scientists. 
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To produce such a tool or suite of tools appeared daunting, but the need is great. We are 
poised to make planning and policy decisions at the city settlement and local level that will 
have potentially enormous consequences. Yet planners, developers, public officials, and 
citizens are not generally well equipped to set policies and evaluate the consequences of 
urban planning decisions aimed at improving local temperature effects. 
 
Within a tropical city of Bangkok context, most planning decisions are made at the local 
level, but the impacts of these decisions will be widespread. By the same token, as some 
jurisdictions begin to set targets for mitigating effects and allocating these reductions across 
sectors and geographies, they need to understand the potential, and limitations, of the role of 
urban planning in that process. 
 
Perhaps, the most critical gap we have identified is the inability of tools to move up and down 
the various scales to support effective planning and regulatory decisions, and to set and adjust 
policy. This research on the tools currently available to help mitigate local thermal effects 
through urban planning illuminates their general approaches, scales, and utility in decision 
making. It can guide public officials and proponents of development projects in making better 
informed decisions with respect to local climate impacts, and help modelers and tool 
developers identify critical needs as they design the next generation of planning support tools 
and processes.    
 
8.3. FURTHER STUDY 
 
This research represents the first attempt to address the complex issues of urban thermal 
environment effects accounting and reductions, urban design, long-term decision making, 
land use planning, and collaborative planning processes. While the results of this project are 
encouraging, additional research will be required to improve the development pattern 
methodology. Ongoing work to improve the approach includes: 
 
 Adding additional detail to the underlying building cases to allow development 
patterns to take into account parcel-level variations in building design, vintage, or 
mechanical analysis; 
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 Linking the CUDPA method with existing transportation models in order to improve 
the validity of the transportation-related local climate modifications; 
 
 Improving the representation of block-level considerations such as building 
orientation and shading that may further affect building energy consumption, reduce 
solar radiation, and thermal comfort indexes (e.g. Physiological Equivalent 
Temperature (PET), Outdoor Standard Effective Temperature (OUT_SET*), 
Predicted Mean Vote (PMV), Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI)); 
 
 Developing proxy measures for patterns to represent renewable energy potential; and 
 
 Improving the level of automation in the software components to allow faster turn-
around during charrette events. 
 
In spite of these needed changes, the Climate-based Urban Development Pattern Approach 
(CUDPA) represents a significant step forward in providing a modeling tool that can both 
evaluate urban climate implications of different planning scenarios and be integrated into 
charrettes, workshops, and other typical planning processes. 
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Appendix A1: Fisheye images of the on-site field measurement points  
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Appendix A1-2 TCZ2: Very high density (VHD) 
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Appendix A1-3 TCZ3: High density (HD) 
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Appendix A2: Calibration process of achieving a valid ENVI-met model 
 
The boundary conditions for improving the accuracy of the ENVI-met model in the four 
climate zone prototypes of BMA included two different types of (a) Lateral Boundary 
Conditions (LBC) for improving the accuracy of the ENVI-met model, and (b) through (d) 
depict the process of model improvement until the difference between the measured and 
simulated results was minimized, including; 
 
Appendix A2-1 TCZ1: Extremely high density (EHD) 
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Appendix A2-2 TCZ2: Very high density (VHD) 
 
(ii) Optimal LBC settings
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Remark: The simulation data selected was April 25th , 2012  
Appendix A2-3 TCZ3: High density (HD) 
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Remark: The simulation data selected was May 11th , 2012  
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Appendix A2-4 TCZ4: Medium density (MD) 
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Appendix A3: Process of achieving a valid ENVI-met model 
 
After the calibration process, a paired t-test was used to determine if a significant difference 
occurred between the average measured values that were made under different conditions 
(between the values measured on-site and the simulated values). The t-test results from the 
four validation criteria displayed the relationships between the paired differences within a 
95% confidence interval. The null hypothesis states that there is no significant difference 
between the means of the twelve on-site measurement points and the simulated results of the 
four validation criteria. Table indicates that the significance value (Sig.) is greater than 0.05. 
Thus, no significant difference occurred and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.  
 
Appendix A3-1 Paired samples test for the validation criteria that compare the on-site 
measured and calibrated data from the ENVI-met simulation model of TCZ1 
Comparing criteria 
a
 
Paired Differences 
t df Sig.* 
Mean Std. Dev. 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
1 Air temperature 0.003 0.329 0.104 -0.232 0.239 0.031 9 0.976 
2 Relative humidity 0.447 1.492 0.472 -0.62 1.515 0.948 9 0.368 
3 Air velocity 0.052 0.807 0.255 -0.525 0.629 0.204 9 0.843 
4 Solar irradiance 49.433 170.471 53.908 -72.515 171.381 0.917 9 0.383 
Notes: * Significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed), a Validation data selected was 2
nd
 May, 2012. 
 
Appendix A3-2 Paired samples test for the validation criteria that compare the on-site 
measured and calibrated data from the ENVI-met simulation model of TCZ2 
Comparing criteria
 a
 
Paired Differences 
t df Sig.* 
Mean Std. Dev. 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
1 Air temperature 0.078 0.450 0.142 -0.244 0.400 0.546 9 0.599 
2 Relative humidity 0.032 2.960 0.936 -2.085 2.149 0.034 9 0.973 
3 Air velocity 0.013 0.329 0.104 -0.222 0.249 0.129 9 0.900 
4 Solar irradiance -24.198 53.75 16.997 -62.649 14.252 -1.424 9 0.188 
Notes: * Significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed), a Validation data selected was 25
th
 April, 2012. 
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Appendix A3-3 Paired samples test for the validation criteria that compare the on-site 
measured and calibrated data from the ENVI-met simulation model of TCZ3 
Comparing criteria
 a
 
Paired Differences 
t df Sig.* 
Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
1 Air temperature 0.050 0.175 0.055 -0.076 0.175 0.895 9 0.394 
2 Relative humidity 0.428 0.949 0.300 -0.251 1.107 1.425 9 0.188 
3 Air velocity 0.053 0.128 0.040 -0.038 0.145 1.320 9 0.219 
4 Solar irradiance -15.457 54.943 17.374 -54.761 23.846 -0.890 9 0.397 
Notes: * Significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed), a Validation data selected was 11
th
 May, 2012. 
 
Appendix A3-4 Paired samples test for the validation criteria that compare the on-site 
measured and calibrated data from the ENVI-met simulation model of TCZ4 
Comparing criteria
 a
 
Paired Differences 
t df Sig.* 
Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
1 Air temperature 0.059 0.228 0.072 -0.104 0.222 0.818 9 0.434 
2 Relative humidity 0.137 1.386 0.438 -0.855 1.128 0.312 9 0.762 
3 Air velocity 0.009 0.095 0.030 -0.059 0.077 0.302 9 0.770 
4 Solar irradiance 16.515 95.845 30.309 -52.048 85.079 0.545 9 0.599 
Notes: * Significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed), a Validation data selected was 21
st
 May, 2012. 
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APPENDIX B: THE COOLING POTENTIAL OF GREENING 
MODIFICATIONS IN FOUR DIFFERENT THERMAL 
CLIMATE ZONE PROTOTYPES OF BANGKOK 
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Appendix B1: The green plot ratio (GPR) modifications in different climate 
zone prototypes 
 
Appendix B1-1 TCZ1: Extremely high density (EHD) 
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Appendix B1-2 TCZ2: Very high density (VHD) 
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Appendix B1-3 TCZ3: High density (HD) 
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Appendix B1-4 TCZ4: Medium density (MD) 
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Appendix B2: Comparing current conditions with the results of the green 
plot ratio (GPR) modifications during a peak simulated summer day 
(14:00) at the pedestrian level. 
 
The simulation date selected was 2
nd
 May, 2012 on 14:00 which represents a typical peak 
time of the hot-humid summer day in Bangkok, Thailand. 
 
Appendix B2-1 TCZ1: Extremely high density (EHD) 
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Appendix B2-2 TCZ2: Very high density (VHD) 
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Appendix B2-3 TCZ3: High density (HD) 
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Appendix B2-4 TCZ4: Medium density (MD) 
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Appendix B3: Comparison of the different air temperature reductions 
from greening modifications at 14:00 at the pedestrian level. 
 
Appendix B3-1 TCZ1: Extremely high density (EHD) 
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Appendix B3-2 TCZ2: Very high density (VHD) 
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Appendix B3-3 TCZ3: High density (HD) 
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Appendix B3-4 TCZ4: Medium density (MD) 
 
 
 
